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ABSTRACT 
 

South Africa's rural communities struggle with three main problems:  lack of skills, low private 

sector investment, and poor infrastructure, which further undermines private investment in 

those communities. Even those with necessary skills lack opportunities to develop and deepen 

their skills fully. Consequently, their ability to become more competitive in the employment 

market is undermined. Skilled workforce and sustainable enterprises are the bedrock of any 

effort towards sustainable rural development. This study investigates the extent to which road 

maintenance activities contribute to skills transfer and enterprise development, with the aim of 

developing a simplified PPP (Public-Private Partnership) framework for rural road 

maintenance. 

 

The study used a qualitative research approach that employs personal and focus group 

interviews. Data was analysed using content and thematic analysis. The current PPP framework 

is not conducive to skill transfers and enterprise development through road maintenance 

projects. Overall, this study concludes that a small-scale PPP framework is indeed feasible, 

provided the cost of the transactions is lower.  The study recommends that government should 

use the proposed framework from this research to bring about rural skills transfer and enterprise 

development. This study focused only on rural road maintenance; hence, this may influence 

the generalisability of the results to other sectors or service categories. Furthermore, this 

research explicitly focused on the South African PPP framework. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Rationale 

This study examines PPPs for road maintenance as a means of transferring skills and 

encouraging enterprise development. Study focus on transfer of skills of which are technical, 

admistrative and managerial suitable for a construction entreprises, while entreprise 

development focused on support and naturing of an entreprise during its infacncy or early 

development. South Africa is facing a high unemployment rate of 25% (StatsSA, 2014). South 

Africa (according to the National Planning Commission, 2012) seeks to foster an economy that 

addresses challenges such as high unemployment; poor education for learners in disadvantaged 

communities, potentially resulting in lower skill levels; poorly located and unmaintained 

infrastructure; and exclusive spatial patterns. One of the causes cited for this high 

unemployment rate has been the lack of skills and few formal entrepreneurships (Mamabolo, 

Kerrin and Kele, 2017), combined with reports of a ‘skills gap’ by employers (Dainty, Cheng 

and Moore, 2004) and lower levels of entrepreneurship compared to other middle-income 

countries (Chimucheka, 2014).  

 

However, high levels of unemployment are particularly concentrated in rural communities, in 

part a historical legacy of apartheid policies of using rural communities as reservoirs of cheap 

labour (Wolpe, 1972). The apartheid government’s policy on rural development was to 

undermine the rural economies to force men from those communities to migrate and work in 

the mines and cities (Yudelman and Jeeves, 1986; Turok, 2012). Woman and children were 

mostly left in the villages surviving on remittances from male migrant labour, preventing the 

establishment of any sustainable economic activity in the rural areas (Nel, 2001). South Africa's 

Apartheid-driven industrial development path had led to an intense polarisation of skill 

between high skill and low skill elements; with a serious underdevelopment of the intermediate 

skill segment, which is seen as essential to successful industrialisation and competitiveness 

internationally (Kraak, 2005; McGrath, 2004). 

 

The incidence of unemployment is across education, age and race. About 58% of those 

formally employed have at least matriculation level education (12 years of schooling), 
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compared with only 38% of the total working-age population (McGrath and Okooje, 2007). 

Since 1994, the African National Congress (ANC) government has launched a number of 

interventions to address the skills gap, develop rural communities and foster the development 

of Small Micro and Medium Enterprises (SMMEs). More recent initiatives targeted at the rural 

areas to offer skills and employment include the National Rural Youth Service Corps 

(NARYSEC) through the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR), 

National Youth Service (NYS) and the Extended Public Works Programme (EPWP) operated 

through the National Department of Public Works (NDPW). 

 

The priority given by the government to the rural economies is reflected in the launch of the 

DRDLR in May 2009, while more recently the emphasis on small businesses and 

entrepreneurship with the launch of the Department of Small Business Development (DSBD) 

in May 2014. In addition, various Sector Education Training Authorities (SETA’s) were 

launched to address the skill shortage. The DRDLR addresses developmental challenges in SA 

rural communities, while the DSBD addresses the bottlenecks in opening and running small 

businesses, including supporting their formalization. Based on the current levels of 

unemployment, at 29.1%, these initiatives seem to have failed to achieve the required results 

(StatsSA, 2020).  

 

Concurrently with these challenges to human capital, South Africa also faces higher 

infrastructure deficits, which is much higher in rural communities (McGrath and Akojee, 2010) 

than in the urban metropoles. Such infrastructure ranges from water and sanitation to healthcare 

and education. A critical area of infrastructure deficit identified by Mamabolo (2016) is the 

provision of a quality road network. Roads play a particularly important role in economic 

development in providing public goods and easy access to markets and inputs (Escobal and 

Ponce, 2002), as well as access to schools.  Good roads in rural communities can also be a 

catalyst to eco-tourism (Briedenhann and Wickens, 2003) and numerous other spinoff effects, 

such as improved access to healthcare and educational opportunities (Ibid). 

 

Currently, the building of new roads and maintenance of existing road infrastructure is handled 

through a tendering system run by the public sector at provincial and municipal levels, with all 

tenders required to be registered with the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), 

and with the Company and Intellectual Property Commission (CPIC). However, some of these 
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requirements hinder the micro and very small entities, located in large numbers in South 

African rural communities, from participating in the building of new roads (Mpele Lekhanya, 

2016). Both the CIPC and CIDB are located in major urban areas, making it difficult for rural 

SMMEs to formalize themselves and have correct compliance documents to participate in 

tendering for road maintenance projects (Smulders and Naidoo, 2013). 

 

Moreover, while the Expanded Public Works Project (EPWP) is widely used on new road 

construction outside of the main urban areas, opportunities for local SMMEs and individuals 

on these projects are necessarily short term, reflecting the project’s duration, and thus 

undermining the ability to acquire skills and deepen competency in skills already acquired. In 

contrast, road maintenance is an ongoing need unlike road construction, which happens over 

fixed time frames of the specific projects. Thus, road maintenance activities will produce a 

sustained and ongoing workload that provides a degree of workflow predictability and business 

security, enabling small entities to deepen their business management and operational skills 

(Segal and Moore, 2002). For employees, this steady and sustained workload demand will 

facilitate permanent employment and incentivise both employer and employee to improve the 

employee’s skill set.  

 

However, there is limited research into the levels of mentorship, skills transfer and enterprise 

development opportunities that are provided by road maintenance projects. It is not known 

whether the sustained and ongoing workload provided by these rural road maintenance projects 

when procured through Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) does in fact contribute to a higher 

level of mentorship, skills transfer and enterprise development, than the short-term new road 

construction projects procured through EPWP.  

 

Taken to its logical extreme, PPP may be a suitable model to address the challenges of skills 

transfer and enterprise development due to the involvement of established firms, who are 

organized as the main contractors with whom SMMEs and emerging entrepreneurs can work 

and learn from in the procurement system. Evidence of this is in the regulations governing 

PPPs in South Africa (NT PPP Unit, 2007) requiring a minimum of 20% of concession holders 

being historically disadvantaged entities, as well as studies such as Filieri’s, (2015) which 

demonstrated the effectiveness of enterprise development with PPPs. Also, Martín Cruz, 

Martín Pérez and Trevilla Cantero (2009) show the importance of knowledge transfer between 
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established and emerging firms, but the problem here is that the Historically Disadvantaged 

Individuals (HDI) tend to act as subcontractors (CIDB, 2013). Thus, HDI owned enterprises 

do not necessarily build the business skills to move beyond a survivalist stage – they don’t 

necessarily graduate into fully blown businesses. In addition, it is not known whether short-

term contracts achieve an appropriate level of skills transfer and enterprise development, 

because there is no asset transfer or proportionally allocating risks and benefits between the 

main contractors and SMMEs, unlike in PPPs.  

 

Lastly, Fombad (2014) identified a number of deficiencies in the South African PPP model, 

such as its high transactional costs, long lead time, lack of political support and barriers to 

entry, which have led to the majority of PPPs being dominated by the major construction 

groups, focusing on large-scale capital projects, and this has made the approach unsuitable for 

road maintenance projects (Fombad, 2014). This research intends to develop a PPP model for 

use in road maintenance projects that will address the deficiencies in the existing procurement 

systems, such as high transactional costs and long lead-time. The latter factors can make these 

small PPPs impossible to contemplate on large-scale capital projects. PPPs have also suffered 

from a lack of political support and high barriers to entry.  

1.2 Problem statement  

South Africa’s rural communities struggle with three main problems: lack of skills, low private 

sector investment and poor infrastructure, which undermine investments in rural communities 

(StatsSA, 2014; StatsSA, 2015). Even for those with basic skills, the lack of opportunities 

undermines their ability to deepen their skills and improve their earning potential. This also 

frustrates enterprise development and prevents the retention of much needed skills. While the 

South African government has long recognised that the construction sector plays a vital role in 

addressing these problems, the high levels of competition amongst new entrants into the 

market, and the short term nature of construction projects, undermines their ability to provide 

a stable environment in the rural communities for skills transfer, sustained skills development, 

and the growth of sustainable businesses (StatsSA, 2014; Hussain and Hadi, 2019; Li, Arditi 

and Wang, 2015). There is always scope for economic activities to be viewed through past 

racial injusctice, were majority of black people were excluded from formal economic activities 

(Baer and Schoell, 1957; Redl, 2018). This has a pontential to create foster racial discord with 

a pontential to undermine project South Africa (Breakfast, 2020). While there is also 
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infrastructure disparity between urban/ rural communities due to past historical design 

(StatsSA, 2015) 

  

PPPs have been advanced as a solution to the dynamic construction sector because they provide 

long-term contracts and business structure arrangements; this study argues that this can 

potentially support the development of a rural construction sector. However, the current 

framework for PPPs is geared towards large scale construction projects, which results in 

opportunities being directed to those who are already part of the formal construction sector, so 

the skills required for participating are high level professional skills located within the urban 

metropoles, as opposed to the lower levels of skills which are available in the rural areas. 

Furthermore, the current emphasis of PPPs in providing road infrastructure is geared towards 

national strategic routes, rather than the rural road networks that are so critical for the 

development of rural communities.  

 

A number of small-scale PPPs have been tried to meet road maintenance contracts and develop 

skills; however, the size of these schemes and the higher transaction advisory costs has 

undermined their success. The question has always been of proportionality. The current PPP 

framework in this study will be arguably too complex, bureaucratic and full of unnecessary 

processes which undermine the successful implementation of small-scale road maintenance 

projects. Therefore, this research evaluates the contributions made by PPPs to skills transfer 

and enterprise development, towards developing a framework for their implementation on rural 

road infrastructure projects. 

1.3 Primary research question 

From this problem statement, the following research question is formulated: 

How can skills be transferred and enterprises developed by using PPPs in road maintenance 

projects in rural communities? 

1.3.1 Secondary research questions 

In order to answer this question, the following secondary research questions need to be 

addressed: 

1. What is the current state of infrastructure, skills and enterprise development in South 

Africa’ rural communities?  
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2. To what extent do well-maintained rural roads assist in delivering other public goods 

to rural communities? 

3. What are the existing interventions by government and others, to develop infrastructure, 

skills and enterprise development in South Africa’s rural communities? 

4. How are current South African PPP policies suited to encouraging skills 

training/acquisition and enterprise development in rural communities? 

5. What changes may be needed to the existing policy framework to accommodate road 

maintenance-based PPPs in rural areas? 

6. How can existing skills development and enterprise development interventions be 

tailored to support rural road maintenance PPPs? 

1.4 Research aims and objectives 

1.4.1 Research aim 

The aim of the study is to find out how skills are transferred and enterprises developed when 

using PPPs on road maintenance projects in rural communities. The desired outcome is to 

develop a PPP framework that will be proportional and appropriate for road maintenance in 

rural communities. 

1.4.2. Research objectives 

The objectives guiding the research are to: 

• Determine the level of infrastructure and skills deficits in SA rural communities. 

 

• Determine the benefits of well-maintained roads in delivering public goods and 

services. 

 

• Evaluate the extent to which road maintenance activities can contribute to skills transfer 

and enterprise development. 

 

• Determine whether current PPP models and policy are suitable to enable enterprise 

development and skills transfer on road maintenance projects in South African rural 

communities. 
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• Establish the effects of PPP transaction costs on project risk, scope, and skills transfer 

and enterprise development. 

 

• Develop a simplified PPP framework for road maintenance, with specific emphasis on 

skills transfer and enterprise development. 

1.5 Research proposition 

The proposition stated to guide the direction of the study is as follows: 

Skills transfer and enterprise development is feasible through PPP rural road maintenance 

projects. 

 

Skills are transferred and enterprises are developed on PPP-procured rural road maintenance 

projects, through sustained workloads, where transaction costs are reduced, and the project 

risks are proportionally distributed. 

1.6 Importance of the study  

 The study aimed to provide the following benefits: 

• Knowledge of the levels of skills transfer and enterprise development opportunities 

that are provided by road maintenance projects.  

• Understanding of how the sustained and on-going workload provided by rural road 

maintenance projects -  when procured through PPPs -  contributes to a higher level of 

skills transfer and enterprise development than the short-term new road construction 

projects, procured through EPWP.  

• Awareness of how PPPs will be used in addressing the problems of skills shortages 

and lack of enterprise development. 

1.7 Limitations 

The following limitations will apply: 

• This study was conducted on rural road maintenance; hence, this may impact on the 

generalisability of the results in other sectors or service categories.  

• This research explicitly focused on South African PPP framework. Second, data was 

collected through interviews and a focus group. Focus groups generally may not cover 

all relevant aspects.  

• This study may not be entirely representative of the PPP framework in South Africa.  
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1.8 Assumptions 

The following assumptions are being made in this study: 

• Rural enterprise development applies to both formal and informal businesses. 

• It may involve both informal and informal businesses. 

• PPPs are expected to be a continuing feature in South Africa’s public infrastructure 

delivery. 

1.9 Research methodology 

The study employs a qualitative research approach involving personal and focus group 

interviews to meet the research objectives. A purposive sampling technique was used in 

identifying construction professionals working for consulting and construction companies, and 

also those working for government agencies involved in rural infrastructure project 

procurement. The data collected was analysed using the thematic data analysis technique. The 

primary outcome of this study is a PPP model for the procurement of road maintenance projects 

in rural communities.  

1.10 Structure of the thesis  

• Chapter 1 - Introduction: In this chapter the researcher introduces the research problem, 

and the aim and objectives of the study. The chapter provides a pathway for the research 

activities that will need to be carried out in order to ensure that the research study adds 

value in the research area. Limitations and assumptions are also addressed, as these are 

critical in the entire research journey.  

 

• Chapter 2 - Literature review: This chapter reviews the appropriate theoretical 

paradigm for the research topic of evaluating skills and enterprise development in 

public private partnerships of procured infrastructure projects. Previous literature on 

the subject is critically reviewed to look for guidelines and possible solutions to the 

research problem. The literature review guides the design of the questionnaire and helps 

to focus on the questions critical to the study, so as to ensure the best results.  

 

• Chapter 3 – In this chapter the researcher builds on the existing literature about PPPs 

to develop a conceptual framework. The review refers to a number of areas within the 

field of PPPs, with specific reference to the risks and benefits of these partnerships, the 
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South African experience of PPPs, the use of PPPs in road infrastructure procurement, 

and small-scale PPPs and their use in skills transfer and enterprise development.   

 

• Chapter 4 – Theoretical and conceptual framework: This chapter describes the links 

between concepts, which combine as theories about PPPs. These concepts are used to 

motivate for the theory adopted in the research. The theoretical framework explains the 

existence of the research question of the study. While the conceptual framework 

provides the skeleton to support the study. 

 

• Chapter 5 - Research methodology: This chapter presents an overview and justification 

of the research approach, design and method followed in this study. The study 

population, sampling techniques and sample size used in the research are also 

discussed. Ethical considerations around the study are also presented, as well as the 

limitations of the research.   

 

• Chapter 6- Data Presentation and Analysis: This chapter presents the data extracted 

from the interview protocol and the results of the thematic data analysis. These findings 

are related to the available knowledge on the current PPP models, road maintenance 

regimes and the current skills and enterprise development initiatives and strategies used 

in South Africa. Grounded Theory is used to develop a PPPs framework for road 

maintenance in South Africa.  

 

• Chapter 7 - Proposed PPP framework - This chapter a presents the proposed PPP model/ 

framework for procuring road maintenance projects in rural communities, to enable 

skills transfer and sustainable enterprise development. 

 

• Chapter 8 - PPP framework validation- This chapter highlights the PPP framework 

presented to focus groups for validation. The validation is necessary as the researcher 

was unable to implement a PPPs project. The use of a focus group of well experienced 

people within PPP project procurement was done to provide the necessary validation. 

 

• Chapter 9 – Conclusions and recommendations: After a comprehensive analysis of the 

findings from the research the study, recommendations were advanced for solving the 
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problems of lack of skills transfer and sustainable enterprise development on road 

maintenance projects, using a PPP framework for roads maintenance in South Africa.  

The recommendation also highlights certain areas that may require further 

investigation.  

1.11 Chapter summary 

Chapter 1 provides the overall introduction of this study. Initially, the problem statement, the 

purpose of the research, research objectives and justification of the study are presented. The 

research methodology and design are also presented. Thereafter, the significance and 

contribution of the study are discussed. Subsequently, ethical considerations and limitations of 

the research were discussed. The chapter provides an account of South Africa's rural road 

infrastructure, entrepreneurship, and skills deficit.  
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Chapter 2: The Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

A literature review focuses on searching and evaluating available literature on a particular 

research topic (Webster and Richard, 2002). It also assists in addressing some of the questions 

the researcher is trying to answer (Rosenthal and DiMatteo, 2001). A literature review should 

be able to survey the relevant literature (Corbin and Strauss, 2008); synthesise available 

literature; offer a critique by analysing the available literature, also  identifying gaps and areas 

of further learning; and present the relevant literature in an organised way (Arias et al., 2008). 

However, literature requires a coherent reviewing process, which depends upon a conceptual 

structuring of the topic itself (Webster and Watson, 2002). This chapter presents an overview 

of rural communities, road maintenance, skills transfer, and enterprise development. 

2.2 Overview of the current state of infrastructure, skills and enterprise development in 

South African rural communities  

2.2.1 Rural communities  

Rural communities are settlements away from towns and cities, these settlements are usually 

characterised by a few homesteads, economic activities around agriculture, infrastructure that 

is inadequate or lacking, and population demographics indicating that the elderly are the 

majority, and there are few employment opportunities (Commins, 2004).  

 

Buxon (1976), defines a rural area as one that lags behind in population per square mile, in 

education, variety of experience and finally in the power to control its own destiny compared 

to more urban areas. Low levels of human, physical and economic capital were found to be 

located to the population in rural communities (Giorgas, 2007). However according to Gumbi 

(1992), rural communities inhabitants carry similar aspirations as their urban counterparts, 

Gumbi (1992) found that rural communities aspire to have housing, favourable living 

conditions, work opportunities, quality education, well-balanced meals, health facilities, 

adequate transport, political freedom, more land, and shopping centres. 

2.2.2 South African classification of rural communities 

South African rural communities do not have adequate resources such as water, educational 

facilities, and employment opportunities. This is caused by the inequitable distribution of 

resources in South Africa which has resulted in urban areas enjoying a higher quality of life at 
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the expense of the rural; however there is a justification for this disparity as rural dwellers do 

not contribute towards municipal services (Molefe, 1996; Ncube and Monnakgotla, 2017). A 

key finding from the South Africa census of 2001 was the fluidity regarding the classification 

into urban and rural areas (StatsSA, 2012). Historically, population settlement has been 

classified either as rural or urban; however, there is a new phenomenon of peri-urban settlement 

(Allen, 2003).  

 

Peri-urbanization refers to a process, often a highly dynamic one, in which rural areas located 

on the outskirts of established cities become more urban in character. There is a difference in 

terms of physical capital, economic capital and human capital which are located in rural 

communities, which are predominantly under rural municipalities (Sørensen, 2018). However, 

Mylott (2009) argues that rural and urban communities are interdependent and that 

development in rural communities is always supported by urban communities’ services, in 

areas such as credit, agricultural expansion services, farm equipment, hospitals, and 

government services. This transformation occurs in physical, economic, and social terms, and 

often in a piecemeal fashion (Webster and Muller, 2004).  

 

The incorporation of Kungwini local municipality which was mainly rural into Tshwane 

municipality in 2011 is an example of a peri-rural community. The Municipal Demarcation 

Board (MDB) brought about a more inclusive model, by incorporating both urban and rural 

areas into a single municipality (ibid). Besides this cosmetic inclusion, the disparity between 

the two is visible, as the government is using two different programs to improve residents’ 

livelihood, the integrated rural development strategy and the urban renewal programme 

(StatsSA, 2001).  

 

Peri-urban communities are able to receive better municipal services, obtain employment 

opportunities and get access to an institution of higher learning (Cain and Mulenga, 2009). 

Their proximity to cities affords them an opportunity to access a better quality of life. 

According to Mulligan (1984), unlike rural communities, urban communities tend to benefit 

from the economy of scale which is achieved when public and private organisations join 

together, with employees and consumers situated close to each other. The economies of scale 

occur through access to labour and the reduction of transportation costs. This study focuses on 

rural communities that are far from the urban centre, where there is little access to employment 
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opportunities, education institutions, and better quality services.  

2.2.3 Characteristics of a rural community 

Rural communities are characterised by having agriculture as a source of employment, 

underdevelopment of resources, lack of alternative employment opportunities, isolation caused 

by distance and poor communications, economic stagnation, poor quality of life because of the 

insecurity of essential goods, facilities and money, an unfavourable environment exposing 

people to communicable diseases and malnutrition, inadequate health facilities and lack of 

sanitation (Djukanovic and Mach, 1975). In the context of developing countries, rural 

communities are seen to be lagging behind in terms of economic opportunities and 

infrastructure development, while their development potential has been neglected for decades 

(Perpar, 2007).  

 

Most people who live in rural communities are poor (Ravallion, 1991). Despite poverty and 

other challenges faced by the rural community, their ability to adapt and remain resilient 

remains commendable (Skerratt, 2013). Primary agriculture remains the major source of 

employment and livelihood (Woodhouse, et al., 2000). Economic activity tends to be mostly 

small informal businesses in retail, agriculture, and transportation (Louw, et al., 2008). 

Economic activities are labour dependent, as capital is scarce (ibid). Rural communities are 

distinguishable by certain features, which form a part of their structural characteristics 

(Commins, 2004).    

 

Rural communities usually struggle with a higher level of unemployment, low levels of skills, 

and few job opportunities, which leads to structural unemployment (Oumarou, 2019, 

Wallenborn, 2011). The trend in low/medium income countries is that agriculture tends to be 

the backbone of rural economic development (Woodhouse et al., 2000), however South Africa 

due to its past dispossession of black people from the land, effectively denied them an 

opportunity to participate in commercial agriculture, due to their lack of suitable land (Walker, 

2003).  

 

Agriculture in South African rural communities was mainly informal just to supplement 

income and contribute to their livelihood (Altman, Hart and Jacobs, 2009). The South African 

Land Act of 1913 denied black people access to land ownership and they were not allowed to 

own more than 10% of arable land, as a consequence commercial agriculture became a distant 
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dream, as was unviable among rural dwellers (DRDLR, 2013). Attempts have been made to 

diversify the rural economy beyond farming; however rural communities’ inability to attract 

investment and retain skills has undermined these efforts (Schur, 2002).  

 

Besides agriculture, eco-tourism is another viable way to diversify South Africa’s rural 

economy; however, poor road conditions remain a challenge (DoT, 2012; DRDLR, 2014). 

There is a need to address a number of structural challenges to unlock the potential of the rural 

economy. This would also enable the transformation of rural communities from subsistence 

small farmers to commercial farmers. Another challenge is the access to markets, and lack of 

capital to invest (DRDLR, 2011). Land tenure is problematic, as rural land tenure is communal, 

controlled under the tribal authority. As a result, an owner cannot use the land as collateral 

when applying for a loan to invest in the land (Evans, 2012; Wily, 2011). 

   

Over 50% of South Africans live in rural communities (StatsSA, 2015). Cities and rural 

communities tend to be mirror opposites of each other (Mensah, Huchet-Bourdon and Latruffe, 

2014). The disadvantages of the cities tend to be the advantages of rural communities, and vice-

versa (OECD, 2013). Rural communities provide a clean environment and lower crime level, 

while unemployment in the main challenge in rural communities (Sarkar and Chakrabarti, 

2011). There is also a lack of basic services like (water, sanitation, and access roads), 

employment and training opportunities (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 

2011). Rural communities also foster social exclusion as a lack of public infrastructure makes 

it difficult for the poor to enjoy a good quality of life (Spoor, 2013). There are also higher 

transactional costs for those with resources, because shops and other social amenities are 

located at a greater distance (Chen, LeGates and Fang, 2018). This usually impacts on the 

ability of those with resources to find opportunities to invest their resources in economically 

productive initiatives (Whitacre, 2010). 

 

Rural communities tend to have other negative socio-economic outcomes, in areas such as 

education and health care (Shedenova and Beimisheva, 2013). They usually lack health care 

facilities, while the few available are ill-equipped and lack basic equipment (Gaedei and 

Versteegii, 2011). Besides equipment, rural health facilities lack human capital as skilled 

personnel prefer to live in the cities. Poor transportation infrastructure also acts as a barrier to 

development. Where roads exist they are usually poorly maintained, which impacts on the 
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delivery of health care (Syed, Gerber and Sharp, 2013). Poor roads in rural areas make 

connections difficult (Velaga, 2012). 

 

Rural communities usually have poor educational outcomes compared to their urban 

counterparts (Lamb, Glover and Walstab, 2014). Due to low income in rural communities, 

schools struggle to raise more income for school needs, beyond government allocations 

(Mohangi et al., 2016). An insufficient budget impacts on the schools’ ability to provide quality 

education (Verger et al, 2013). Bloom et al., (2007) state that a healthy and well-educated 

society is an engine for economic development.  

 

Rural communities contribute higher than average to the number of poor inhabitants, compared 

to urban communities (Chibba and Luiz, 2011). The intensity of rural poverty is much higher 

than that of urban poverty (Khodadadkashi and Shamsi, 2012). What exacerbates rural poverty 

is the migration of the skilled workforce to the cities, or, if they remain in the rural area, their 

reliance on low paying jobs such as those in agriculture, while the urban dwellers have better-

paying jobs in factories (Jacobs and Hart, 2014). Low population density makes it unfeasible 

to establish certain services, which are necessary to lift poor people out of poverty (Mellor, 

2014).  

 

Population density and demographics are an important factor in the profile of rural 

communities. Rural communities have been experiencing a gradual decline in population, 

while urban migration is cited as one of the causes (StatsSA, 2016). Urban migration in South 

Africa is due to the lack of economic opportunities in rural communities (ibid). Without 

migration, there is a reality of political instability due to the socioeconomic challenges rural 

communities face (StatsSA, 2012). Exacerbation of socioeconomic challenges occurs as young 

people are in search of employment and economic activities (Ajaero and Onokala, 2013). In 

Africa, there is an increase of people migrating to cities (Todes et al, 2008). Women, children 

and the elderly remain the majority among rural dwellers (Stats, 2012). 

 

Rural communities are also characterized by poor infrastructure (Bates, 2012). 

Inadequate investment in rural infrastructure has always been a source of youth migration to 

cities (United Nation, 2017). Developing countries need policy and finance to pay for rural 

development (Oliver 2010; DRDLR, 2013).  
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A nation’s infrastructure quality shows its economic performance, while the slow pace of 

infrastructure development has a negative impact on economic growth (Estache and Garsous, 

2012; ECHEVARRIA, 2012). Access to reliable and cheaper infrastructure will improve rural 

communities’ economic performance (Puentes, 2015). When countries’ populations grow, 

there is a need to match that growth by delivering infrastructure to support the population; 

however, Africa’s infrastructure financing gap is cited as the cause of inadequate infrastructure 

to support growth in the population (Asoka, Thuo and Bunyasi, 2013; OSAA, 2015, AfDB, 

2016). 

 

Rural unemployment is usually higher compared to urban unemployments (Banerjee, 2006). 

Developing countries struggle to improve rural employment, as rural unemployment continues 

to rise (Scarpetta, Sonnet and Manfredi, 2010). These challenges are attributed to rural 

communities’ lack of investment other than government allocations; there is a shift among 

developing countries to allocate more resources towards social infrastructure, unlike economic 

infrastructure, which is crucial in creating employment (Baumgartner, 2016); Laborda and 

Sotelsek, 2019). There have been commitments in terms of policy frameworks and the 

development of a new department in 2009 to focus on rural development, however, rural 

unemployment remains a challenge (Zenou, 2011; Yu, 2013). The government needs to 

develop a strategy to foster rural investment in other sectors of the economy, beyond 

agriculture and forestry (Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2014). 

There is a relationship between lack of skills and structural unemployment (Jacobs and Hart, 

2012). 

 

Economic activity contributes to the profile of rural communities: they have a higher 

concentration of poverty, and any economic activity is usually in primary agriculture (Dudziak, 

2019). Involvement in meaningful agriculture requires access to land, as land is a major factor 

in rural economic activities (Cross and Friedman, 1997). But for land to be productive, capital 

is needed to finance seeds, agricultural equipment and other resources like water and fertiliser, 

to make land more productive (Vink and van Rooyen, 2009). 

2.2.4 The state of South African rural infrastructure  

According to the 2014 Budget, a total of R847-billion from public expenditure was allocated 

to public infrastructure investment, while transport and electricity sectors were the main 

beneficiaries (Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2014). 
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Substandard and nonexistent infrastructure is a common feature of South African rural 

communities (McDonald et al., 2014). Rural dwellers live without most of the basic 

amenities.such as safe transportation, clean drinking water, and electricity, all of which 

improve quality of life (GovSA, 2014).  

 

Since 1994, when the government became democratic, South Africans have seen a greater 

improvement in the delivery of these amenities, but more is yet to be achieved in rural 

communities (GovSA, 2015). Besides the infrastructure investment as a positive contribution 

to social development, infrastructure investment also remains a catalyst for economic 

development (Zwane, 2012).  According to the South African National Development Plan 

(NDP, 2012)  agriculture is cited as a key industry in South African rural economic 

development and inclusion (NPC, 2012); however without improved investment in rural road 

infrastructure which is key in providing access to markets and inputs, realizing this objective 

will remain a challenge (Arethun and Bhatta, 2012). Poor road transportation increases input 

costs, which impedes the price competitiveness of the agricultural produce (Steyn et al., 2011; 

Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury, South Africa, 2014). 

 

Rural infrastructure is a catalyst for rural economic development (Banjo, Gordon and Riverson, 

2012). However, Africa is still lagging behind as compared to other nations in Asia and Latin 

America (Goyal and Nash, 2016). Limited resources remain a problem, while there are 

competing interests between infrastructure investment and social transfer (OECD, 2014), as 

most African nations are funded through royalties derived from natural resources (Wills, 

Senbet and Simbanegavi, 2016). The lack of revenue and skills from the public sectors also 

undermines Africa’s infrastructure development ambitions (Shava and Maramura, 2017). 

Private sector capital can be used, but this relies on the government's ability to repay loans, and 

an independent judiciary to enforce a contract when disputes arise (Khmel and Zhao, 2016). 

2.2.5 Roads in rural communities  

According to Asher and Novosad (2018) it is estimated that close to a billion people remain 

cut off from resources in rural areas, due to a lack of paved road infrastructure. Access to rural 

communities remains a challenge and this is worse in developing nations (Abswaidi, Anael and 

Khamisi, 2017). Almost a billion people worldwide lack access to roads during the rainy 

season, as they are located more than 2 kilometers from main roads (Roberts, Shyam and 

Rastogi, 2006). Historically, rural communities have not been prioritized in terms of 
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development projects, nor has there been a shift of the focus of development projects to these 

communities, which could have the potential to effectively spread economic development gains 

in low-income and middle-income countries (Parks, 2018). Transport costs remain one of the 

barriers for rural workers to access employment and non-farm jobs (Smith, Hirsch and Davis, 

2012). High logistic costs, due to poorly maintained road infrastructure, remain a bottleneck, 

which stifles growth from rural enterprises (Asher and Novosad, 2018).  

 

Well maintained roads are crucial as they improve access to goods, social connectivity and 

services in rural communities (Brown et al., 2018). Improved rural roads are recognised as 

having positive impacts on rural communities (Akpan, 2014, Gibbons, 2012).  Roads in rural 

communities can help by bridging the gap between markets and producers, especially for 

agricultural produce (Jacoby, 2000). Besides contributing to rural economic activities, rural 

roads also assist in the provision of other services and public goods, such as health care and 

education (Gibson and Rozelle, 2003). Lack of adequate road infrastructure has an impact on 

the quality of life of the rural communities.  

 

Due to low rural economic contributions, governments in developing nations usually do not 

prioritise the financing of rural roads (Lindsey, 2009; Bradeep and Nair, 2013).  Poor road 

infrastructure in rural areas impacts on the farmer’s potential to be competitive (Kiprono and 

Matsumoto, 2018). Africa as a region has one of the highest road transportation costs when 

compared with Asia and Latin America (Sebuny, 2016). South Africa’s National Development 

Plan (NDP, 2012) cites agriculture as the backbone of rural economic development; however, 

the cost of transportation of agricultural produce to the market will inhibit more people from 

participating in the agricultural economy (NPC, 2012; Kiprono and Matsumoto, 2018).  

 

However, a shift is required from looking at road expenditure as a social cost and instead, to 

classify it as an economic catalyst. Unlike urban roads, rural roads have a much lower traffic 

volume. The low traffic does help in depressing the costs of routine maintenance (Thiessen et 

al., 2017). When roads are classified based on their socio-economic contribution, their budget 

reduction during economic difficulties will be minimal. Countries with dedicated road agencies 

perform better in the financing and maintenance of roads, however in the case of South Africa, 

the better equipped national road agency focuses on strategic highways rather than on rural 

roads (Van Rensburg and Krygsman, 2019).  
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Challenges facing rural communities have been debated within a number of forums around the 

world. Around half of the South African population lives in rural communities, and 72 percent 

of rural dwellers are classified as poor (StatsSA, 2016). While urban communities have a better 

quality of life in terms of infrastructure and other social services, South African rural 

communities’ inhabitants are faced with a number of social and economic challenges (Agbo 

and Zhang, 2017). From this context, improving rural road infrastructure can be a backbone to 

improving rural economic performance, while addressing socio-economic challenges such as 

unemployment (Freund and Ianchovichina, 2012; Kodongo and Ojah, 2016).  

 

Road infrastructure in rural communities usually falls under the management of the district and 

local authorities, while strategic motorways are managed by SANRAL (DoT, 2013). A policy 

framework was developed, namely the National Land Transport Strategic Framework 

(NLTSF) of 2015, to create an inclusive rural road infrastructure (Schoeman, 2017).  Its 

objectives will be achieved in the short, medium and long-term. A coordinated strategy 

between NLTSF and the Integrated and Sustainable Rural Development Programme (ISRDP) 

will be necessary to achieve rural road infrastructure objectives (Harmse, 2010). Rural 

communities in South Africa are home to poor road infrastructure and this is a challenge to 

government policy to redress past imbalances (DoT, 2012). Investing in road infrastructure is 

one of the solutions toward redressing historic social injustice, including neglect of 

predominantly black areas (Perkins, 2010).  

 

Costs present a challenge to maintaining and building road infrastructure in rural communities 

(K. C. Manjunath, 2011). Rural municipalities in which these roads are located lack the revenue 

to build and maintain them (Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 

2014). There are other challenges such as the lack of technical and managerial capacity within 

rural municipalities to perform the task (Peters and van Nieuwenhuyzen, 2013). The current 

trends show the road maintenance backlog in provincial and municipal roads is increasing 

(Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2011). This emanates from inadequate 

financial resources from the national government, as these municipalities are unable to raise 

their own finances (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2012). But 

increasing the number of cars over the years is putting a strain on the existing roads, which in 

turn require more regular maintenance (Thompson, 2000). 
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Since 1994 the ANC-led South African government has tried to improve road infrastructure in 

rural communities (RSA, 2014). There has been an increase in the number of roads being 

upgraded from gravel to paving (Department: National Treasury: Republic Of South Africa, 

2015). However, this backlog will remain for years as the government continues to focus more 

on financial resources for  social security, due to poor economic growth over the past decade 

(Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2014). The poor level of skills 

of the authorities managing rural roads is also to blame, as they lack the technical skills to 

maintain and upgrade roads. Lastly, corruption and poor management of public finance is also 

to blame.  

2.2.6 Rural enterprise development  

Developing rural communities without unlocking their rural economic potential will 

undermine such an initiative (Jacoby, 2012). During apartheid, South African men worked in 

cities as migrant workers, while children, women and the elderly remained in the rural 

communities (Wolpe, 1972). It is difficult to obtain the critical mass needed for effective public 

services and infrastructure, while business development in rural communities tends to focus on 

their existing assets, such as location, natural and cultural amenities, and social capital (OECD, 

2006). Rural economic development is an important public policy area in South Africa, because 

urban migration is proving to be unsustainable, with the challenges of developing urban 

housing and providing other social goods for the economic migrants (Mayer, Habersetzer and 

Meili, 2016; DRDLR, 2013, StatsSA, 2015). Rural development can also help to reduce rural 

communities’ reliance on social grants (StatsSA, 2016).  

 

Rural entrepreneurship is central to rural economic growth and development (Lekhanya and 

Visser, 2016). According to the OECD, (2006) most policy initiatives to address challenges in 

rural communities were developed without the input of rural communities, thus there is a need 

to shift the focus towards understanding the needs of rural dwellers, and to include them in 

developing policy which affects them.  As South Africa has accepted that rural development 

will be difficult without rural enterprise development, an enabling environment to foster 

entrepreneurship in rural communities is required (Lekhanya and Visser, 2016).  

 

This should focus on physical infrastructure such as roads and energy, and soft infrastructure 

in terms of policy and dispute resolution mechanisms (Angeles, 2011; Audretsch, Heger and 
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Veith, 2014). If the government plans to develop rural communities, it should acknowledge 

rural communities’ potential to contribute to the national economy. New development policies 

should support rural entrepreneurship, and in the case of South Africa, there should be a 

conscious integration of women in rural economic development strategies (Mugobo, 2012).  

 

Entrepreneurship carries risks (financial risk, bankruptcy and competitive risks), and some of 

the strategies in mitigating these risks will require innovation and the ability to understand the 

market (Berveley et al, 2012; Kraft and Bausch, 2016). However rural communities lack skilled 

business managers with the capacity to manage these risks. Other economic factors, such as 

markets that are far away, and higher transportation costs to get there, remain a bottleneck to 

development (Kodongo and Ojah, 2016). For these entrepreneurs to succeed, clear and 

practical training in terms of managing a business is invaluable; however the high illiteracy 

rate among the rural dwellers is a challenge in attempting to equip them with skills (Quan-

Baffour, 2012).    

 

The rural community, which is an entrepreneurial economy, is better than an economy driven 

by social grants, because it improves social vitality and quality of life (Langevang et al., 2015; 

Tshoose, 2017).  Tregear (2005), MacDonald and Jolliffe (2003) argue that beyond socio-

economic benefits, evidence shows that rural local entrepreneurship contributes to cultural 

heritage, improves the quality of life and valorization of local resources. Developing the rural 

economy has been difficult so far, due to lack of industrial capacity, while recent trends of a 

shift towards a service economy like tourism and hospitality offer some hope (Adeyinka-Ojo, 

2018). Unlike other industries, hospitality and tourism will be more reliant on soft skills 

competencies (Weber, Crawford, Lee and Dennison, 2017). 

2.2.7 Rural skills needs 

Rural communities can contribute to economic development and employment in developing 

nations. More than half of the developing world’s inhabitants live in rural communities (Alkire 

and Santos, 2014), where agriculture is the primary source of employment, livelihood and 

economic activities (Greyling, 2012; OECD, 2014). However rural communities continue to 

be home to the world’s poorest (Alkire and Santos, 2014). This usually creates economic 

migrants who move to cities in search of employment, however being unskilled undermines 

their ability to find employment (Tacoli, McGranahan and Satterthwaite, 2015). Skills are 

integral in poverty reduction, employment, entrepreneurship and enhanced productivity 
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(StatsSA, 2014). However addressing the rural skills deficit would be difficult, without first 

addressing the question of skills challenges in rural communities and a strategy for sustainable 

skills transfer or acquisition (Kwaw, 2007).  

 

Unlike urban areas, the rural economy is likely to demand more practical skills, focusing on 

agriculture and natural resources (Dyakonenko, 2016). Skills in developing and maintenance 

of rural infrastructure will be crucial (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury, South Africa, 

2012).  However, other non-cognitive skills, such as social and personal interaction, are 

required to enable efficient teamwork (Heckman, 2001). For rural economic development to 

be meaningful, a clear strategy in skills development to support rural economic development 

is required (Jacobs, 2012). Rural communities are marginalized from opportunities and this 

perpetuates inequality compared to their urban counterparts (Bock, 2016). Rural communities 

also lack education and training opportunities. These problems affect rural woman most, in the 

context of South Africa where men are migrant workers in the cities (Foster, 2011).  

 

Besides various, efforts by developed nations and multilateral agencies towards helping the 

rural poor, very little has changed over the past decades (OECD, 2010). Rural communities 

even when they develop a skilled workforce, lack opportunities for the use of their skills, and 

this undermines their willingness to remain, hence the ongoing migration to cities in search of 

better work opportunities (Nowicka, 2014). Most developing countries lack the capacity to 

develop and retain a skilled workforce in the rural communities (Sagynbekova, 2017). Skills 

development needs to take center stage in any rural development intervention (IOL, 2009). 

Rural skills requirements need to expand beyond primary agriculture and secondary 

agriculture. There is a possibility to use rural infrastructure deficits to provide space for skills 

development during infrastructure delivery and maintenance (Proctor and Lucchesi, 2012; 

Martinez-Fernandez et al., 2012). Agricultural production has been an engine for rural 

economic development; however poor infrastructure tends to undercut this impact as it raises 

transportation costs and also cuts agricultural produce from the markets (Gollin, Lagakos and 

Waugh, 2012). The agenda of placing skills and knowledge in the center of rural economic 

development cannot be understated. 

2.2.8 Rural skills retention 

According to Sinha and Sinha (2012) employers are struggling with retaining their skilled 

employees.  Kim, Ritter and Koubek (2013) state that training and education are designed to 
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improve learning and produce qualified performance through the retention of knowledge. 

Nonetheless, individuals often forget important skills, which leads to decreased performance 

(Kim, Ritter and Koubek, 2013). Highly skilled employees are the ones employers will always 

struggle to retain, while doing so is likely to come with higher wages (Behravesh, Tanova and 

Abubakar, 2019).  

 

Rural communities tend to be unable to offer opportunities for professional job seekers in 

highly specialized areas, such as finance and engineering (Macchiavello, 2003). Few 

employment opportunities undermine rural communities’ ability to retain their highly skilled 

workforce (de Hoyos and Medvedev, 2011). Rural communities lack the ability to attract and 

retain a skilled workforce, and countries like South Africa require a strategy in retaining skilled 

workforce to meet their rural development objectives (Chisholm, Russell and Humphreys, 

2011).  It is difficult to address the need for skills retention without looking at socioeconomic 

and demographical realities (Pálsdóttir, 2016, Rolley, 2012).  

2.2.9 Rural skills service providers and skills beneficiaries 

Higher formal education in South Africa is provided by universities, private colleges, and 

Further and Education and Training (DoHET, 2016). Rural skills development will require a 

number of skills sets, both formal and informal, as some people will possess a senior certificate 

which allows them to study at a university, while others may have no schooling at all, and they 

will receive their training only by observing. Our focus will be on the skills provided by Sector 

Education Training Authorities (SETAs) and those to be transferred through observation. 

 

Unemployment in South Africa is higher in women and youth, while rural unemployment is 

highest (StatsSA, 2016). For rural women and young people to be involved in any meaningful 

economic participation, they will require skills (Deranty and MacMillan, 2012). . When women 

and young people receive training, they should be taught skills applicable to the rural 

community context. 
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2.3 Contribution of well-maintained rural road infrastructure in delivering economic 

opportunities, public goods and services 

2.3.1 The economic necessity of road maintenance  

Road infrastructure is very important in any country, road networks are a foundation to 

socioeconomic development, enabling the movement of goods and people. Proper management 

of road infrastructure cannot be understated (Denisov, Kamaev and Kizim, 2013). In most high 

and medium-income countries, massive networks of roads and motorways are built to support 

and facilitate economic activities, these roads were developed over a number of decades, and 

they constitute one the largest assets in public ownership (Seyedshohadaie, Damnjanovic and 

Butenko, 2010).  

 

Roads being one of the single largest assets in most countries, they will require maintenance to 

prolong their lifecycle. Based on limited data, the conditions of the provincial road network 

are cause for concern (Department: National Treasury: Republic of South Africa, 2015). A 

number of factors are cited as the cause of poor road infrastructure, such as lack of life-cycle 

costing, poor budgeting, overloading, weak maintenance regimes, and the lack of an asset 

management culture,e leading to deferred maintenance (DoT, 2014). Estimates show that if 

road maintenance is delayed by five years, the cost of reconstructing a road is up to 18 times 

higher (ibid).   

 

In the commercial transport of freight and people, the maintenance costs are passed down to 

clients, which has a negative impact on socio-economic stability.  According to Boamah (2010) 

road deterioration is primarily affected by the physical environment, traffic, material 

properties, road construction quality, design standards, and the age of the pavement. Lack of 

regular maintenance leads road infrastructure into disrepair. This undermines the initial 

investment in them, as the cost of repairing a road infrastructure fallen into disrepair may be 

higher than a new build. According to Martinez (2001) when road maintenance is deferred, the 

following consequences may happen: an increase in number of accidents, an increase in vehicle 

operating cost and the resulting loss of efficiency in the road transportation system. There is 

also an increase in investment cost, due to the earlier need for road reconstruction. 

 

Regular road maintenance prolongs road infrastructure lifecycle, which enables road 

authorities, especially in developing countries, to expand the building of new road 
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infrastructure to communities. Regular and quality road maintenance is crucial as it provides 

economic and social benefits, and protects the state’s initial investment in road infrastructure.  

2.3.2 The social necessity of road maintenance  

In most countries roads are a common means for transport, they make a significant contribution 

towards economic development and provision of social goods and services (Kodongo and 

Ojah, 2016). Poorly maintained roads isolate communities, and significantly increase the costs 

of transportation for people and goods (Pradeep and Nair, 2013). Developing countries also 

suffer a higher road accident death per capita, and poorly maintained roads are cited as the 

cause. Regular and proper road maintenance is important as roads have significant social 

benefits to the community (Tsikai, 2016). When roads are not being maintained, the frequency 

of road accidents increases. Well-maintained roads have a direct impact on lowering road 

accidents (Usman, Fu and Miranda-Moreno, 2011). Effective maintenance can significantly 

lower the total life-cycle cost of the road, while providing a consistent level of service for the 

network users (Seyedshohadaie, Damnjanovic and Butenko, 2010). Well-maintained road 

infrastructure lowers vehicle maintenance costs, improves access and provides comfort to road-

users (Burningham and Stankevich, 2005). 

2.3.3 Factors affecting the performance and deterioration of the road surface 

These factors include road structure, materials and conditions, traffic, geography and 

topography, as well as the underlying geology. According to Archondo-Callao (1999) there is 

a relationship between road surface deterioration and standard maintenance used to repair road 

defects. Harvey, Chong and Roesler (2000) argue that it is important to determine the variables 

which influencethe road surface performance.  

 

Currently, there is a discussion on the impact of climate change on road pavement performance 

(Schweikert et al., 2014). Besides the quality of workmanship and materials used during road-

build, without proper maintenance, road pavements will eventually fail (Susanti et al., 2016). 

There a number of factors that impact on pavement performance include the following: heavy 

freight, traffic volume, traffic loading and tyre-pressure (Hong, Guo and Zhou, 2014). 

Composition and properties of materials used are some of the factors affecting pavement 

performance, especially grading, bearing capacity and strength (Hong, Guo and Zhou, 2014). 

Similarly, there are climate factors as well as use and properties of the road, which affect road 

surface performance. 
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2.3.4 Contracting strategies in road maintenance 

Road authorities may adopt a number of strategies to maintain road infrastructure. Where in-

house capacity is available, maintenance contracts may be carried out in-house (Gelderman, 

Semeijn and Vries, 2019). The other common strategy is to issue bidding documents to 

potential external service providers, who may than bid for and receive maintenance contracts 

(Baker, 2016). However, when road authorities contract external service providers, their 

performance needs to be evaluated and monitored.  These monitoring tasks can either be 

performed by the road authority using its own internal capacity, or contracted out to service 

providers (Gelderman, Semeijn and Vries, 2019). This process involves transaction costs 

incurred by legal professionals developing the procurement documentation and the contract 

documentation, and costs incurred by other professionals who must monitor the performance 

of the external service providers (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1980).   

 

Performance-based contracts are structured so that payment for work specified in the 

contract is only made when results are achieved. This is unlike the method-based contract 

which rules that payment is made based on the methods for performing the maintenance work 

(Sultana, Rahman and Chowdhury, 2013). When external contractors are contracted to provide 

services, performance monitoring of a contractor can be done through a results-oriented 

contracting method (Zietlow, 2004). With this method, the focus is on outcomes, quality, and 

output. Contract renewals and payments are tied to measurable outcomes (Gelderman, Semeijn 

and Vries, 2019). Performance-based contracts are regarded as having the ability to improve 

performance while lowering the costs (Kavanagh, 2016). This can be achieved by agreeing on 

the minimum standards for the deliverables, rewarding or penalising the service provider, 

setting up clear specifications for quality deliverables and describing the requirements in terms 

of the desired results, rather than specifying how the work is to be accomplished (Kavanagh, 

2016). 

 

Method-based contracts in road maintenance are those contracts in which the  road owning 

agency specifies the methods, techniques, material, and quantities, together with contract 

duration, for the contractor to complete the required maintenance (Alsharqawi, Abu Dabous 

and Zayed, 2017). The method has been cited for hindering the contractor from becoming   

innovative, which could be done by specifying new materials and technology, while optimally 

maintaining the infrastructure asset to the required standards (Alsharqawi, Abu Dabous and 
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Zayed, 2017). The method-based contract is the most commonly used type of contract in road 

maintenance projects (Schoenmaker and de Bruijn, 2016). With this method, contractors insert 

the rates item, based on the engineer’s bills of quantities, then work completed is evaluated 

against the original quantities, as per the bills of quantities (Schoenmaker and de Bruijn, 2016). 

2.3.5. Common challenges in road maintenance 

As previously noted, according to Seyedshohadaie, Damnjanovic and Butenko (2010) proper 

and regular maintenance prolongs the life-term of a road, while road maintenance lowers 

vehicle maintenance costs, improves access and provides comfort to road-users (Burningham 

and Stankevich, 2005). Based on the above, regular maintenance should be a priority to any 

road authority as it provides a number of trade-offs. However, according to Heggie (1994), the 

main challenges in the maintenance of roads are rooted within institutions and financial 

constraints.  

 

The constitutional duty of road maintenance: the roads authority has a constitutional 

obligation to maintain road infrastructure within its jurisdiction (Constitution RSA, 1996). 

Roads are central to a better socio-economic foundation of any territory. Despite the 

importance and the constitutional duty of any road authority to maintain roads to a minimum 

acceptable standard, many authorities fail to fulfill this important objective (Mkhize, 2018). 

Road authorities’ failure to build institutional capacity to better manage, plan, manage and 

maintain road infrastructure under their care. Lack of capacity is cited as one of them (Mkhize, 

2018). In 2018 South Africa minister of COGTA, Minister Zweli Mkhize laid bare poor 

capacity and lack of technical skills in most South African municipalities (Mkhize, 2018). 

Without the capacity to maintain road infrastructure, road deterioration accelerates, and this 

infrastructure falls into disrepair.  

 

Financial constraints affect road maintenance. South Africa is facing an enormous amount 

of rehabilitation and maintenance backlog on its road and bridges. Urgent work is required to 

bring these ageing infrastructures to safe use, while prolonging their lifespan. The challenge of 

a lack of funding may make it impractical to conduct these much needed rehabilitation projects. 

Lack of financial resources is a common threat to road maintenance (Talvitie, 2000). Most 

municipalities faced with poor road maintenance are located in rural communities; these 

communities suffer lower population density with a lower tax base to fund much-needed road 

maintenance (Talvitie, 2000).  
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Politics also plays a role in road maintenance. In the case of South Africa road authorities are 

accountable to municipal councils, provincial legislature, and parliament (Constitution RSA, 

1996). There is political oversight of all roads authorities.  This leaves roads authorities 

exposed to the political decisions of political authorities. Road maintenance falls under the 

continuous management of road infrastructure, however, the management of roads has been 

deficient in many developing countries despite widespread recognition of the importance of 

road infrastructure in facilitating economic development (Dornan, 2016). Studies have shown 

that politicians prefer prioritizing building new roads rather than maintaining existing roads 

(Weitz‐Shapiro, 2012).  

2.3.6 Technical aspects of road maintenance  

In South African rural roads, there are two different types of surface:  gravel and asphalt. Road 

maintenance consists mainly of (1) replacing signage; (2) resurfacing the road or levelling the 

gravel road; (3) opening up culverts; (4) cutting grass and other plants from roads and near the 

road; and (5) road marking (Chamberlin and Jayne, 2013). 

 

Roads located in rural communities may be tarred or gravel, however, unlike a city highway, 

the volume of traffic they carry will be minimal (Wjst et al, 1993). When a road is designed, 

the traffic volume and the nature of the vehicle using the road is considered (Alexander et al, 

2005). These are some of the criteria to be considered when designing a road: (1) assessment 

of the nature and characteristics of traffic; (2) road users; (3) availability of construction 

materials; (4) the nature of ground conditions and the costs associated with them; (5) geometric 

design standards; (6) the thickness of the pavement and selection of design standards; (7) roads 

support structures (such as retaining walls, bridges, and culverts); and (8) the availability of 

skilled local labour and subcontractors (Ascensão and Mira, 2007). 

 

The process of road surface maintenance of gravel roads, requires that a good quality source 

of gravel must be identified and then tested. The total distance from the source to the site is 

important as this has an impact on costs (Ampadu and Addison, 2015). The engineer will give 

instructions on the thickness of layers and their compaction. Traffic volume is also an issue to 

be considered as it affects costs (ibid).    
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Labour resources affect road maintenance. This study focuses on labour-intensive road 

maintenance methods, where equipment is only used to complement labour. Plant and 

machinery are used mainly for (1) transportation of materials and water (2) grading road layers, 

and (3) compaction of road surfaces. The reduction of plant and machinery makes it possible 

to employ more people, as machinery cost is a significant component of the estimated costs in 

a road construction project (Ramanathan, Narayanan and Idrus, 2012). This will also reduce 

the downtime, as plant breaks down often, and labour is more reliable (Edwards and Holt, 

2009). Workers will be trained in basic road maintenance and other crucial skills, such as health 

and safety. 

2.3.7 The state of South African road infrastructure 

South African roads are classified into various operational frameworks, practical classes, and 

geometric sorts. South Africa has a total road network of around 754 600 kilometers, which 

are proclaimed as national, provincial and district roads, with 16,7 percent been tar and 

remainder been not tarred (South African National Roads Agency, 2016). Most of the untarred 

roads are located in rural areas under the jurisdiction of municipal councils see Table 2.1 below. 

 

Table 2.1: Roads per authority in South Africa 

Road Authority   Length Percentage  
        
National       6 900     1% 
SANRAL       
Provincial       

1 SANRAL     9 769     1% 
2 Provincial 

government 
347 531   46% 

Total Provincial   357 300   47% 
Local Authority   169 400   22% 
Unproclaimed    221 000   29% 
Total roads in SA   754 600 100% 

 

Source:  SANRAL, 2016 

 

South Africa has experienced an increased infrastructure spend between 1998/99 and 2014/15, 

the public sector spent more than R2.2 trillion on infrastructure. The biggest contributor in the 

increased infrastructure spend were State-owned companies (SOE) such as Eskom, Transnet, 

the Central Energy Fund, the South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL) and 
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the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury 

(South Africa, 2016). The government has allocated SANRAL R44.2 billion to maintain and 

improve the national non-toll and coal-haulage road network (ibid). SANRAL as the national 

road agency is responsible for national road networks. Most of the roads under their control 

are paid for via tolls. The government strategy to allocate more funds to road networks is a 

positive step towards an improved road network in South Africa.  

 

Within sub-Saharan Africa, South Africa boasts a much-developed road infrastructure 

compared with its neighbors (DoT, 2012). However, this picture represents the urban centers 

(Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2014), while rural communities 

where the majority of black Africans live, present a different picture (StatsSA, 2014). The 

importance of road infrastructure has been discussed. The construction of roads also provides 

employment and business opportunities, either during construction or maintenance 

(McCutcheon, 1990).  

 

South Africa’s major cities boast a good road infrastructure network, however, the provision 

of rural roads still lags (DoT, 2012). For rural economics to develop, integrating rural 

communities with the urban areas is crucial (South Africa: Cooperative Governance and 

Traditional Affairs, 2016). This will facilitate a connection between people and markets (Eom, 

2017). Without reliable road infrastructure in rural communities, social and economic 

development gets undermined (Adey, Burkhalter and Martani, 2019). After completion of a 

road, it also requires maintenance to remain in good condition and extend its life span 

(SANRAL, 2012).   

 

Roads are capital intensive, as it requires a lot of money to construct roads. The Centre for 

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), estimated the value of South African road 

infrastructure to be R1 trillion, while 20 percent of this represented gravel roads (CSIR, 2016). 

Due to lower traffic volume, rural roads are cheaper to construct and maintain (Van de Walle, 

2002).  

 

In South Africa, road management is divided into three spheres of government: national roads 

under the South African National Road Agency (SANRAL), provincial roads under provincial 

government, and local roads under their respective municipalities (Western Cape, 2015). Each 
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sphere of government raises capital to construct new roads and maintain the existing roads 

under its care (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2012). It has been cited 

that poor road design and construction impacts on the road lifespan (Akay, 2003). And when 

design and construction are inadequate, this increases the costs of road maintenance 

significantly (Rwakarehe and Mfinanga, 2014).  

 

National roads connect South Africa to its big cities and its neighboring countries (SANRAL, 

2012), while provincial and local roads connect provinces and local communities (Pravin 

Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2012). In prioritizing road construction at a 

local and provincial level, and making projections about mobility, it is important to link human 

settlements with economic nodes (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2012). 

As roads are interconnected between national, provincial and local areas, the planning of roads 

for economic development should be integrated between all road agencies (DoT, 2012).  

 

Local municipalities struggle with skills and financial capacity to perform their role in 

constructing and maintaining roads allocated to them (SANRAL, 2012). The lack of vision of 

local authorities about the economic impacts of roads under their management undermines 

planning for economic integration (DoT, 2014). Municipality roads agencies should address 

the following: (1) sources of financing for both new roads and maintenance of road 

infrastructure; (2) capacity building in the oversight of design and construction of road 

infrastructure; (3) the impact of roads on the local economy (Pravin Gordhan and National 

Treasury (South Africa, 2012). 

 

The national Department of Transport (DoT, 2017) as per the constitution, is responsible for 

regulatory roles, while provincial and local authorities are responsible for the construction and 

maintenance of road infrastructure under their jurisdiction. DoT will assist in developing policy 

and legislative framework, while provincial and local authorities have a responsibility to ensure 

that the DoT policy positions are in line with their development agendas. For road construction 

and maintenance to be a success, proper coordination and institutional arrangement between 

the three spheres of government will be required.   

2.3.8 The financing of South African road infrastructure 

According to DoT (2017) South African road infrastructure is funded through treasury 

allocations and tolls. DoT is the overall custodian of road transport policy, which devolves 
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some of the responsibility for managing road infrastructure to SANRAL, the provincial roads 

department, and local authorities. Provincial government’s role includes delivery and 

maintenance of provincial roads infrastructure (Department: National Treasury: Republic Of 

South Africa, 2015). Over the past few years, there has been an increase in funding for 

provincial roads infrastructure; however, the quality of road surfaces remains in decline across 

provincial governments (ibid).  

 

.  According to South African Local Government Association (SALGA, 2011), the resolution 

was reached for councils to work with National Treasury and DoT to develop and implement 

a sustainable funding model for road infrastructure at a municipal level, especially in rural 

communities. The Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA, 2015), is the local authority 

with the primary responsibility for establishing the necessary infrastructure needed to deliver 

services and address the principal welfare citizens under their jurisdiction.  

 

According to the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (South 

Africa. Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, 2016), a third of municipalities are 

dysfunctional and unviable, while another third are at risk, and the remaining third are 

functional and viable. Most of unviable local authorities are located in rural communities and 

depend significantly on grants to fulfil their mandate. In 2014, the South African government 

committed to remedying the municipal backlog, however, an estimated amount of R473 billion 

is required for building, upgrading, rehabilitating and expanding the required water, transport, 

power, and township infrastructure, which is beyond local authority capabilities (ibid).  

 

In all spheres of government, the financing of road infrastructure is through tax. Local authority 

roads are funded through conditional grants, equitably shared between local government and 

property rates tax (Gordhan, 2017). This study focused on rural roads that are generally under 

the rural local authority, which does not collect property rates. National Treasury assists in 

contributing to poor households by using a Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG); these assist 

municipalities in providing basic services infrastructure, including a basic level of road 

infrastructure. 

2.3.9 South African current road maintenance regime  

In South Africa, road maintenance is managed by national, provincial and municipal agencies. 

This maintenance includes major refurbishments, correction, emergency, and regular 
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maintenance.  There are two main distinctive characteristics of these agencies: (1) their ability 

to raise the required capital, and (2) their own technical and managerial skills.  

 

With its superior technical and managerial skills, SANRAL is able to raise some of its capital 

from capital markets, while other agencies, especially rural municipalities, are unable to access 

capital markets. These reduce their available source of income to allocations from the national 

treasury.  Due to lack of financial resources, rural municipalities tend to reduce their road 

infrastructure to only periodic maintenance. This is done using the Infrastructure Delivery 

Management System (IDMS). However, the government is changing its view on infrastructure 

maintenance, shifting infrastructure maintenance as a strategic tool to promote improved 

service delivery and unlocking funding to extend infrastructure to historically disadvantaged 

communities, thereby supporting the nation's economy (CIDB, 2007). New infrastructure has 

always received funding priority compared to the maintenance of existing infrastructure (ibid). 

 

There is always a long list of infrastructure projects within these rural municipalities due to the 

shortage of funding (Department: National Treasury: Republic Of South Africa, 2015). 

Developing a strategy for project prioritisation is crucial, considering the lack of resources 

faced by municipalities for rural communities. There is also the question of the percentage of 

infrastructure budgets to be allocated to infrastructure maintenance.  

 

As part of the Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa (ASGISA), the 

National Department of Public Works, Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) 

and Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) jointly developed the National 

Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy (NIMS). Alongside the accelerated delivery of new 

infrastructure, the government has identified the maintenance of existing infrastructure as a 

priority. This is crucial to ensuring that old infrastructure remains available to support service 

delivery.  

 

There are many challenges affecting the maintenance of state assets, including capacity and 

planning at various levels of government. The National Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy 

maps out a program of action to promote cooperation and improve the levels of maintenance 

of state assets. It also aims to unlock the huge potential of the maintenance industry to create 

jobs and support skills development. 
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Municipal road infrastructure maintenance includes routine maintenance; upgrading gravel 

roads to asphalt and also rehabilitation of deteriorating road surfaces (Manuel, Pravin Gordhan 

and National Treasury (South Africa, 2014). This will require adequate finances and skills to 

plan and execute maintenance projects. However, rural municipalities lack the ability and 

capacity to maintain their roads fully (Makgamatho, 2012). Some municipalities have recorded 

road maintenance expenditure below one percent, which shows a lack of commitment towards 

addressing their road maintenance backlog (Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury 

(South Africa, 2014).  

 

Financing of municipal infrastructure is through intergovernmental transfer using the Division 

of Revenue Act (DRA). Municipalities receive these funds through unconditional grants and 

also through an equitable share from local government (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury 

(South Africa, 2016). Municipalities’ priorities will guide them on how to use their financial 

resources to finance road maintenance. Municipality Infrastructure Grants (MIG) also 

contribute financial resources to road infrastructure (DRBF, 2014). Municipalities can also use 

the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) to create capacity for their road maintenance 

projects.   

 

EPWP is a national government initiative where the focus is on employment creation using 

infrastructure delivery (Mkhize, 2012). The program focuses mainly on labour-intensive road 

construction and road maintenance of provincial and municipal roads (EPWP, 2015). The 

government's focus for EPWP is to develop a permanent and sustainable solution for road 

maintenance (Van Rensburg and Krygsman, 2019. However it has been cited that 

municipalities have yet to use this strategy in addressing their road maintenance backlog, as 

EPWP has only accounted for 13 percent of the total employment opportunities created by 

potential projects (Manuel, Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 2014). As 

the municipality provides municipal services, infrastructure spend is their highest expenditure, 

while road infrastructure projects account for 65 percent of that spend (Pravin Gordhan and 

National Treasury (South Africa, 2016). The country plans to develop 37 000 km of roads 

through EPWP every year (DoT, 2014).   

2.3.10 Impacts of well-maintained roads on the local economy 

The 2017 medium-term statement framework recognises SANRAL’s centrality in addressing 
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infrastructure deficits and the role of a good road network in economic development through 

construction and maintenance of road infrastructure (South African National Roads Agency, 

2015). Financing for new roads to be built and maintenance for existing roads remains a 

challenge; however, private sector involvement in public infrastructure financing is proving to 

be a valuable resource (South African National Roads Agency, 2015).  

 

Infrastructure investment is a crucial tool in creating the fundamentals for economic 

development and creating new workplaces in the regions (Popova, 2013). Infrastructure 

investment assists in building resources and spreading labour allocation between the sectors of 

the economy, especially if structural unemployment has taken place (Popova, 2017). 

 

Politicians often ignore road maintenance as it is not a powerful political issue, and justifying 

the financing of road maintenance proves to be more difficult than justifying the building of 

new roads (Weitz‐Shapiro, 2012). Considerations for road maintenance shouldn’t be limited to 

the benefit to road users and society in general, but also take into account the return on 

investment that the transportation sector offers. Impacts of road maintenance on an economy 

are diverse (Condeço-Melhoradoa and Gutiérrez 2011). These go beyond the road user’s 

experience; they include social, economic and environmental impacts (Shrestha et al., 2017).  

Besides roads as an infrastructure, they also assist in policing, environmental and economic 

integration for services and goods (Pei-Fen, 2012).  When people have access to services and 

markets it improves their social inclusion (Ryder and Greenfields, 2012). Focus on road 

maintenance budgeting has always been limited to the quantifiable monetary impacts (Gichaga, 

2017), while other social benefits such as improved access to the public goods are ignored 

(Roche, 2017).  

 

According to the South African National Roads Agency (2015) road maintenance can increase 

road longevity by 17 years. This supports the principles that road maintenance saves future 

capital expenditure (Santos and Ferreira, 2013). When an asset’s condition deteriorates, the 

cost of repairs increases, and this tends to impact another social spend as the resources required 

to fund education or healthcare often get used to repair the road (Pravin Gordhan and National 

Treasury (South Africa, 2016). Africa’s road freight cost is higher than that of other developing 

nations in Asia and Latin America (Supee Teravaninthorn and Gaël Raballand, 2009). This 

higher cost gets passed to producers or farmers, which impacts on the competitiveness of their 
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products (Ferguson and Olfert, 2015). However, road maintenance projects are usually justified 

based on the value of the improved asset, while the impact of poorly maintained roads on users 

and stakeholders should also be considered (Radopoulou and Brilakis, 2016; Enweremand and 

Ali, 2016).  

 

South Africa has 221 000 km of unproclaimed rural roads (Salga, 2012). Globally, funding for 

rural roads is difficult to motivate for, because they are economically insignificant compared 

to urban roads (Manjunath, 2011). Other funding mechanisms such as PPPs cannot be utilised 

due to low traffic volumes (Verhoef and Mohring, 2009). Rural roads are usually funded from 

local authorities’ sources; however rural local authorities lack sufficient financial resources to 

address the rural road maintenance-financing gap (Verhoef and Mohring, 2009). South Africa’s 

rural roads are poorly maintained (DoT, 2014). For the government’s rural development 

initiative to be successful, rural roads will require maintenance to improve access and lower 

transportation costs; these in turn will improve the rural community’s attractiveness as a 

destiny for investment (DRDLR, 2013). This will also lower the vehicle maintenance costs of 

road users, which will improve savings for vehicle owners (Fukubayashi and Kimura, 2014). 

 

Beyond vehicle operating costs, poor roads also damage the agricultural produce during 

transportation and this impacts on the quality of the produce and the financial return to the 

farmer (Adewunmi and Kumi, 2013). Poorly maintained roads may be unusable during the 

rainy season; tis has economic and social consequences for rural communities (Fukubayashi 

and Kimura, 2014). Without access to markets, some commodities might deteriorate and 

increase losses to the farmers. This impacts on rural communities' investment attractiveness, 

and affects their development (Kingombe, 2011). Road maintenance provides jobs, business 

opportunities and other socio-economic benefits (Thwala, 2008). The impacts of these are 

higher in rural communities where jobs are scarce. Besides work and business opportunities, 

there is also an opportunity to provide training to the local communities (McCutcheon and 

Parkins, 2009). Training for the workforce and small businesses in managing business can be 

part of road maintenance project objectives (Thwala, 2008).  

 

Transportation infrastructure is core to transportation development because traffic consists of 

a number of individual trips and that makes its infrastructure an integral part of tourism. 

Therefore a good transport infrastructure is a necessity for reaching touristm destinations 
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(Kovačić and Milošević, 2016). 

2.3.11 The role of roads in delivering services and public goods 

The role of roads in our lives includes the facilitation of movement and personal convenience, 

leading to economic prosperity and social goals. These include improved road safety, which 

increases mobility and access to employment. Roads are a foundation of the modern developed 

society (Batson, 2010). Investing in connective infrastructure has the ability to reduce spatial 

inequalities if they make it easier for firms and residents in economically disadvantaged regions 

to reach more distant markets and places of employment (Turok and Turok, 2017). 

 

Tourism is a major contributor to South Africa’s GDP and while road transport is central to 

connecting tourists to South Africa, it is essential to improve the roads that lead to tourist 

destinations (Tsikai, 2016). Roads are a public good; an economic definition of a public good 

is that it is non-exclusive and non-competitive in nature; that means that it is impossible or 

extremely difficult to exclude anyone from consuming the good or service (ibid).  

 

As transportation systems expand and become more integrated, their effects on the physical 

environment (air, water, and land resources) have become more complex. Regulatory 

compliance, while necessary, may not be sufficient to manage effectively the potentially 

negative environmental impacts of multimodal transportation (Rondinelli and Berry, 2000).  

Thus, proactive environmental management is essential for the transportation industry and for 

organizations managing multimodal transportation hubs that integrate several types of freight 

carriers, logistics services, and manufacturing (Rondinelli and Berry, 2000). The expansion of 

road infrastructure networks leads to improved transportation and delivery of goods and 

services (Ng, Law, Hong, and Kulanthayan, 2019).  

 

Rural roads are key in providing efficient mobility for rural communities; they also enhance 

access to markets for inputs such as fertilizers and improved seeds, and enable farmers to sell 

their produce to nearby markets through a reduction in transport fare and time. The reduction 

in transportation costs enables people to invest their savings in other industries and provide for 

the creation of non-farm employment opportunities, leading to a rise in income and reduction 

of poverty (Nega and Hussein, 2016). Hence, the demand for and development of highly 

mobile or highly accessible roads is likely to vary according to the region’s level of economic 

development, and this might have a significant influence on economic growth (Ng, Law, Hong, 
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and Kulanthayan, 2019). Furthermore, this study found that countries with a medium and high 

level of development, had improved road mobility which facilitated export-led growth (Ng, 

Law, Hong, and Kulanthayan, 2019).  

 

This suggests that policies to promote export should be implemented in conjunction with high-

mobility road network expansion, to enhance economic growth, particularly in countries with 

a low to medium level of development (Tegebu and Seid, 2017). Essentially, such expansion 

in road mobility is necessary to fulfill demands for long-distance travel and enable the 

transportation of goods and services across regions, thereby facilitating productivity and trade 

(Ng, Law, Hong, and Kulanthayan, 2019). 

 

According to Bucheli, Bohara and Villa (2017), improving the quality of rural roads is central 

to poverty reduction as the majority of the rural population in developing countries is poor. 

Behravesh, Tanova and Abubakar (2019) argue that rroads influence the location of new 

schools, staffing, and the ratio of boys' to girls’ enrolment. Mukherjee (2012), Kazeem, Jensen 

and Stokes, (2010) agree that access to rural roads improved school enrolment. 

 

Besides access to roads having an impact on education, roads also play a role in providing 

access to, and delivery of healthcare. According to Nega and Hussein (2016) poor roads and 

lack of ambulances or other means of road transport affected the journeys of people referred to 

health services. Besides the general low usage of preventive health care, poor connectivity by 

road between rural communities impedes rural people from accessing healthcare at times of 

need (Banerjee and Sachdeva, 2015). The provision of roads improves access to all health 

services. Rural roads have the potential to improve health provision, increase awareness, 

household income and social integration in rural communities (Banerjee and Sachdeva, 2015).  

 

2.4 The extent to which road maintenance activities contribute to skills transfer   

2.4.1 Skills development 

Morris and Whiting (1971) define skill as a complex, intentional action involving a whole chain 

of sensory, central and motor mechanisms, which, through the process of learning, have come 

to be organised and coordinated in such a way as to achieve predetermined objectives with 

maximum certainty. Without knowledge and transfer of skills, there cannot be learning 
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(Laosirihongthong and Lim, 2009). South Africa like many other developing nations is faced 

with several challenges, the lack of skilled personnel being one of them (Daniels, 2007; 

Hanushek and Woessmann, 2008). Several reasons are cited as being the foundations of South 

Africa skills deficits, such as the legacy of apartheid, ageing and retirement of the skilled 

workforce, and the competition of highly skilled professionals in the most advanced economies 

(Daniels, 2007; Juan and Visser, 2017). The public sector is also worse hit as skilled 

professionals tend to exit public projects once they acquire skills and join private companies 

(Mateus, Allen-Ile and Iwu, 2014). The South African government has been considering skills 

development as a way to overcome the low education and high unemployment trap which 

maintains poverty (Sharaunga, 2019). 

2.4.2 Classification of skills  

According to Allais (2012) skills can be classified broadly as either socio-emotional, cognitive 

or technical skills. There are three main domains of competence, namely cognitive, 

interpersonal and intrapersonal (Beauregard, 2010). Human thinking is organised in the spheres 

of the cognitive, interpersonal and intrapersonal, and human behaviour can also be identified 

as functioning within these spheres (Beauregard, 2010). 

 

Socio-emotional skills refer to one’s ability to navigate the social and interpersonal world 

effectively (Allais, 2012). These skills are crucial in developing one’s ability to lead, exercise 

self-control, show grit and be an effective team player (ibid). Social-emotional development 

includes the child’s experience, expression, and management of emotions and the ability to 

establish positive and rewarding relationships with others (Cohen et al., 2005). There is a 

positive correlation between the communicative benefits of socio-emotional competence and 

participative leadership styles, even within a multicultural context that is striving to be 

intercultural (Korbel and Paulus, 2017; Peña-Acuña and Sánchez-Cobarro, 2017). 

 

Cognitive skills refer to the ability to understand complex ideas, adapt effectively to the 

environment, learn from experience, and reason (Gottfredson, 1997). There is evidence which 

indicates that certain cognitive skills are a critical determinant of leader performance (McVey, 

1995; Jackson, 1997; Mumford et al., 2017). Intelligence, however, ultimately refers to the 

speed and depth of peoples' information processing when working on complex problems 

(Tyler, 1964). Studies have been done to check the relationship between cognitive skills and 
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economic wellbeing; the two studies found that there is a positive relationship (Hanushek and 

Woessmann, 2008; Chiteji, 2010). 

 

Technical skills refer to the acquired knowledge, expertise and interactions needed to perform 

a specific job, including the mastery of the materials or tools (Byrnes, 2009). Technical skills 

usually include quantitative attributes that tend to deal more with technology and/or specific 

discipline-based knowledge (Uni-obuda.hu, 2018). 

2.4.3 Processes in skill acquisition and transfer  

Williams and Ford (2009) define skills acquisition as a process that forms the fundamentals in 

learning and execution. Skill is the ability of an individual to achieve an end result with a 

minimum uncertainty and outlay of energy and/ or time (Cuthrie, 1952).  There are five stages 

in skills acquisition: (1) novice, (2) advanced beginner, (3) achieving competence, (4) showing 

proficiency, and (5) having expertise.  

 

At the novice stage, the instructor will remove the context out of the task to locate it in a more 

familiar context that the beginner will be able to understand. The beginner is given rules 

applicable in terms of acquiring a skill. Their consciousness and competency is low at this 

stage, because they have not previously been exposed to the skill. They usually cannot 

comprehend their knowledge gap in terms of the new skill they are learning. They lack the 

awareness of knowledge and skill to master the skill. They don’t know what is required of them 

to gain the required competence to learn the skill. During the novice stage, students show a 

hunger to learn.  

 

The next stage is the development of consciousness and the understanding of a context. With 

the assistance of a trainer, the learners begin to understand the concept and also start to see 

differences in different examples.  And at this stage, they begin to apply their knowledge and 

have the ability to recognise when mistakes happen (Duncan and DePew, 2011). As the learner 

gains more experience in procedures of a specific skill, the learners recognise the limitation of 

their knowledge. Learning through instruction and experience helps to develop competence. 

Learners will prefer to apply only the familiar methodology and limit the application of their 

skill to areas in which they have an understanding. The focus at this stage is to avoid making 

errors. They need to adapt to their new reality as workplace situations will differ from their 

knowledge gained in the early stages.   
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After gaining the competency, performing the task has been emotionally learned, and the 

learners become pragmatic in performing their tasks. This differs from learning by using rules, 

as happens in the early stages of learning. Now the use of planning and understanding enables 

the learner to develop discrimination about their situation. Proficient performers see goals and 

develop strategies towards attaining them (Levey and Polirstok, 2011).  An expert, because of 

training and practical experience gained over the number of tasks previously performed, can 

recognise the task at hand and apply the correct methodology to achieve results. The expert 

knows of a number of methodologies to achieve the task; he usually chooses the best method 

to achieve maximum results (Gobet, 2016).  

 

Besides the technical skills, research is finding that soft skills such as personality traits, social 

gracefulness, and fluency in language, personal habits, friendliness, and optimism are crucial 

to career development (Pachauri and Yadav, 2014).  

2.4.4 The necessity of skills acquisition  

The critical question in terms of skills remains, not only the quantity of skilled personnel a 

country produces, but level of skills, varieties and the ability of the skilled workforce to respond 

to new information-intensive technologies (Lall, 2001). Early knowledge is leveraged to build 

more skills of a complex nature (Wirth and Perkins, 2008). The focus of education should be 

to help learners develop their capacity and be able to transfer and apply knowledge in different 

areas (Newell-Jones, Osborne and Massey, 2005). Low skills perpetuate poverty and 

inequality. Skills development can reduce unemployment, raise incomes, and improve 

standards of living (Mishra, 2016). Assisting young people to develop skills makes economic 

sense (ibid).  

2.4.5 Common challenges in acquiring skills  

Developing nations have been viewing skills development as a way to escape the low 

education, high structural unemployment trap which perpetuates poverty (Tumen, 2015; 

Wallenborn, 2009). Skills matter as it is commonly acknowledged that there is a relationship 

between skilled labour and high productivity (Lange, Ottens and Taylor, 2000). Skills also 

assist in improving the labour mobility and improving earning potential (Sjöberg, 2007; Sutton, 

2018). There are a number of barriers that deny people the ability to acquire skills such as 

access, quality, dropout, costs, relevance (Mishra, 2016). 
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The quality of skills affects income potential. Most people in the developing world have been 

trying to acquire skills, as there is clear evidence of a relationship between workers’skills and 

a higher income (Pena, 2015). Having skills provides the worker with authority and improves 

their income and social standing within a society (Schnurr, Brunner-Sperdin and Stokburger-

Sauer, 2016). There is a relationship between competence and physical attractiveness (Dion et 

al., 1972), while consumers also make inferences about product attributes based on a product’s 

visual appeal (Schnurr, Brunner-Sperdin and Stokburger-Sauer, 2016). Skills that are viewed 

as having higher importance will cost more to learn. A potential learner may object to acquiring 

skills which are deemed to be of a lower quality. There is a relationship between the image of 

a skilled service provider and the quality of skills offered.     

 

The issue of access to skills acquisition has three main dimensions, namely costs, geographic 

location, and the language used as medium of instruction (Kohnke, 2011; Clokie and Fourie, 

2016). Despite the government strategy to reduce the skills bottleneck and improve access to 

skills acquisition, costs remain an obstacle to acquiring a skill (Veneziani and Luca Zamparelli, 

2018). Most service providers are located in cities where there are demands for their services. 

For those who relocate from rural communities to cities, in order to access training facilities, 

the costs of travel and lodging increase their overall costs (Veneziani and Luca Zamparelli, 

2018). Lastly, most skills service providers use English as the language for teaching and 

learning, which requires a certain level of competence in written or spoken in English (Kohnke, 

2011). 

The relevance of skills to a field of work, is also critical. There is a requirement for skills to 

be fit for purpose. Skills play a role in future employability, so learners will always identify 

and put a higher premium on skills viewed by employers as relevant (Clokie and Fourie, 2016).  

Learners use information on employer perceptions of the skills of new graduates, focusing on 

transferability and employability (Lowden et al., 2011). Skills that are deemed to be less 

relevant are likely to have a higher learner dropout (Acharya, 2016). 

 

Dropout remains one of the main barriers to skills acquisition (Acharya, 2016). There are 

multiple reasons as to why learners drop out from skill acquisition programs. Costs, relevance, 

and perceived quality of the skills taught are some of the reasons given when learners drop out 

(Clokie and Fourie, 2016; Kohnke, 2011; Veneziani and Luca Zamparelli, 2018).   
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Policy and politics are responsive to investments in education. Human Capital Theory 

(HCT) has placed education and training at the center and considered it to be the source of 

economic development (Tan, 2014). Studies have shown a higher payoff for nations who invest 

in upskilling their populations (Masiliūnas, 2019). Various initiatives through multilateral 

organisations have been conducted to encourage skills development and transfer, particularly 

in developing countries (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2018). Most 

countries support the view that education is public goods; therefore the state should develop 

policies and funding to promote it (Filippakou and Williams, 2014). These views have 

encouraged governments of developing countries like South Africa to shift their positions 

towards technical and vocational education, as these are seen to be crucial for economic 

development and employment creation (Terblanche and Bitzer, 2018). When certain skills lack 

public support, they are likely to receive less financial support and maybe dropped altogether 

(Kuruvilla, 1996).  

2.4.6 South African skills development policy 

South African skills development policy acknowledges that there is a short supply of skilled 

workers, and that this has undermined South Africa’s competitiveness in the global economy 

(Tladinyane, 2016). The policy objective is to improve investment in education and training, 

to partner with employers in skills development, encourage workers to participate in 

learnership programs, to address previous skills imbalances caused by pre-1994 policies, to 

assist the newly trained workforce with employment opportunities, and improve quality 

education and training for the workforce (DHET, 2006). 

 

In 1999 South Africa passed a policy for a skills development levy, the skills development 

Levies Act. This is a national initiative to fund the skills deficit (Cosser et al., 2010). This was 

conceptualized due to the nation's intention to structure learning and improve employment 

opportunities for those who seek employment (Rauner, 2010). This also assists employers in 

having a skilled workforce, which improves productivity (Rehman and Mughal, 2013). 

Employers pay a levy of one percent of the total wage bill to the South African Revenue 

Services (SARS, 2004). The levy is only applicable to an employer with a wage bill in excess 

of R500 000 (SARS, 2005).  

 

This money gets allocated to registered Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs). 
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The concept of SETAs is underpinned by South Africa's skill need, including those who are in 

the formal schooling system and the workers in industries who need new skills or to improve 

their skills. South Africa has a high number of unemployed, estimated at 26 percent, and most 

of these are unskilled (StatSA, 2016). For South Africa to grow its economy it needs to skill 

the unemployed, as the majority of them are young people (Malakwane, 2012). 

2.4.7 Skills required for the construction industry 

The construction industry is labour-intensive, which places heavy reliance on the skills of its 

workforce. These skills need updating continually as many of the trades involved in the 

industry become increasingly specialized (Agapiou, Price and Mccaffer, 1995). Our focus will 

be on the non-university degree holder, most of whom will not have completed their South 

African high school education. The skills required are critical to road maintenance. These will 

be the general worker, the semi-skilled worker who uses tools, and the operators of construction 

plants. Our focus is upon both the cognitive and non-cognitive skills. Government increased 

its spend on infrastructure, which provided additional jobs in the construction industry; 

however, the lack of skilled workforce continues to pose a challenge (Pravin Gordhan and 

National Treasury (South Africa, 2016).  

 

South Africa's current unemployment rate stands at 29% as recorded in the last quarter of 2019, 

but is as high as 38.7% if it includes those who have stopped looking for work. The skills 

shortage has been a source of this high unemployment. The NDP plans to cut the 

unemployment rate to 6% by 2030, however the last recorded figures show a decline in 

employment, while challenges posed by COVID-19 are likely exacerbate unemployment 

(NDP, 2012; Rimmer, 2020). The construction industry is an important player in job creation, 

not only in the construction sector but in other sectors of the economy (CIDB, 2017). South 

Africa relies on construction to provide a financial bridge over its infrastructure deficits, so the 

construction industry will always require skilled workers (Gordon, 2013). On a positive note, 

the industry can absorb some unskilled workers due to its labour-intensive nature (Altman and 

Mayer, 2003). The industry is likely to continue to offer employment for many South Africans. 

Completing projects within time and budgets is crucial for construction, thus construction 

managers have the responsibility to create and develop a skilled workforce (Windapo, 2016).  

 

There are certain criteria which are essential in choosing a productive workforce. Numeracy 

skills are important because construction workers must work with drawings and specifications, 
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and this requires attention to detail. They need skills to understand and interpret these 

documents (Steiger, 1993). Measurements and calculations are crucial in construction, it 

sometimes requires cutting materials to a correct length, which if not done correctly, cannot be 

undone, incurring unnecessary costs (Hall and Sandelands, 2009). A construction worker will 

also require good reading skills. They should also be good with their hands, using their hands 

to work productively. The industry is very competitive and the importance of having a 

productive workforce cannot be underestimated.  

 

A healthy body, physical strength, good vision are all important to construction work, because 

the work on site requires extensive labour, including climbing, lifting, bending and digging 

(Hampson and Junor, 2015). The construction industry is eminently unsafe compared to other 

employment sectors, as it exposes workers to harsh and dangerous working environments 

(Kuriena et al., 2018). The nature of the construction industry results in a comparatively high 

incidence of serious injuries, death caused by falls from a height, musculoskeletal disorders, 

and injury from falling objects (ibid). Having the physical strength is a requirement in 

becoming a successful construction worker. Precision and accuracy are a must, the construction 

worker should possess excellent eyesight to perform his duties well, and also to read technical 

drawings and specifications. 

 

Construction knowledge and understanding of construction materials is important, as well as  

a good understanding and experience of building processes, the ability to use tools and operate 

construction plants (Steiger, 1993). Safety is important in construction, and having a 

knowledgeable workforce will reduce construction accidents.    

2.4.8 Road maintenance project activities and their contribution to skills development 

In the context of South Africa there is an emphasis on embracing more labour-intensive 

methods during maintenance or building of road infrastructure (Musekene, 2013). Historically, 

road maintenance has been heavily reliant on heavy construction equipment rather than little 

human labour. The current shift to labour-intensive construction methods, whenever feasible, 

has a potential to create employment and transfer much needed skills (Thwala, 2009).  

 

Current levels of underdevelopment in rural communities provide much needed scope for road 

maintenance (Musekene, 2013). This will enable the transfer of skills by using many less-

developed road infrastructures, while improving service provision to underserviced 
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communities on improved roads. The focus of labour-intensive initiatives will increase 

community participation and increase the skilled workforce with participants who previously 

possessed little or no skill. According to Thwala (2009) South Africa should consider more 

labour-intensive construction methods, as they have a potential to redress high unemployment, 

while improving infrastructure and reducing poverty among the HDI communities.  

 

There are a number of technical skills such as laying and grading road layer-work, making 

work level, filling potholes, reaping and compacting, mixing concrete, laying storm-water 

drainage pipes, operating plant and machinery during road maintenance (Shirai and Kimura, 

2005). Besides technical skills, there are crucial skills in learning how to measure volumes of 

materials, pricing and estimating costs for the construction activity, and planning and 

scheduling of road maintenance activities. Other skills can be learned through performing 

various tests on materials, such testing for concrete strength, administering a density test for 

layer-works, and the use of surveying equipment like a dumpy-level.   

 

2.5 The extent to which road maintenance activities can contribute to enterprise 

development 

2.5.1 Enterprise development 

Enterprise development is a deliberate act, where resources like financial and other forms of 

capital are invested into a SMME or provided to people to assist with either establishment of a 

new business, or improving or expanding an existing business (Hill and McGowan, 1999).  The 

process is done to assist and promote a business, to create an economically viable and 

sustainable enterprise, which can positively contribute towards the nation’s developmental 

agenda (Staley and Morse, 1965).  

 

In the case of South Africa, enterprise development has been a public policy focus and a key 

government objective (Pillay, 2020). Public policy has always seen SMMEs as a panacea for 

addressing the country's socio-economic challenges like poverty and unemployment. The hope 

is that they will be sustainable and grow while contributing towards the nation’s developmental 

agenda and economic growth. However, the picture remains confusing as they boast the highest 

level of business failure, while the few who do succeed are usually dependent on government 

contracts (Bushe, 2019). In other countries SMMEs are crucial in providing first-time 
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employment to younger people who are entering the job market (Karadag, 2015). There is also 

another challenge, namely to match an entrepreneur with the correct enterprise development 

initiatives.      

 

There is also an argument that those who design enterprise development initiatives should 

focus them on transferring skills, to enhance SMMEs’ growth and sustainability (Pillay, 2020).  

According to surveys conducted on business failures, owners have always cited lack of capital 

as the reason for that faiure, but however central capital is, there are important business skills 

and technical skills necessary for a business, which business owners often lack (Balla, 

Carpenter and Robinson, 2017). Enterprise development will remain a government focus area 

for the foreseeable future, as the government is struggling to tame unemployment, while 

economic growth remains disappointing (Vandome, 2019). Government policy now makes it 

a requirement for large enterprises doing government contracts to allocate a percentage towards 

the development of SMMEs. However, this initiative brings mixed results.   

2.5.2 The concept of SMMEs 

However, classifying SMMEs by the size of their revenue is difficult due to the activities 

SMMEs are engaging in, such as consulting and manufacturing. However, the DTI has a 

threshold which is sector-specific. There number of SMMEs currently operating in South 

Africa remains in dispute, with the Bureau of Economic Research (BER, 2016) estimating the 

number of SMMEs in operations within South Africa at 2,5 million, while National Credit 

Regulator NCR (2011) puts the number between 2,4 million and 6 million. However, the exact 

number of active SMMEs in South Africa remains difficult to prove. 

 

Due to the lack of formal employment among the urban poor in developing nations, 

entrepreneurship becomes a way to escape poverty and hardship (Ritsilä and Tervo 2002). As 

a consequence, it leads to a concentration of survivalist types of SMMEs, which casts doubt on 

their ability to transition into sustainable businesses. The highest concentration of survivalists 

will be informal business. The survivalist nature of most SMMEs undermines the nation of 

SMMEs as panacea in providing employment and transfer of skills.  

 

There is evidence that SMMEs contribute between 35%–45% to GDP and create 50%–60% of 

employment (Nieuwenhuizen, 2019). SMMEs remain the biggest contributors to South 

Africa’s economy, thus they create the most jobs.  
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The definition of an SMME used by the DTI in South Africa is any business with fewer than 

200 employees and an annual turnover of less than 5 million ZAR, capital assets of less than 2 

million ZAR and where the owner is directly involved in the management of the business 

(Rogerson, 2004). SMMEs in the South African context are classified into five categories: 

survivalist enterprises; micro-enterprises; very small enterprises; small enterprises; and 

medium enterprises.  

 

In post-apartheid South Africa, major policy significance is attached to the promotion and 

support of the small, medium and micro-enterprise (SMME) sector (Brijlal, Naicker and Peters, 

2013). A radical policy shift has occurred from the apartheid period when the SMME economy 

was either largely neglected by policymakers or, in the case of black-owned enterprises, 

actively discouraged by an arsenal of repressive measures (Rogerson, 2001). In the changed 

policy environment of the 1990s, the promotion of the SMME economy was linked to a range 

of new policy objectives, including poverty alleviation and enhancement of national economic 

growth (Agupusi, 2016).  

 

The National Project on Poverty and Inequality highlights the importance of assisting the 

SMME economy as part of a package of integrated strategies for poverty alleviation in urban 

and, more especially, rural areas (ibid). Programs for nurturing the SMME economy are seen 

as offering a basis for addressing poverty and inherited apartheid inequalities through 

strengthening existing coping strategies of poor households, or by offering alternative 

livelihoods to those individuals engaged in the survivalist informal economy (Martin, 2013). 

By contrast, in South Africa's new macroeconomic strategy, the Growth Employment and 

Redistribution (GEAR) program, the strengthening of the SMME economy is identified as one 

of the core elements for achieving a medium-term improved growth and employment 

performance, as well as for enhancing the long-term competitive capacity of the economy 

(Republic of South Africa, 1996).  

2.5.3 Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship is the art of creating a new business, creating business inherently comes with 

risks for the possibility of a high reward. Shane and Venkataraman (2000) define 

entrepreneurship as an activity that involves the discovery, evaluation, and exploitation of 

opportunities to introduce new goods and services, ways of organising, markets, processes, and 
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raw materials, through organising efforts that previously had not existed. Schumpeter (1934) 

notes that new enterprises can through innovation in delivering services or goods, by creative 

destruction, which hurts established firms.  

 

Globalisation brought entrepreneurs from across the world and gives them opportunities to 

collaborate and access markets and products like never before (Vinod, 2012). Entrepreneurship 

is credited for the creation of business, employment and advancing creativity and innovation 

(ibid). However, this success will require skills development and enabling policies that foster 

growth and promote entrepreneurship (Bryan, 2013). Many governments have acknowledged 

the role played by other sectors of the society in supporting sustainable enterprises (Havers, 

1991). Countries and regional bodies such as the African Union (AU) and the South African 

Development Community (SADC) are developing platforms and initiatives to assist their 

citizen in venture creation (Woolfrey, 2013). It is necessary to developing policy and legislative 

reform to support entrepreneurship and strategy for evaluation and monitoring the effect of 

policy on entrepreneurship (UNCTAD, 2012, Serafimovska and Sotiroski, 2013, Villarreal, 

2010). 

2.5.4. Hurdles faced by the entrepreneur 

Entrepreneurs face hurdles from the initial stage of developing their idea about a business 

venture. These challenges may range from lack of financial capital, of good infrastructure and 

of access to market (Kerr and Nanda, 2009; Burningham and Stankevich, 2005; Baker and 

Powell, 2016).  

 

Public policy experts in government and multilateral organisations have become focused on 

developing policies to assist entrepreneurs. Recently due to technological advances, some 

entrepreneurs were able to create a large enterprise, which creates a number of jobs and brings 

tangible changes in people’s lives (Welter et al., 2016). However, these particular cases have 

shifted the focus of policymakers and government advisors from much needed support to 

SMMEs, which are crucial to economic development (Welter et al., 2016).   

 

Lack of capital or inadequate access to it is one of the biggest hurdles faced by entrepreneurs 

in starting and growing a new business (Kerr and Nanda, 2009; Katekhaye and Magda, 2017). 

In developing countries were high unemployment and low economic growth are a challenge, 
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the need for entrepreneurs cannot be underestimated. Access to capital inhibits entrepreneurs 

with practical ideas from getting into product markets. 

 

Lack of good infrastructure: Entrepreneurs require a well-functioning infrastructure to 

succeed (Collier and Gunning, 1999). Infrastructure may be the legal and institutional 

framework, which countries provide for the economy to function optimally (Gruber and 

Marattin, 2010). The other types of infrastructure will be roads, rail, and water plants necessary 

in assisting businesses to function.  Numerous studies show that an institutional vacuum 

increases the cost of doing business (Vachani, 1990; Schrammel, 2013; Giachetti and Peprah, 

2016). Furthermore, the critical role played by infrastructure such as roads and rail networks 

in connecting people and delivering goods and people. Research has shown that poor 

infrastructure increases the cost of doing business (Burningham and Stankevich, 2005).   

 

Social challenges play a central role in business success. Businesses require buyers, sellers, 

and workers to succeed, and they are part of society. Entrepreneurs need greater sensitivity 

towards social challenges facing developed economies today, such as increasing economic and 

social inequality (Baker and Powell, 2016). Research has shown that unemployment is the 

greatest push for entrepreneurship (Mahadea and Kaseeram, 2018). These entrepreneurs may 

lack the social capital necessary for the success of their businesses.  

 

Lack of access to the market is one of the biggest challenges for SMMEs (Graffham, Karehu 

and McGregor, 2009). Access to market and market stability are some of the barriers to entry 

to an industry, the ability for entrepreneurs to overcome them improves SMMEs' survival 

chances (Sönmez, 2013). The need to equip SMMEs with knowledge on the functioning of 

markets is crucial to improve their performance (Teklehaimanot, Ingenbleek and van Trijp, 

2017). Poor infrastructure isolates the majority of African SMMEs from markets, especially 

those operating in rural communities (Collier and Gunning, 1999).  

2.5.5 Government policy towards enterprise development 

Since 1994, entrepreneurship and promotion of small businesses have been a priority within 

the government of the Republic of South Africa (Phillips, et al, 2014). The government 

acknowledges that Small, Micro and Medium Enterprises (SMME) have a role to play in the 

country's economy (ibid). SMMEs are the backbone of the economy in terms of employment 

creation and in an expansion of equity ownerships to the Historically Disadvantaged Individual 
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(HDI) (Robu, 2013, Savlovschi and Robu, 2011). But for SMMEs to succeed, they will require 

support in terms of policy, and in 1995 the government issued a strategy to support SMMEs. 

Success of any SMME strategy will require coordination between established businesses, 

financial institutions and other non-governmental institutions (NGO) (Chiware and Dick, 

2008).  

 

However, besides restrictive government policies, SMMEs struggle with higher transaction 

costs as compared to their revenue, and poor physical infrastructure impacts on their ability to 

succeed (Escobal and Ponce, 2011). Funding for capital requirement as well as marketing is 

one of the challenges SMMEs face ((Agwa-Ejon and Fore, 2011; Nkonde, 2012). South 

Africa’s policies prior to 1994 excluded blacks from formal entrepreneurship (Wolpe, 1972). 

Blacks were restricted to homelands, which were in rural communities, and these further 

excluded women and young people from entrepreneurship (Misago, 2017). The government 

acknowledges that any effective enterprise development strategy will have to include young 

people and women (DTI, 2007).  A number of state-owned agencies have been established, 

such as the South African Micro-Finance Apex Fund (Samaf), Khula and the Small Enterprise 

Development Agency (Seda) to help address the funding of SMMEs. 

 

As the government tried to address the past injustice and include black-owned business, it was 

confronted with a challenge of lack of assets to be used as collateral to guarantee the loan 

extended to the new business owners (Jeon, Deok Young and Byungseop Yoon, 2019). The 

new entrepreneurs also lacked the skills to manage the business and the market to sell their 

products. The government was required to develop a strategy which would include training 

emerging business owners with technical and business management skills, providing access to 

capital and assisting new businesses to market their products (Kirsten, 2013). The government 

position is that support for SMMEs will assist in providing employment to millions of 

underemployed and employed people, and assist in their economic inclusiveness. Global 

SMMEs are the highest providers of employment.  

 

The policy also addresses a number of bottlenecks that can impede the SMMEs growth, by 

supporting quality physical infrastructure, access to technology, lower taxes, and a regulatory 

framework, all of which have the potential to lower business transaction costs. And the 

government acknowledges its limitations in providing support to the SMMEs. The government 
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policies cite the incapacity of SMMEs in managing the administrative burden of a formally 

registered business. Legislation will be made to group a number of taxes such as Value Added 

Tax (VAT) and other SETAs levies together, so that they will be administered under a single 

tax, eliminating an administrative burden for small businesses trying to comply with a number 

of taxes. A number of loans and other financial incentives are offered through the Department 

of Trade and Industry (DTI) and other agencies under the department. 

 

Besides finance and marketing, SMME mentorship is crucial as it allows established businesses 

to assist start-ups. Agencies such as Thuso Mentorship Scheme (TMS) assist SMMEs by 

providing mentorships and advisory services in areas such a developing a business case. The 

National Empowerment Fund (NEF) has a rural enterprise and community-based financing 

scheme with a focus on BEE; and the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) provides a 

sector-based financing service. Sectors such as agriculture do have focused lenders such as the 

Land Bank (LB) and the Micro-Agricultural Financial Institute of South Africa (MAFISA) 

(Scheers, 2018). Provinces also have several enterprise-support agencies, such as the Gauteng 

Enterprise Propeller (GEP) under the Gauteng Provincial economic development department, 

and the Limpopo Business Support Agency (LIBSA) under the Limpopo Provincial economic 

development department (Nhemachena and Murimbika, 2018; Limpopo Business Support 

Agency). And local governments also offer various enterprise-support services to businesses 

under their municipal authority. 

 

To address the high rate of unemployment amongst young people and women, in 2009 the 

government launched the National Youth Development Agency (NYDA) through the 

amalgamation of Umsobomvu Youth Fund (UYF) and the National Youth Commission 

(NYC). NYDA is a development agency focused on the youth, with a mandate to provide 

financing and business development products to youth-owned businesses. It also partners with 

other financial service institutions in providing microloans to small businesses. Its mandate 

also includes acting as link between youth-owned business and business opportunities within 

SOEs.  

 

The government also launched a number of initiatives to increase women’s participation in 

entrepreneurship. Through the DTI, government initiated several organisations to support and 

foster entrepreneurship amongst women. Examples are the   South African Women 
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Entrepreneurs’ Network (SAWEN) and Technology for Women in Business (TWIB). SAWEN 

provides a platform for women entrepreneurs to interact in an organized way, share skills and 

business opportunities. Through their trade mission, SAWEN also assists in providing a 

platform for woman entrepreneurs to interact with their counterparts across the globe. It also 

acts as a platform in lobbying government to advance policies that reduce the gender gap in 

terms of business and economic opportunities. TWIB has a special focus: it supports and 

promotes women who are in the field of science and technology.      

2.5.6 Enterprise development: the South African context 

The social and economic imperatives of entrepreneurship and an entrepreneurial culture in 

human development cannot be understated (Gries and Naude, 2011). Within a capitalist 

economic system, entrepreneurs have always played a leading role in improving quality of life 

through creating, creating new markets, employment, new technologies, products and services 

(Thompson and MacMillan, 2009). The innovative nature of entrepreneurship and their 

willingness to take risks is admirable (Allah and Nakhaie, 2011). Any nation requiring 

economic progress, which will assist in pulling its own people out of poverty and improving 

quality of life, will require entrepreneurs to increase employment, products, and services (Ibid). 

South Africa acknowledges the crucial role of entrepreneurship in socioeconomic development 

(Gwea et al., 2011). An entrepreneur transforms ideas into goods and services for economic 

advancement (Ibid). Entrepreneurs possess three main qualities namely ability to see an 

opportunity, willingness to take risk and ability to innovate (Finger and Samwer, 1998).  

 

The creative destruction of entrepreneurship influences a new way of doing things, and usher 

new and improved products to the market (Gibb, 2002). In pursuits of opportunities, an 

entrepreneur faces risks and uncertain future (Ibid). New businesses bring competition in the 

existing markets which improve quality or lower costs (Porter, 1998, Hart and Milstein, 1999). 

Private business and entrepreneurship development assists nations in poverty reduction 

(Karnani, 2007). However, businesses operate within micro and macro-economic environment, 

where government economic policy can either support or curtail entrepreneurship (Karnani, 

2007).   

 

South African economy is concerned with the rates of entrepreneurship and new venture 

creation, as there is low rates of businesses operating as SMMEs (Nieuwenhuizen, 2019). In 

South Africa, 98% of all businesses are classified as small businesses (DTI, 2014). These 
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employ 55 percent of the South African labour force and contribute 42 percent of South 

Africa’s wage bill (StatsSA, 2015). The current trend is not sustainable as an estimated 87 

percent are classified as survivalists (Ibid). And most of these are black-owned with almost 

half of them are women-owned (Ibid). To address this government launched an Accelerated 

and Shared Growth Initiative of South Africa (ASGISA) to encourage entrepreneurship, and 

reward those who see opportunity and pursue them.  

 

And to encourage healthy SMMEs was the focus on growth in revenue and profit while creating 

employment and contributing to tax. And ASGISA will foster inclusive growth to include those 

who were previously marginalized and excluded from the formal economy. Develop South 

Africa’s entrepreneurs who will have economic access globally (ASGISA). Sustainable 

businesses will assist South Africa to improve the quality of life for many of her citizens. 

Developed world developed rapidly by acknowledging a significant role SMMEs play in 

economic development.  

2.5.7 The nature of construction enterprises 

According to Afori (2015), an understanding of the construction industry remains elusive. 

There are several arguments as to whether it’s a sector that comprises of several industries or 

a single industry. However, the construction industry's role in economic growth and long-term 

national development is widely acknowledged, and its ability to absorb unskilled labour is key 

to employment creation within developing economies (Ofori and Toor, 2012). Oladinrin, 

Ogunsemi and Aje (2012) argue that the construction industry has a crucial role within the 

country's economy, and the activities of the industry are also vital to the achievement of 

national socio-economic development goals of providing shelter, infrastructure, and 

employment.  

 

It is clear that construction activities affect nearly every aspect of the economy and that the 

industry is vital to the continued growth of the economy. SMMEs in the construction industry 

play a significant role in employment creation, providing labour to the industry and bringing 

much-needed specialist skills. Besides employment creation, Berry et al. (2002) argue that 

South Africa’s objective of economic growth and income redistribution will not be achieved 

without an active promotion of SMMEs.  Wentzel, Smallwood and Emuze (2016) raise a 

concern about the higher failure rate of SMMEs within the construction industry and the limited 

number of successful SMMEs as a percentage of the total registered firms in the industry.  
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A construction enterprise will be subjected to both microeconomic and macro-economic forces 

within the industry (Akintoye, Bowen and Hardcastle, 1998). These will include the supply 

and demand of contractor’s services, availability of certain types of work, decisions of 

managers in response to the markets, and the availability of skills and capital within an 

organisation (ibid). But construction enterprises are also subjected to decisions outside their 

control, such as regulations and policy which generally impact on contractors (Anaman and 

Osei-Amponsah, 2007). Macroeconomics is the study of economy-wide phenomena resulting 

from group decision-making across the whole market. These are likely to impact an industry 

as a whole, with ramifications for construction enterprises (Brandao and Saraiva, 2008). 

Microeconomics impacts on the construction industry include unemployment rates, the gross 

domestic product of an economy, the rate of inflation, and the growth rate of the whole 

economy (Brandao and Saraiva, 2008).  

 

In South Africa the construction industry employed 1 004 000 people in the formal sector and 

a further 479 000 in the informal sector, employing 1 483 000 people (CIDB, 2017). South 

Africa has current number of employed people of 16 million (StatsSA, 2017). Strategic 

management theory within the construction industry focuses on the firm’s management 

decisions, through examining information flow within the industry. Out of the information, the 

industry best practices are developed to provide firms with strategic capabilities.  

2.5.8 The role of innovation in a construction enterprise  

Baker and Sinkula (2002) assert that innovation can happen in three forms:  strategy, product/ 

service, and process, of which they can range between sustaining to discontinuous. Globally, 

construction operations account for 30-40% of the primary energy demand in most developed 

economies (Jensen, 2017). However, compared to other industries, the construction industry is 

repeatedly found to have lower rates of adoption of innovation than other industries, despite 

being described as “a lively source of new ideas” (Jensen, 2017). Noktehdan et al., (2015) 

argues that the relationship between innovation and productivity improvement in the 

construction industry is not well understood, due to a lack of an in-depth understanding of 

innovation in construction. There is an increase in the use of industrialised construction 

technology and the new green (sustainable) construction methods, but its development is being 

hindered by a lack of innovation (Xue et al., 2018). 
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The construction industry is a naturally conservative industry, which makes it very reluctant to 

adopt new technologies and changes (Shapira and Rosenfeld, 2011). A number of studies have 

commented about the construction industry's reluctance to adopt innovation and new 

technology (Dorée and Pries, 2005, Dubois and Gadde, 2002). Lack of innovation of the 

traditional construction sector is cited as cause of poor productivity compared with other 

sectors, such as manufacturing (Zubizarreta et al., 2017). However, Loosemore (2015) 

highlighted that the lack of an industry-specific evaluation framework within the construction 

industry makes it difficult to identify, evaluate and access, because the evaluation tools are 

designed for companies in other sectors.  

 

Besides the lack of relevant tools, there is a trend for construction companies to increase the 

application of project-level ideas to the benefit of the whole enterprise (Bygballea and 

Ingemansson, 2014). The traditional gap between on-site construction operations and general 

enterprise operations is merged, and construction enterprises have an increasing appetite to 

develop closer relationships with the market, which have traditionally been weak (ibid). The 

construction industry is a collection of a number of projects with many participants; most 

participants are independent organizations with specific interests and perceived incentives from 

the project (Ofori and Moonseo, 2006).  

2.5.9 Construction industry SMMEs in South Africa 

SMMEs face several challenges as they get established and grow; however, the construction 

industry poses some additional challenges. These include growth-related challenges faced by 

SMMEs, navigating a complex regulatory environment and industry-specific difficulties such 

as obtaining work (Nieuwenhuizen, 2019). Studies have shown that the specific legislation, 

regulatory environment, and compliance were identified as primary inhibitors of business start-

up and growth (Kitching, Kašperová and Collis, 2013; Kitching, Hart and Wilson, 2013). 

However, some studies have shown that the absence of institutional and regulatory frameworks 

(the institutional void) has the potential to increase the overall transaction costs between 

businesses (Goedhuys and Sleuwaegen, 2016). There needs to be a balance between efficiency, 

proportionality and institutional void, as SMMEs need to comply with industrial and labour 

laws, tax laws, and municipal-by laws, industry specifics and the law of the republic. An issue 

of concern is the transaction costs borne by SMMEs, while they must navigate compliance 

with the regulatory and legislative environment.  
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The construction industry is highly volatile, failure-prone and risky (Hussain and Hadi, 2019). 

Contractors submit bids in trying to win more work, and this process involves considerable 

transaction costs (costs of bidding) (Li, Arditi and Wang, 2015). While these costs may be 

reasonable through traditional bidding for established contractors, they tend to be 

disproportionately higher for SMMEs. The following has been cited as a source for higher 

transactional costs, namely institutional void, information asymmetry and in-firm constraints 

(Goedhuys and Sleuwaegen, 2016). In addressing these challenges, the government has 

legislated that when main contractors obtain work on a project, there are obliged to allocate 

thirty percent of the value of the project to SMMEs (SEDA, 2018). However this has opened 

opportunities for abuse, as various political groups and communities have hijacked the 

initiative for personal benefit (Ramaphosa, 2020). The level of information asymmetry affects 

the community, because political leaders are likely to be more informed on the projects which 

are running; therefore they are likely to use the information available to them to their own 

advantage (Drugov, 2011). 

2.5.10 Road maintenance project activities and their contribution to enterprise development 

It is argued that road maintenance projects have great potential to contribute to enterprise 

development. Enterprise development can be accomplished by supplying road construction 

materials, conducting tests for various layers and concrete, executing road maintenance 

activities like road marking, laying various layers of roadwork, installing missing road signs 

and installing kerbing (Roche, 2017).   

 

Road maintenance provides a viable opportunity for local SMMEs to participate. Lower capital 

requirement for maintenance projects as compared to new building projects, has the potential 

to lower capital barriers to SMMEs. This has the potential to lower the overall costs for road 

maintenance, by using local SMMEs and saving on relocation costs (Faggio, 2019). Besides 

the potential financial savings due to the use of local contractors, roads have important 

developmental by-products. It is feasible to contract local SMMEs in road maintenance as these 

may be divided into smaller work projects which are routine and periodic. There is a potential 

to engage SMMEs to carry tasks which are less technically demanding, and suitable for 

unskilled workers, like clearing vegetation and unblocking culverts (Szwedzka and 

Jasiulewicz-Kaczmarek, 2016). These tasks are suitable for SMMEs with a workforce below 

five people.  
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Road maintenance projects are ongoing assignments, while engaging SMMEs in road 

maintenance will protect them from the high volatility of the construction industry (McKenzie, 

1990). This has the potential to enhance their cash flow, and improve their sustainability, while 

also enabling SMMEs the opportunity to acquire tools, plant, and equipment (McKenzie, 

1990). Provision of training to local SMMEs assists them with their transition into formal 

enterprises. This training may include technical training in road maintenance trades, or on how 

to bid for work, and how to manage a contract from site handover until completion (Fu, Drew 

and Lo, 2002).  

 

2.6 United Nation Sustainable Development Goals (UN-SDGs) on rural development, 

road infrastructure, skills and entreprise development  

 

In September 2000, leaders of 189 countries gathered at the United Nations headquarters and 

signed the historic Millennium Declaration (Ogushi, 2020). They committed in eight 

measurable goals to improve the life of the poor (Ogushi, 2020). One of the key objective was 

to halving extreme poverty and hunger, the target date being that of 2015 (Nwachukwu, 2008). 

However, their 2015 report estimated that roughly 2.8 billion people worldwide lack access to 

modern basic infrastructure such as road and energy. There is a great disparity between urban/ 

rural as majority of those affected are located in rural communities (Wilderer, 2005). This is as 

having a negative impact on productivity, skills equisation and provision of other public good 

like health and ultimately exacerbates the poverty trap (Engel and Rockenbach, 2011). 

2.6.1 Rural Development  

Rural Development was included as one of the thematic areas implementation (Wilderer, 

2005). There is a growing focus on rural development as rural communities’ remains enclave 

of low skilled, poor road infrastructure and low economic output towards national economy 

(Nwachukwu, 2008). There is an agreement that challenges faced by rural communities hold-

them back from improving their socioeconomic emparatives (Engel and Rockenbach, 2011).  

2.6.2 Skills  

In Scaling up access to infrastructure, services will require adequate institutional and 

technological capability to design and implement infrastructure projects, as well as capacity to 

operate, repair and maintain services (Mdg Gap Task Force, 2015). Capacity to manage 
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services and collect revenues can affect the financial viability of infrastructure services. 

Inadequate capacity, such as low numbers of engineers and technicians, constrains the 

expansion of services and affects their quality and reliability (Engel and Rockenbach, 2011). 

The MDGs’ focus on expansion of facilities has resulted in lower priority being given to the 

operation and maintenance of infrastructure in the political agenda (Estache, 2007). 

2.6.3 Entreprise development  

This will involve education initiatives, utilization of economic incentives and the development 

of appropriate and new technologies, thus ensuring stable supplies of nutritionally adequate 

food, access to those supplies by vulnerable groups, and production for markets; employment 

and income generation to alleviate poverty; and natural resource management and 

environmental protection (Mdg Gap Task Force, 2015). There is a special focus on policies 

aimed at promoting social entrepreneurship in recognition of its role in creating alternative 

sustainable models of production, finance and consumption to respond to social, economic and 

environmental issues (Nwachukwu, 2008). 

2.6.4 Road infrastructure  

Other headline transport indicators have been proposed to complement the RAI, including for 

urban populations the mean time for the journey to work, for the quality (condition) of roads, 

for traderelated infrastructure and for modal share (proportion of journeys by different modes 

of transport. The World Bank Group’s infrastructure strategy uses two indicators for access to 

transport motor vehicles per 1000 people and firms identifying transport as a major constraint 

in doing business (World Bank, 2011). Transport infrastructure includes rail, seaport and 

airport infrastructure, as well as roads (Mdg Gap Task Force, 2015). Infrastructure for trade 

has expanded rapidly, and is often seen as a source for rural and urban development that helps 

create employment, and improve productivity, in turn lowering transaction costs and allowing 

economies of scale and specialization (DFID Transport Resources Centre, 2002). 

2.7 Other developing countries on rural development, road infrastructure, skills and 

entreprise developmet  

The question remains on the urban/ rural disparities in other developing nations. The initatiaves 

adopten by other developing nations to bridge the gap between urban/ rural diaparities in terms 

of infrastructure, economic activities and availability of skills. This study compares Ghana, 
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Phillipines and Zimbabwe, which resembles charactiristice with South Africa on rural and 

urban disparities.  

2.7.1 Ghana 

According to World Bank (2019) report 44% of Ghana population remains in rural 

communities. There also close interation between urban/ rural in terms of social, economic and 

cultural. Rural communities’ pontential continues to be hampered by poor road infrastructure, 

inadequate rural service centres, and poor investment in rural economy (Appiah, Forkuo and 

Bugri, 2017). Road are cited as a main link between urban and rural communiies (Bonfatti, Gu 

and Poelhekke, 2019). Ghana a low developed nation, road transport remains main mode of 

transport between rural areas and urban centres (Bonfatti, Gu and Poelhekke, 2019). Studies 

has shown when countries have poor rural road infrastructucture like in Ghana, these turn to 

increase costs transpotartion and frequent road accidents, which increases costs to the 

entreprises and economy (Appiah, Forkuo and Bugri, 2017). 

2.7.2 Philiphines  

According to World Bank (2019) report 53% of Philipines population remains in rural 

communities. Agriculture is the primary and often only source of income for poor rural people, 

most of whom depend on subsistence farming and fishing for their livelihoods (Chuan Yean, 

2017). Illiteracy, unemployment and the incidence of poverty are generally higher among 

indigenous peoples and people living in upland areas (Chuan Yean, 2017). To eradicate poverty 

in the country the government is finalizing a socioeconomic agenda that places emphasis on 

incentivizing business opportunities, facilitating public-private partnerships and promoting 

value chain development to increase the productivity of agriculture and rural enterprises and 

advance rural tourism (Usui, 2011). The study focused on a rural Philippine fishing community, 

previously (Usui, 2011). The importance of rural road infrastructure to the development of 

rural. Philippine road network, particularly in rural areas, where bad road quality of existing 

infrastructure through proper maintenance, rehabilitation and upgrading (Ransan-Cooper, 

2015). 

2.7.3 Zimbabwe 

According to World Bank (2019) report 68% of Zimbabwe population remains in rural 

communities. During minority rule in Zimbabwe, black people were moved from city to create 

space for the white minority, while there was also black people from these communities 
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(Gerald and Roseline, 2018). While urban areas of Zimbabwe face the threat of unemployment, 

rural Zimbabweans feel the presence of poverty and food scarcity the most acutely. More 

specifically, Zimbabwe’s rural farmers need reinforcement to start back on the path towards 

development. Rural skills Zimbabwe's efforts to address the youth employment challenge and 

improve economic opportunities in rural areas, the ILO designed a youth Youth Employment 

and Rural Development Programme (Malinga et al., 2017). The condition of roads has 

deteriorated to the point that Zimbabwe became a bottleneck on the North-South transport 

corridor and ural connectivity hardly exists (Charambira, 2019). 

2.8 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented a holistically examined literature review on the status of rural 

communities. This included how rural communities are classified, their advantages and 

disadvantages, infrastructure and skills deficit. It also examined a number of initiatives by the 

government in South Africa to address challenges faced by rural communities, and to improve 

their quality of life. This section also focus on the on this study in-relation with the United 

Nation Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG) on rural development, skills, enterprise 

development and road infrastructure. There was also a comparision on how similarly 

developing countries with similar challenges are trying to resolve them. Section 2.3.4 

addressed the issue of contracting strategies in road maintenance, namely method-based 

contracts, and performance-based contracts. The chapter further analysed the role of good road 

infrastructure in delivering economic opportunities, public goods and services to rural 

communities. The chapter also reviewed existing literature on the contribution of road 

maintenance activities to skills transfer and the development of enterprises. The next chapter 

will address PPP transactions, which fall under performance-based contract strategies. 
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Chapter 3: Public-Private Partnerships  
 

3.1 Introduction  

This chapter introduces us to the concept of the PPP, its background, benefits and 

disadvantages. One of the most visible benefits of PPPs is their ability to assist governments in 

meeting infrastructure budgets. South Africa has been facing a decline of investment in road 

transport infrastructure in recent times, as a result of government’s dwindling economic 

investment related to the decrease in gross domestic product (GDP) since 2009 (Hlotywa and 

Ndaguba, 2017). 

3.2 Overview of PPPs 

A PPP is defined as a contract between a government or its agencies, and a private party, in 

which the private party assumes substantial technical and operational responsibility, and 

substantial financial risk for the project (Farlam, 2005). PPP is an approach adopted to enhance 

the economic value of infrastructure outputs, and it encompasses a broad spectrum of public 

sector infrastructure (Cui et al, 2018). Historically, the provision of public services and 

infrastructure has been the sole responsibility of the government; however, over the past few 

years, private sector participation in infrastructure has become more common (Thoenen, 2007). 

The involvement of the private sector into issues historically seen as solely government terrain, 

was initially to assist with financing the gap between government resources and the essential 

provision of infrastructure, and assisting the public sector with efficient service delivery (ibid). 

According to Yuan, et al., (2009) a fair allocation of risks and resources between the partners 

is crucial to the success of PPPs.  

 

Historically, the responsibility of providing public goods and services falls under governments 

(Besley and Ghatak, 2001). Privatising the provision of public goods has always been seen as 

irrational (Brandt and Schulten, 2008).  There is an argument that the increase in social 

spending is harming the government’s infrastructure spend (Paxson and Schady, 2002). 

However, improving infrastructure is credited for its catalytic nature in economic development 

(Lee, 2011). In finding the balance between financing social service and infrastructure 

investments, mobilising public finance is becoming an option. According to Visconti (2014) 

the key focus is its ability to deliver Value for Money (VFM), while Pollock and Price (2010) 

argue that PPPs’ ability to share risks makes them a better alternative. Government services 
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have been characterised by the higher cost in delivering them, while the private sector is 

credited for lowering costs through efficiency. 

3.2.1 Fair investor climate  

A fair business environment is cited among public sector capacity, good governance, and 

innovative financial schemes as one of the major factors supporting PPP implementation 

(Fauziah, 2018). A fair business environment is crucial in attracting investment, upon which 

economic growth and employment creation depend (Jahedi, 2013). Government is cited as 

having the ability to reduce costs of doing business without weakening the regulatory 

framework, as these will impact on investment (Karki, 2012; Obaji, 2014). For investors to 

invest in an economy, the conditions need to be favourable to their own interests (Fankhauser 

and Lavric, 2003).  

 

Infrastructure investment is a national interest, which requires suitable policies to promote it 

(Bradlow and Humphrey, 2016). Particular attention also must be paid to the enforcement of 

investment-related laws (Mullin and Daley, 2017). For example, while many countries have 

laws and regulations to protect intellectual property rights, they often lack effective 

enforcement mechanisms; this can discourage foreign direct investment in innovation and 

technology transfer (Irish, 2001; Alfarraj, 2016; Delgado, Kyle and McGahan, 2013). Systems 

of contract enforcement and dispute resolution are also important in keeping possible disputes 

from escalating, with high potential costs for the host government (Biau and Pfister, 2014). 

Successful implementation of PPPs is influenced by the structure of the sectors, project 

specifics and country context where the project is developed (Carbonra, Costantino and 

Pellegrino, 2013).  

3.2.2 Public sector commitment   

PPPs framework varies from country to country due to different political and economic factors, 

and these will have an impact on the practices and outcomes of PPPs (Liu, Chan and Wang, 

2013). The design of the right concession forms the basís from which other stages are 

implemented in addition to planning the project and allocating risks for enhanced efficiency 

(Zhang and Chen, 2013). The financial regulation allows the government to address changing 

conditions and to regulate the concession for efficient operation with due discretion, whereas 

the competitive concessionaire selection and periodic re-concession and rebidding play critical 

roles in achieving innovation, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness through direct competition, 
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rather than government discretionary intervention (ibid). Government accountability is crucial 

in enhancing the effectiveness of quality services and the efficiency of the use of public 

resources for asset end-users and the general population in PPPs projects (Wu et al., 2016).). 

3.2.3 Capacity to implement PPPs both in public and private sectors  

Lack of capacity to implement PPPs has been cited as a barrier for implementing PPP projects 

(Babatunde et al., 2014; Ismail, 2011). From conceptualisation of a PPP transaction, and before 

engaging in the project,  transaction advisors from the public sector will have to make a case 

as to whether the project might be better delivered through traditional procurement or through 

PPPs (Ross and Yan, 2015; Hoppe and Schmitz, 2010). Transaction advisors are usually 

employed to assist a government agency in designing the most suitable PPP procurement 

procedures and terms (Soloviov, 2016). The role of transactional advisors usually ends after 

the signing of a PPP contract.  

 

PPPs by their very nature may last 25 to 30 years, which will require capacity within the public 

sector for monitoring and management of the contract (Indridason and Wang, 2008).  However, 

when there are public-private partnership arrangements, it is assumed that the contract signed 

by the parties is adequate to protect the public interest, and therefore, external regulation is not 

necessary (Ferk, 2018). Even though explicit regulation also has its shortcomings, there is a 

disagreement with the preconceived idea that contracts alone always protect the public interest 

(Balduzzi, 2011). The role played by a capable public sector in the context of developing 

nations cannot be understated (Ahadzi and Bowles, 2004). The incomplete nature of PPPs 

contracts avoids the discretion left to regulators, but they are imperfect and incomplete (Hart, 

2003). 

3.2.4 Effective risk management   

Risk is a concept that is applicable in several industries (Adams, 1995).  However, risk within 

infrastructure development and maintenance projects is usually focused on factors that are 

likely to recur during the whole process of construction, to the detriment of the project (Faber, 

1979). PPPs usually involve international construction markets, while developing nations like 

South Africa usually bring their challenges, which require a multifaceted strategy to manage 

risks in a foreign environment (Wang, Dulaimi and Aguria, 2004). Infrastructure projects are 

plagued with risks during construction, operations and decommissioning (Ke et al., 2010). 

While in traditional procurement, contractors risk reduces after construction, with PPPs 
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contractors are exposed to risk after that, sometimes for up to 25 years (Ke, Wang and Chan, 

2010). The complexity of the risk in PPPs includes what is traditionally not construction risk, 

such as political, technical, and legal risk, and as well as the complexity of PPP infrastructure 

projects and the multiplicity of stakeholders involved in PPP transactions, and their competing 

interests (Ng and Loosemore, 2007). 

3.3 Types of PPPs 

There are a number of PPP financing models currently being used worldwide, characterizing 

of such models is depended on the financing and assert ownership within the arrangement. 

PPPs can be responsible for ownerships or maintenance of an assert, some of the examples are 

below: 

3.3.1 Operation & Maintenance Contract (O and M) 

In an Operation & Maintenance Contract (O and M) contract, a private operator operates and 

maintains the asset on behalf of the public partner, usually to an agreed level with specified 

obligations (Rahman, Miraj and Petroceany, 2016) . Specealists maintenance contractors are 

usually sub-contracted to do maitennace on an asset. The payment for this contract is either via 

a fixed fee, where a lump sum is given to the private partner, or more commonly a performance-

based fee. This usually includes a penalty clause for work, which has fallen short (Rahman, 

Miraj and Petroceany, 2016).  

3.3.2 Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) 

In Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT) a private sector, party builds and owns the facility for 

the duration of the contract, with the primary goal of recouping construction costs (and more) 

during the operational phase (Woodward, 1995). At the end of the contract, the facility is 

handed back to the government.  This structure is suitable when the government has a large 

infrastructure-financing gap as the equity and commercial risk stays with the private sector for 

the length of the contract (Woodward, 1995).  

3.3.3 Design-Build (DB)   

In Design-Build (DB) private party is awarded a contract to design and build required 

infrastructure with ability to perfom according to the public party requirements as per the PPP 

contract (Shorney-Darby, 2012). Pubic party derive benefits through reduction of costs and 

time, while streamlining accountability to a single firm. This arrangement also allocated all 

project related risks to the project risk to the private sector (Shorney-Darby, 2012). 
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3.3.4 Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO) 

Design-Build-Finance-Operate is similar to (BOOT and DBFO) and is commonly used in the 

in the UK for PFI projects (Palsat et al., 2020). The private sector party design, finance, build 

and operates an assert according to the public sector specifications, then leases it back to the 

public sector, typically over a 25 – 30 year period (Palsat et al., 2020). Private sector is attracted 

by longterm cash-stream, while this arrangement bring certainity to the public sector.  

3.4 Advantages and benefits of using PPPs 

However, some governments adopt the use of PPP arrangements to utilize private  sector 

experience and expertise  to improve  efficiency  and change  management  in infrastructure  

provision,  thereby boosting  socio-economic  growth and  economic development  (Lubis and 

Majid, 2013).  

 

Effective risk sharing and value for money remain two key ingredients, in selecting PPPs as a 

procurement method for public sector infrastructure projects (Bovis, 2012; Eadie, Millar and 

Toner, 2013). Transfer of risk basically means that an appropriate risk can be transferred to the 

private sector, which is supposed to be capable of managing those risks better, and is a major 

VFM driver (Hayford, 2006). Allocating risks optimally is one of the key VFM drivers in a 

PPP delivery framework (Chung and Hensher, 2015). Traditional procurements expose the 

public agency to long term risks of an infrastructure project (Bovis, 2012).  Conversely, the 

PPP framework should allow public agencies an option to transfer risks which are traditionally 

borne by a public agency, to a private party (Gopalan, 2014). These are mainly project-related 

and financing risks which a private party is most able to manage (Makovvek and Moszoro, 

2017).  

3.4.1 Value for money (VFM) 

PPPs have been promoted mainly on the premise of their ability to deliver value for money 

(OECD, 2008). PPPs enhance value by eliminating building of white elephants as they are 

reliant on user payments, thus also encouraging public investment projects with positive social 

returns (Robinson and Torvik, 2005). In most nations, government has many priorities for 

delivering public goods and services with limited resources (King and Cotterill, 2007). 

Governments are also the biggest clients of the private sector, by delivering goods or services 

(CIDB, 2009, 2010; Shakantu, 2012; Morand, 2003). 
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Given government limited resources, VFM is necessary within the government to optimize the 

utilisation of scarce financial resources. Achieving maximum VFM is the primary driver for 

procurement (Driver, 1920; Loader and Walker, 2007). When the public sector buys goods or 

services, consideration should be given to the following criteria:  Goods and services should 

(1) be fit for purpose and according to specification, and (2) incur the lowest possible costs, 

including development and whole life costs (Lindholm et al., 2018). Value for money in the 

public sector involves consideration of the contribution to be made to advancing government 

policies and priorities, while achieving the best return and performance for the money being 

spent (Bauld and McGuinness, 2006). 

3.4.2 Risk sharing  

The basis behind the PPPs is on the premises of risk allocation and sharing (Kumar, Jindal and 

Velaga, 2018). The argument is that the party better suited to manage a risk should be the 

natural carrier of such risk (Li and Zou, 2012). However, the challenge is risk pricing; even if 

the private sector is better located to bear certain risks of high magnitude, it will only do so at 

a premium (Shah, 2018). The high cost at which the private sector will be willing to take risks 

usually forces the private sector to take risks that should rather not be allocated to them 

(Quiggin, 2005). The risks transferred from employing the PPPs model are closely related to 

the choice of repayment schemes (Kweun, Wheeler and Gifford, 2018). However, a question 

remains about the smaller contractors' risk appetite and their ability to price the risk 

appropriately (Farlam, 2005; Sidorova and Tatarkin, 2010). 

 

There is a question on the origins and location of risks in PPPs for infrastructure projects. 

Infrastructure projects are inherently risky due to their size, nature, and complexity (Zhao, 

Hwang and Low, 2013). In traditional procurement arrangements, private sectors risk exposure 

has always been limited to design and construction-related risks (Fernandes and Vieira, 2015). 

However in PPPs, the private party tends to assume more risks beyond design and construction 

risks. These may include risks related to (1) government policies; (2) macroeconomic risks; (3) 

risks related to resources; (4) market risks related to certain product demand; (5) risks of 

competition; and (6) technological risks (Craciun, 2011; Matshidze and Root, 2017).   

 

Traditionally PPPs have been geared towards large scale PPP projects which potentially carry 

lots of risks in terms of either party’s tendency to default (Liu and Wilkinson, 2014). However, 

there is a question of proportionality of risks, by assessing proportionality in economic terms 
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against what society is prepared to pay (Oosterhuis et al., 2017). In PPPs the failure of projects 

may bankrupt private party projects while transferring additional risk to public parties (Bel, 

Bel-Piñana and Rosell, 2017). The impact and magnitude of risks should be central while 

designing a PPP framework.   

3.5 Barriers, disadvantages and risks  

3.5.1 Risk sharing and allocation 

The first requirement for a risk transfer mechanism in PPP arrangements is that the risks to be 

transferred should be identified, analysed and properly priced (Hambros, 1999). According to 

Abednego and Ogunlana (2006), the allocation of risks between parties is one of the main 

benefits of a PPP arrangement.  Optimum allocation of risk strategy between public and private 

players is fundamental in proper risk allocation to enable both public and private sectors to 

meet their commitments (Abednego and Ogunlana, 2006).  

 

However, Ke, Wang, and Chan (2010) argue that establishing an effective risk allocation 

strategy is crucial in PPP projects in order to achieve a more efficient process of contract 

negotiation and reduce the occurrence of disputes during the concession period. The risk 

analysis process comprises the establishment of probability of occurrence of adverse events; 

the setting of assumptive boundaries to associated uncertainties; and the measurement of the 

potential impact of risk event outcomes (Edwards and Bowen, 1998). The allocation of risk 

between private and public parties should be according to their risk management capabilities. 

This is crucial to the success of PPP projects (Ameyaw and Chan, 2015).  

 

Public sector parties are less likely to have specialist skills such as innovation and managing a 

business, and such tasks are better allocated to private parties. Similarly, issues such as (1) 

allocation of land and land rights, and (2) policy and politics are better allocated to the public 

sector to manage. Compared to the conventional project delivery model, optimal risk allocation 

is the driver behind choosing PPPs as a project delivery model, because PPPs enhance VFM. 

Unlike conventional project delivery models, PPPs transfer long-term risk, which is 

traditionally borne by the government, to private parties (Sarmento and Renneboog, 2014).  .   
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3.5.2 Political acceptance 

PPP carries a large political risk as compared to other forms of procurement (Sachs, Tiong and 

Wang, 2007).  There is a sensitive issue in the perception that a private entity may be making 

huge profits by using the public purse on a project (ibid). The long term nature of PPPs also 

increases the default risk, which usually impacts on the government to extend otherwise 

unavailable resources in order to close a service delivery gap (Bloomfield, 2006). Political risks 

also impact the government's ability to get the best terms in financing their PPP project 

(Siemiatycki and Farooqi, 2012).  

 

As PPPs are concluded over a number of years, this may happen over a number of 

administrations in democratic states. A commitment to a project that was done under a previous 

administration can be a challenge (Athias, 2009; Flinders, 2005). And where user-pay 

principles are applied in projects like roads and water PPPs, where either water tariffs or tolls 

are levied to the public, this has the potential to create a public outcry (Bernardinoa, Hřebíčekb 

and Marquesc, 2010). Economic challenges which may also impact the income stream which 

is meant to pay for the infrastructure in the later part of the PPP contract (ibid). There may be 

a negative perception on the justification of higher transaction costs being paid to transactional 

advisors (Crump and Slee, 2005). The perception that a previous administration was corrupt 

may impact the new administration's willingness to support a PPP project (Choi, Chang and 

Lee, 2010).  

3.5.3 Complexity in procurement, contract negotiations and the transaction costs 

PPPs are significantly more complex than traditional procurement methods (Cheung, Chan and 

Kajewsi, 2009). This contract is typically more complex than traditional forms of procurement 

(ibid). The costs involved in bidding PPP projects are considered high, as each bidder carries 

a responsibility to ensure that all contingencies are covered before the submission of a bid 

(Dewatripont and Legros, 2005). PPPs projects can be done 30 years after the design and 

construction of an infrastructure asset (Medda, Carbonaro and Davis, 2013). Within 30 years 

several changes may happen, like change of administration, change in the country’s economic 

performance, and socio-economic changes, which carry a direct impact on the project (Medda, 

Carbonaro and Davis, 2013).  
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Those who are tasked with negotiating the contract must ensure that all possible eventualities 

are covered (Araujo and Sutherland, 2010). The cost of having these legal and technical experts 

is considerably higher when facing the possibility of being an unsuccessful bidder (Parker and 

Hartley, 2003). There is an argument that a higher transaction advisory cost may not be feasible 

in some projects, which makes project selection in PPPs crucial. There is a likelihood of large 

costs being sunk should the PPP project be found unsuitable after the transaction advisory has 

been completed (Parker and Hartely, 2003). The time required to complete a PPP’s 

procurement specifications, is usually much longer than the time taken with conventional 

procurement.  

3.5.4 Performance policing 

The performance monitoring and policing are also difficult in PPPs contracts, as there are a 

number of dynamics which impact the service delivery during the term of these contracts 

(Robinson and Scott, 2009, Johnston and Kauzim, 2010). As they are long-term by nature there 

will always be stakeholder relationship challenges, for example between the parties in PPP 

arrangement such as the end-users, and the government (Zhou, et al., 2013, Smyth and Edkins, 

2007). The ability of those who draw up specifications may always be challenged to allow for 

all performance gaps. 

3.6 The PPP ecosystem 

PPP transactions are not implementable in a vacuum; there is a system, or a group of 

interconnected elements, formed by the interaction between the PPP community and the PPP 

environment. These may include the international environment, macro-institutional 

environment, policy, regulation, and supporting institutions, and also the project level 

environment. 

3.6.1 The international environment 

These factors will include standards of international best practice, norms, regulatory 

frameworks and economic pressures. These are usually international economic regulations by 

the World Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and their impact on national public 

procurement, the debt- to- GDP ratio, national budget and the economic trajectory favoured by 

the international institutions. 
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3.6.2 The macro-institutional environment 

The macro-institutional environment will have several spheres. These include national 

governments and their corresponding administrative institutions' historical roles in reforming 

their institution. These will mainly entail liberalisation, nationalisation and privatisation of 

strategic national assets (Painter and Pierre, 2005). Each country has a specific socio-economic 

model, an economic structure and a welfare structure (Hodge, Greve and Boardman, 2010). 

Other aspects of the macro-institutional environment include general views about the role of 

the state in directing nation economic trajectory, either socialism or capitalism (Delhi, Palukuri 

and Mahalingam, 2010); the role of polity and politics in state architecture and choice of 

political system (Scott, 2001); cultural behaviour and norms, the prevailing social environment, 

including both societal aspects of culture and the legal framework (Matos-Castaño, 

Mahalingam and Dewulf, 2014); and finally, the national financial economy, which includes 

macro-economic conditions, level of public debt and budgetary equilibrium, access to capital 

and credit markets, and the level of investment needs in infrastructure. 

3.6.3 Policy, regulation, and supporting institutions 

PPP policy should provide a foundation for a consistent PPP framework, to enable government 

agencies and private sector collaboration to improve the service and delivery of public 

infrastructure through the private sector. These are services which historically have been the 

responsibility of the public sector alone (Thoenen, 2007). Policy should be able to address 

structural bottlenecks, and then stimulate the growth and development of a pipeline of PPP 

projects. In countries with an institutional void, there is a possibility that a specific policy may 

be used to assist with implementation of a PPP project (Pattberg, 2010). PPP policies assist in 

defining PPP projects as compared with other infrastructure procurement methods and options, 

and put forward goals and reasons for adopting PPP schemes. 

 

The PPP regulatory framework refers to all laws and regulations that govern the PPP project 

cycle (Petersen, 2010). This will include laws and regulations governing public procurement. 

It is crucial that governments entering a PPP to use an existing regulatory framework as a basis 

for reaching an agreement with a private party. In some cases, changes may be necessary to 

introduce PPP-specific processes and responsibilities. Some governments do so by adapting 

existing laws; others introduce specific legislation. However the common tradition has been to 

use a country’s legal system as a foundation for a PPP regulatory framework. The PPP 
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framework depends on either common law or civil law. In countries where civil law is used, 

the government functions are codified through administrative law (Franklin, 2017) This code, 

aided by other legislation, civil, commercial and contract codes, becomes a basis from which 

legal rights and processes within PPP contracts are founded. In contrast, in the common law 

system, things tend to be less prescriptive, with fewer provisions governing contracts in general 

(Franklin, 2017). As a consequence, countries using common law tend to have longer contracts 

as compared to those in civil law. Terms governing the relationship between the parties tend 

be specified in greater detail, to avoid ambiguities that may not be easily resolved by reference 

to specific jurisprudence.  

 

The National Treasury is typically the custodian of PPP policy, as it has a leading role in PPP 

processes, given its responsibility to manage government financial resources, fiscal and 

economic policy (Lemma, 2013). Multilateral organisations like the IMF emphasise the 

centrality of the national treasury in public infrastructure investment, including PPPs (Schwartz 

et al., 2008). Some countries like South Africa have established special PPP units, through 

which to carry out their filtering and monitoring functions, according to their PPP framework 

and policy.  

3.6.4 Project level environment 

There are PPP project- specific challenges, which are usually encountered at the beginning of 

a project. PPP projects are by their very nature complex financial, legal and contractual 

relationships between the public and private sectors and represent long-term political, financial 

and contractual commitments (Klijn and Koppenjan, 2016). These will focus on the issues such 

as the diffusion of PPP practice, features of specific PPPs, processes of PPP implementation, 

and evaluations of their performance (Klijn and Koppenjan, 2016). A successful PPP project 

requires supporting institutions, clear policy and good regulatory framework.  

3.7 PPPs in developing nations   

Developing nations are facing an increasing number of PPP projects, these range from the 

provision of physical infrastructure, to institutional support and the provision of public services 

such as healthcare and education. This comes as the government’s realization of the role of 

infrastructure in economic development (Fang and Zhang, 2004). And the understanding of 

developing countries in financing their infrastructure needs from their budgets (IMF, 2014). 
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It’s estimated that developing nations require spending 7 percent of their GDP on infrastructure 

investment, to close their infrastructure deficits, while their current spend is at 3 percent (ibid).  

 

Due to the lack of available funds from these developing nation’s government budgets, it is 

logical to increase private participation in public infrastructure delivery (Saunders, 2006). 

However, these projects will have to be feasible to attract private investment (Mahalingam and 

Kapur, 2009). The tendency may then arise to increase the allocation of many PPP risks to the 

public sector, but the developing country's government may lack the capacity to manage and 

diffuse these risks (Ke et al., 2009). Developing countries also lack the administrative and 

governance capacity to manage complex PPPs risks (ibid). In most of these countries, policies 

for PPP projects are not yet developed or are in their infancy, and the lack of policy direction 

and support is also a challenge.  

 

Political and other non-market risks are a reality in developing countries. These are likely to 

be difficult to quantify and are usually not insurable, because these risks can undermine the 

future of a PPP arrangement, especially as these projects happen over several years (Jimali, 

2004). Besides the administrative capacity of a contracting state, PPPs will also require 

political stability and the country’s judiciary ability to adjudicate fairly when disputes arise 

(Sachs, Tiong and Wang, 2007). Current trends in terms of PPPs in developing countries have 

commonly been infrastructure projects (Jomo et al., 2016). The focus and sector of these 

projects varies, such as transportation, water, and telecommunications. 

 

There is a need in developing states to build capacity in contract negotiations, planning, and 

steps in addressing contingency liabilities (Solana, 2014). There have been questions over 

several failed PPPs that have needed the government to foot the bill when they collapsed, while 

the private sector has taken no responsibility (Ameyaw and Chan, 2015). The argument of 

those who support PPPs has been focused on the benefit of risk-sharing and the ability of PPPs 

to share risks between parties (ibid). An opposing argument is that it is difficult to hold the 

private party accountable to the general public.  

 

The question is also about the private sector's ability to balance corporate interests while 

promoting the provision of quality public services (Silvestre, 2012). PPPs in developing 

countries have been marketed as a silver bullet to meet the infrastructure financing gap; 
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however, their experience was that instead they triggered a significant rise in government fiscal 

liabilities (Emek, 2015). However, governments in developing countries have been blamed for 

(1) poor risk management policies, (2) lack of government commitment, (3) weak banking 

policies and regulatory frameworks, (4) poorly drafted PPP frameworks, (5) the inability to 

attract private capital, and (6) a lack of transparency and competition (Leigland, 2018). 

 

Besides policy and structural challenges for successful PPP projects in developing countries, 

the size of the market and its profitability is a challenge. Even when partnerships get signed 

they may face problems caused by obstructive governmental mechanisms, such as weak 

bureaucracy, misunderstanding of local market conditions and, potentially, corruption or war 

(Babatunde et al., 2015). Barr (2007) and Nishtar (2004) argue that the challenge is in defining, 

characterizing, and conceptualizing partnerships. Sometimes it is hard to distinguish which 

organizations should be considered as the public sector and which should be considered as the 

private sector. There is also a perception of mistrust between public and private sectors in terms 

of their methodology in implementing projects (Campos et al., 2007).  

 

Politicians will be wary about the perceived motives of the private sector, and also about their 

methods, and the high-profit margins of the private sector companies involved in PPP schemes. 

The private sector is concerned about the bureaucracy and inefficiency of the government 

entities. Besides the challenges in formulating viable partnerships, both sectors bring certain 

values that are crucial to a successful PPP. There is also a perception among government 

officials about their diluted involvement in public sector projects and initiatives, and they do 

not wish to be excluded from decision-making (Buse and Walt, 2000).  

 

Uncertainty and mistrust are common in partnerships when private sector companies from the 

developed world are involved in PPP projects. The host country's government may perceive a 

private partner being dictating to them about the country’s organizational priorities, policies 

and strategies. Asante and Zwi (2007) argue that partnership arrangements with the private 

sector are not open to public oversight, and the process of selecting private partners, the setting 

of targets to be achieved and the formulation of guidelines, are anything but transparent. 

Developing countries have always argued about their lack of a voice at global governance and 

multi-lateral organisations where priorities are decided by small groups of experts, who are 
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unfamiliar with domestic idiosyncrasies. This raises the question of who is responsible for 

setting the policy agenda for addressing developing countries’ challenges. 

3.8 A review of South African PPP framework  

Among developing nations, South Africa is viewed as a leader in PPP in terms of the policy, 

systems, and laws (National Treasury (South Africa). PPP Unit, 2004). A number of projects 

has been completed since the late 1990’s 

3.8.1 Regulations guiding PPPs  

South Africa has a sound regulatory framework for PPPs, which enables government 

departments and agencies to establish PPP agreements (National Treasury (South Africa). Ppp 

Unit, 2004). The foundation of South African public procurement system is a section of the 

Constitution of RSA, then PFMA and MFMA, while PPPs are managed by a specific treasury 

regulation 16 (South Africa National Treasury PPP Unit (2007) Municipal Service Delivery 

and PPP Guidelines, 2007). All government departments, agencies, and entities are required to 

be listed in schedules 3A-3D of the PFMA (Gordhan, 2017).  

 

The National Treasury has a responsibility to manage government finances in a prudent way. 

To improve the management of public finances, a specific act (PFMA) was developed to shift 

focus towards responsibilities and outcomes (Fourie, 2002). All government expenditures 

should achieve their intended outcomes. There is a shift where the political head of the 

government department is no longer involved with public expenditure; instead, the heads of 

the relevant government department and boards of directors of public entities act as the 

accounting authority (Roos, 2010).  Provincial legislature and national parliament holds 

accounting authority for any poor expenditure of public finances. There is also more focus on 

value for money in all public expenditures (ibid).  

 

The focus of section 76 PFMA is to provide the National Treasury with a strong foundation to 

develop other regulatory instruments to improve the financial performance of public finances 

(Erasmus, 2020). National Treasury regulation 16 assists with the provision of a detailed 

framework on PPPs. It explains strategic and operational benefits of PPPs by clarifying and 

creating boundaries for institutional responsibilities, guidelines on the use of private property 

for public use, the institutional responsibilities in relation to risk assuming, and the allocation 

of technical and financial risks (Pattberg, 2010). Institutional support for a PPP project is 
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crucial to achieve maximum value for money objectives (Acar and Ozgur, 2005). Clarity is 

required, about the institutional capacity to procure, manage, implement, monitor and report 

on the transaction (Ibid).  

 

Before a government department or agencies enter into a PPP transaction, the terms of the 

contract must pass the mandatory tests, such as value for money for the transaction, 

affordability, and transfer of the financial, technical and operational risks to the private party 

(Pattberg, 2010). A feasibility study must be performed and approved by the treasury before 

institutions may move to the next stage. According to TreasuryRSA (2004) there are four 

approval (TA I to TA IIIB) processes before signing a PPP agreement. Whenever material 

changes happen after approval, the accounting authority must be notified of such transactions 

(ibid).  

3.8.2 Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) in PPPs 

The South African PPP framework now requires that all government departments, agencies, 

and public entities work together.  This is in line with the government policy of redressing 

apartheid injustices to include the HDI informal economic activities (Black, 2005). South 

Africa is increasingly adopting the use of PPP in delivering physical infrastructure; however, 

these projects remain under the control of the national and provincial government. The focus 

of BEE policy in PPPs is concerned with three areas, namely indirect empowerment through 

preferential procurement and enterprise development; direct empowerment through ownership 

and control of enterprises and assets; and human resource development and employment equity 

(BBBEE Strategy, 2003). All concessions will be granted to concessionaires who are compliant 

with BEE. According to TreasuryRSA (2004) implementation of BEE must be integral to all 

stages of a PPP project lifecycle. 

 

Every PPP transaction is to be conducted in keeping with BEE principles and policy objectives.  

BEE policy and principles must be applied during the selection of a transaction advisor and the 

selection concessionaires (Fombad, 2019).  BEE remains a key component of the South African 

PPP framework and each project must be structured with a BEE component, to optimise value 

for money within the government’s delivery of infrastructure and services. 

 

The minimum requirement to meet BEE requirements, is that ten percent of the financial 

weighting of the project must be dedicated to meeting the BEE objective, while the remaining 
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ninety percent remains for technical evaluation (National Treasury (South Africa). Ppp Unit, 

2004). The following are the main objectives of BEE policy: (1) to promote positive local 

socio-economic impact from the project to the benefit of SMMEs (Ponte, Roberts and van 

Sittert, 2007), in order to assist the disabled, the youth, and non-government organisations 

within a targeted area of project operations; (2) to achieve meaningful and beneficial direct 

ownership of substantial equity interests in the Private Party to a PPP Agreement by black 

people, especially black women, and black enterprises (Andrews, 2012). Furthermore, (3) to 

achieve effective participation in the management control of the Private Party and its 

subcontractors by black people and black women (Wolmarans and Sartorius, 2011). (4) To 

meet BEE objectives it is also essential to ensure effective employment equity and skills 

development in the Private Party and its Subcontractors, throughout the PPP project (National 

Treasury (South Africa), PPP Unit, 2004). 

 

BEE policy derives the mandate from section 217(2) of the Constitution of RSA (1996), which 

enables the government department, entities and agencies to implement “procurement policy 

for (a) categories of preference in the allocation of contracts and (b) the protection or 

advancement of persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair discrimination.” 

 

PPP transactions, due to their long-term nature, are suitable tools to assist the development of 

black management and the creation of black equity (Argyrou and Charitakis, 2017). 

Identification and allocation of risk is done prior to the signing of contracts, which will enable 

parties to identify which risk will be manageable by black equity (Botlhale, 2016). During the 

structuring of a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), parties are able to allocate black enterprises to 

meaningful skilled tasks, and the long-term nature of PPP will enable effective transfer of skills 

and the development of black-owned enterprises (ibid). PPPs provide a stable income over a 

number of years; this will assist SMMEs with a stable workload and predictable income during 

the concession period (Yu, 2018).  

3.8.3 Stages of implementation of a PPP project  

PPP projects are implemented in stages, in which they are required to pass certain criteria, 

before proceeding to the next stage. Projects are registered with PPP units at National Treasury. 

At this stage, the key is to assess the soundness of a proposed project and the ability of the 

institution to meet financial obligations. The transactional advisor for the project is appointed 

together with a project officer.  
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Projects which were successful at the initiation stage, move to feasibility study. During a 

feasibility study, the key success factors of a PPP project are achievement of value for money; 

innovation; risk transfer; and whole life asset performance. Therefore the project’s 

specifications should meet these requirements, with effective linkage of performance criteria 

to the payment mechanism (Javed, Lam and Zou, 2013). The first concern is to have a risk 

transfer mechanism in PPP arrangements; as stated in section 3.4.1, the risks to be transferred 

should be identified, analysed and properly priced (Hambros, 1999).  

 

The procurement design focuses on the optimization to get the correct supplier for goods and 

services. Buyers usually face potential multiple suppliers, while reliability is the criterion that 

may quantify its risk of supply failure (Chaturvedi and Martínez-de-Albéniz, 2011). The 

formality and detail of the planning and preparation process will vary with the size, complexity, 

mission-criticality, and projected dollar value of the requirement (Chaturvedi and Martínez-

de-Albéniz, 2011). Besides the primary objective for the public sector to procure goods and 

services, there are other secondary objectives such as (1) encouraging innovation and (2) 

support for SMMEs (Obwegeser and Müller, 2018). 

 

The management contract continues throughout the life of a project and requires proactive 

management to anticipate future needs and react to situations as they arise (OGC, 2002), also 

including all necessary procedures to take into account  adjustments to the contract; in another 

words, the process of renegotiation (Cruz and Marques, 2012). Putting together terms on a 

long-term contract, to ensure materially efficient trade thereafter, the parties will have to rely 

on renegotiation (Herweg and Karle, 2016). Contracts have a role to act as a reference point in 

a commercial relationship, more precisely, for parties' feelings of entitlement (Hart and Moore, 

2006). The complex nature of the industry leads to claims, and causes disputes which impact 

on project performance (Cakmak and Cakmak, 2014). Contracts legally bind parties to 

undertakings primarily aimed at achieving certain defined objectives within time, budget and 

quality constraints (Reuter and Wächter, 1991). Construction disputes naturally add additional 

costs in terms of money and time for both owner and contractor (Tserng and Teng, 2009). As 

much as studies have been conducted to determine the underlying causes of disputes, they do 

not identify the causes that produce the most expensive delays (Fenn, Lowe and Speck, 1997). 
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PPPs contracts commence with the handover to the private parties, of the land or facility to be 

developed or maintained, and the final task in managing a PPPs contract is the handover of the 

asset to the state agency at the end of the contract (World Bank, nd). During the signing of a 

PPP contract, the processes to be followed during handover need to be clearly understood.   

3.8.4 South African past experience in PPP implementation  

Successful PPPs in any country create a conducive and enabling business environment, and 

rely upon effective policy and supportive legal frameworks (Asubonteng, 2011). The 

complexity of a PPP arrangement and the consequent high transaction costs involved in setting 

up a PPP transaction require an adequate dimension of the initiative, that is, a high investment 

value (Chinyio and Gameson, 2009). Potter and Skinner (2000), identify the need for function 

or model integration, transport, planning integration, social integration and environmental, 

economic and transport policy integration. Starting with small projects involving the private 

sector, and gradually moving to bigger and more complex ones helps to build capacity within 

the government over time.  

 

The South African government is faced with a huge infrastructure deficit, while public sector 

finances are under pressure (Treasury, 2017). The private sector’s involvement is needed to 

address infrastructure deficits; however certain reforms may be necessary to improve project 

bankability, risk management and an improved return on initial investment (Villani, Greco and 

Phillips, 2017).  

 

The focus of PPP for road maintenance should be on designing an effective project financing 

structure that properly allocates risks between the public and private sectors, while improving 

employment and enterprise development (Ke et al., 2010; Liu and Wang, 2018). Rural roads 

maintenance PPPs will usually fall under the category of small-scale framework which is 

currently unsustainable, due to higher transaction costs and the lack of focus from traditional 

funders on small scale PPPs (Dudkin and Välilä, 2005; Un.org, 2018).    

 

The current PPP framework in South Africa is coupled with lots of bureaucratic inefficiency, 

and too many approval processes, the removal of which will result in improved project scope 

and lower transactional cost, without transferring unnecessary risk to the government (Bruchez, 

2014; Ruiters and Matji, 2016).  
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There is also the argument on the disproportionality of transaction costs and regulatory 

frameworks of small PPPs (Tirole, 1999; Thomassen et al., 2016). State-level enabling laws 

provide the institutional foundation for PPPs (Osei-Kyei and Chan, 2017). Although an 

enabling statute can contribute to the creation of a supportive environment for PPP 

procurement, it may also discourage PPP investment (Nagelkerke and van Valkenburg, 2016). 

The complex nature of PPP procurement regarding finance, expertise and public-interest 

protection means that PPP enabling statutes must preserve a delicate balance between program 

flexibility and public-interest concerns (Bolaños et al., 2019). Political interference, along with 

poor communication and poor planning, were cited as some of the barriers to implementing 

PPP projects in South Africa (Bolaños et al., 2019). 

3.9 PPP framework  

PPPs framework is a collection of laws and policies, which define and give guidance on the 

process to implement PPPs in delivering infrastructure or public delivery services (Aizawa, 

2018). It should clarify procedures, policies, rules and institutional responsibilities, for 

developing and implementing PPPs (ibid). There are specific requirements for developing an 

effective PPP framework, and these should include policy and legal boundaries as well as 

operational manuals (Yescombe and Farquharson, 2018).). The key principle in PPPs is to 

allocate strength to a party more able to deliver more value; the common goal should be central, 

while each party works in cooperation and partnership (Harries, 2004). Comprehensive PPPs 

framework that is able to transfer and share risk, enhance value for money and improve the 

project lifecycle is crucial, especially in the context of infrastructure projects (Leviäkangas et 

al., 2016).  

 

The PPP framework is generally divided into laws that govern public procurement of 

infrastructure and guidelines and processes to be followed in procuring a PPP project. The PPP 

framework will vary from country to country, due to different political and economic factors, 

and these impact on practices and outcomes of PPPs (Liu, Chan and Wang, 2013). South Africa 

is considered a leader in PPPs and many projects have been successfully implemented through 

PPPs. PPP regulatory frameworks assist in prescribing laws and processes to be followed in 

procuring a PPP project. There is also a role for institutions such as the government department 

and their accounting officer authorised to enter into a legal PPP agreement. South Africa has 

been praised for its stable political environment, mature capital markets, public sector capacity 

and the independence of the judiciary, which are fundamental to a successful PPP program.  
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As much as most countries might wish to increase the number of infrastructure projects 

completed through PPPs, institutional reforms may be necessary to increase the attractiveness 

of their projects (Mourgues and Kingombe, 2017). Governments have a responsibility to 

recruiting competent technical experts, building a strong relationship, designing a clear-cut 

policy as well as institutional and legal frameworks, and ensuring commitment among the 

partners; all of these, as well as the practice of a strict follow-up of the PPP model, are the 

drivers for the success of a PPP project (Gebrihet, 2017). Beyond a PPP regulatory framework, 

South Africa needs to create an enabling environment upon which are based a few policy 

recommendations, namely (1) establishing an institutional framework for PPPs; (2)designing 

a realistic and efficient strategy for enabling environment improvement; and finally (3) moving 

from national-level initiatives to intergovernmental initiatives (Mourgues and Kingombe, 

2017). 

 

However, South Africa's PPP framework, like most of the leading players in PPPs is geared 

towards large-scale projects. Three of the most important pillars of PPP transactions are to (1) 

transfer risks (2) create value for money (3) continue to generate value over the lifecycle 

(Chung, 2016; Abu Rashed, Alam and Ibrahim, 2017). To achieve the key objectives in 

implementing PPPs, a number of prescribed processes should be followed, with guidelines 

from the national treasury, while the treasury must also approve various stages of the project. 

These processes have been pointed to as increasing the transaction costs for the host institution, 

which limits the number of projects being implemented via PPPs (Thomassen et al., 2016). 

Table 3.1 shows the processes followed in implementing PPP projects in South Africa, 

Australia, and Hong Kong. The most common used benchmark for PPP framework is the UK 

framework; however, it remains similar to that of South Africa, Australia, and Hong Kong. 

This study opten to use to use South Africa, Australia, and Hong Kong to shed the light for 

best practice beyond UK framework.  It also shows the PPP Framework proposed by this 

research to impact on transaction costs, project scope, risks, skills transfer and enterprise 

development, drawn from the best practices in the three countries. 
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Table 3. 1: Comparison of implementation processes based on different frameworks 
 
 

  PPP framework policy requirements   
  South Africa  Australia  Hong Kong (Cheung, 2009) Proposed PPP framework for the 

study 
Stage 1  INCEPTION  

• Register project 
with the 
relevant treasury  

• Appoint a 
project officer 

• • Appoint 
transaction 
advisor 

SERVICE NEED  
• Identify service 

needs 
• Focus on outputs 
• Consider broader 

needs of the time 
• Allow scope for 

innovation 

MOBILISATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF BUSINESS CASE 

• Conduct need analysis, market testing 
and PPP feasibility study 

• Establish a project steering committee 
and designate a Contract Manager 

• Establish availability of the site 
• Establish facilities/ services required 
• Prepare a draft statement of requests 
• Consider whether to accept the proposal 

for enhanced and other commercial 
facilities or services on site 

• Assess risk 
• Prepare public sector compactor and 

seek policy endorsement 

 INCEPTION 
• Identify service needs 
• Register project with the 

relevant treasury 
• Focus on outputs, consider 

broader needs of time, 
allow scope for innovation 

• Project stakeholders 
mapping 

• Establish a project 
steering committee and 
designate a Contract 
Manager  
 

Stage 2 FEASIBILITY 
STUDY 
Prepare a feasibility 
study comprising:  
• Needs analysis  
• Options analysis  
• Project due diligence  
• Value assessment  
• Economic valuation  
• Procurement plan 

OPTIONAL 
APPRAISALS  

• Consider options 
• Consider 

application to the 
specific state 

• Evaluate financial 
impacts, risks and 
other impacts 

FUNDING 
• Submit a bid via bureau for funds 

through resource allocation exercise 
process 

FEASIBILITY STUDY AND 
OPTIONAL APPRAISALS  

• Evaluate financial 
impacts, risks and other 
impacts 

• Conduct appropriate 
technical assessments and 
socio-economic studies 

• Seek necessary 
authorities’ agencies on 
land use 
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  PPP framework policy requirements   
  South Africa  Australia  Hong Kong (Cheung, 2009) Proposed PPP framework for the 

study 
• Conduct consultations 

with stakeholders, policy 
committee and legislative 
council 

Stage 3  PROCUREMENT 
• Design a fair, 

equitable, 
transparent, 
competitive, 
cost-effective 
procurement 
process  

• Prepare bid 
documents, 
including draft 
PPP agreement 

• Pre-qualify 
parties  

• Issue request for 
proposals with 
draft agreement 

• Receive bids   
• Compare bids 

with a 
feasibility study 
and each other 

• Select preferred 
bidder  

• Prepare the 
value-for-
money report 

BUSINESS CASE 
• Consider project 

net benefits 
•  Quantify risks 

and costs 
•  Commence 

development of 
PSC   

• Conduct a cost-
benefit analysis 

•  Access 
partnerships  

• Obtain funding 
project approval 

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENTS, 
CONSULTATIONS AND LAND 
REQUIREMENTS 

• Conduct appropriate technical 
assessments and socio-economic studies 

• Seek necessary authorities’ agencies on 
land use 

• Conduct consultations with 
stakeholders, policy committee and 
legislative council 

 PROCUREMENT 
• Design a fair, equitable, 

transparent, competitive, 
cost-effective procurement 
process  

• Prepare bid documents, 
including draft PPP 
agreement 

• Pre-qualify parties  
• Issue request for proposals 

with draft PPP agreement 
• Receive bids 
• Compare bids with a 

feasibility study and each 
other 

• Select preferred bidder  
• Prepare the value-for-

money report 
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  PPP framework policy requirements   
  South Africa  Australia  Hong Kong (Cheung, 2009) Proposed PPP framework for the 

study 
Stage 4 DEVELOPMENT, 

DELIVERY AND 
EXIT 

• Measure 
outputs, monitor 
and regulate 
performance, 
liaise 
effectively, 
settle disputes  

• Report progress 
in the Annual 
Report  

• Scrutiny by the 
Auditor-General 

PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 

• Assemble 
resources 
Steering 
committee, 
project director, 
probity auditor, 
procurement plan 

• Develop a project 
plan 

•  Further develop 
PSC 

• Develop 
commercial 
principles  

• Consultation 

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST EXERCISE 
• Initiate an expression of interest exercise  

PAYMENT AND CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT 

• Formalise management 
responsibilities 

• Manage variation 
• Monitor the service 

outputs 
• Maintain the integrity of 

the contract 

Stage 5 DEVELOPMENT, 
DELIVERY AND 
EXIT 

• Measure 
outputs, monitor 
and regulate 
performance, 
liaise 
effectively, 
settle disputes  

• Report progress 
in the Annual 
Report  

BIDDING PROCESS 
• Develop an 

expression of 
interest 

• Seek approval to 
issue EoI 

• Evaluate 
responses and 
develop a shortlist 

• Develop a project 
brief and contract 

• Seek approval to 
issue contract 
brief 

POLICY AND FUNDING APPROVALS 
• Consult and seek approvals of public 

works sub-committee of the legislative 
council and finance committee of the 
legislative council 

• Determine detailed commercial 
arrangements 

• Seek draft land grants conditions  
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  PPP framework policy requirements   
  South Africa  Australia  Hong Kong (Cheung, 2009) Proposed PPP framework for the 

study 
• Scrutiny by the 

Auditor-General 
• Conduct 

clarification 
sessions 

• Evaluate bids 
 

Stage 6 DEVELOPMENT, 
DELIVERY AND 
EXIT 

• Measure 
outputs, monitor 
and regulate 
performance, 
liaise 
effectively, 
settle disputes  

• Report progress 
in the Annual 
Report 

• Scrutiny by 
theAuditor-
General 

PROJECT 
FINALISATION 
REVIEW 

• Confirm 
achievement of 
policy intent 

• Confirm value for 
money 

• Report to the 
Minister 

• Advise Treasurer 
of intent 

PROCUREMENT AND SELECTION  
• Instruct department of justice on the 

drafting of procurement documents/ 
contract 

• Finalise procurement document and seek 
approval from the tender board 

• Establish a bid evaluation committee 
• Issue request for proposal and conduct 

briefings and site inspection 
• Evaluate proposals 
• Negotiate with bidders and select the 

best and final offer 
• Award  to the successful bidder 
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  PPP framework policy requirements   
  South Africa  Australia  Hong Kong (Cheung, 2009) Proposed PPP framework for the 

study 
Stage 7   FINAL 

NEGOTIATION 
• Establish the 

negotiation team 
• Set negotiation 

framework 
• Probity review 
• Report to the 

Minister and 
Treasurer 

• Execute contract 
• Financial close 

 

SERVICE COMMENCEMENT 
• Commence construction 
• Commissioning of facility 
• Commence service delivery 
• Establish and maintain a close 

relationship with the consortium 
 

  

  

Stage 8   CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT 

• Formalise 
management 
responsibilities 

• Manage variation 
• Monitor the 

service outputs 
• Maintain the 

integrity of the 
contract 

PAYMENT AND CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT 

• Monitor performance  
• Defer or reduce payment 
• Institute investigation and issue warning  
• Initiate dispute resolution procedures 
• Step-in 
• Conduct joint inspection at the end of a 

contract 
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Table 3.1 above compares the processes to be followed to implement a compliant PPP project 

in Australia, South Africa, and Hong Kong. It also shows the PPP framework proposed to guide 

the study. In South Africa, a PPP project goes through five stages of implementation, and 

requires a minimum of four stage approvals from the National Treasury (National Treasury 

(South Africa). PPP Unit, 2004). According to Cheung (2009), a PPP project goes through a 

total of seven stages before implementation in Hong Kong. These stages include several 

conditions to be completed before moving to the next stage. In Australia, there are seven stages 

which are require completion. Reports must also be submitted to the finance minister and 

treasury, according to the Australian PPP framework (OECD.org, 2018). Table 3.1 reveals that 

treasury is central to all these frameworks as it safeguards the national financial assets. Funders 

usually demand state guarantees to participate in PPP projects (Lai and Soumaré, 2009).  

Traditionally large financial institutions have been central in financing PPP, and they usually 

request complex processes and studies to manage and minimise risk, before funding decisions 

are made (Demirag et al., 2011).  

 

The research acknowledges that these processes are geared towards large capital projects.  

Large capital projects are complex in terms of their financial, legal and contractual 

relationships between the public and private sectors, and represent long-term political, financial 

and contractual commitments (PPPIAF, 2009). These complex processes require highly skilled 

technical, financial and political experts to develop models while trying to predict a realistic 

future (Geddes and Reeves, 2017). PPP projects usually extend for a period beyond 25 years, 

which also brings another dimension of potential challenges in terms of politics, government 

policy and the respective country’s economic health over the long term (De Schepper, 

Haezendonck and Dooms, 2015).  

 

The researcher argues that the complex and long-term nature of capital projects necessitates 

PPP contracts that require highly skilled advisors at a high cost, while the maintenance projects 

examined in this study are short-term and straightforward and will therefore not require highly 

skilled advisors. Hence, the study advances that PPP processes and requirements should not be 

a ‘one size fits all’ solution, and posits that a simplified small-scale PPP framework, which 

requires a reduction of processes, fewer approvals and studies, should be developed for short-

term and straightforward maintenance projects, as shown in Table 3.1. 
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The proposed PPP framework will be for road maintenance projects in rural communities, and 

these projects will be smaller in value and of a shorter duration contract term. It is proposed 

that government internal capacity will be improved to eliminate the use of external transaction 

advisors, standardised documents should be used, all internal processes should be completed, 

and only private sectors should be engaged in bidding.  

3.10 PPPs and transactional costs 

Coase (1937) referred to transaction costs as the cost of carrying out a deal through an exchange 

on the open market. Transaction costs are generated within an organisation when organisations 

engage with other organisations or government (Ćetković et al., 2016). These are necessary 

costs which have no bearing on the actual production of goods and services (Williamson, 

1981).  Transaction costs are usually costs associated with establishing and maintaining a 

partnership; more specifically, they encompass legal, financial, and technical advisory costs 

incurred by both public and private sectors in the procurement and operational phases of a 

project (Dudkin and Välilä, 2006). 

 

According to Soliño and Gago de Santos (2010) there are three components of transactional 

costs: (1) search and information costs (transaction costs incurred in determining whether the 

required good is available on the market and its lowest price); (2) bargaining costs (costs 

required to reach an acceptable agreement with the other party of the transaction, drawing up 

an appropriate contract); and (3) Policing and enforcement costs (the costs of ensuring that the 

other party fulfils the terms of the contract and of taking appropriate action if they fail to do 

so, often through the legal system).  

3.10.1 Sources of transactional costs 

Transaction costs in economics focus mainly on explaining the existence and properties of 

alternative modes of organization and the trade-off among them (Gibbons, 2010). Sources of 

transaction cost examined in the research are: (1) managing risk and uncertainty; (2) 

opportunism and a niche market; and (3) maintaining an effective regulatory environment.  

 

Managing risk and uncertainty affects transactional costs. When individual firms or 

organisations are engaged in a trade or exchange, information asymmetry occurs (Akerlof, 

1970). This happens because of limited information external parties will have about the other 

parties (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). This creates uncertainty about their behaviour or conduct, 
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which is called behaviour uncertainty.  According to Williamson (1985), our decisions as 

humans are not always rational as possible consequences are resulting in poor performance as 

a result of subjective decision marking.  Besides behavioural uncertainty, there is also external 

uncertainty which embraces the probability of encountering the unexpected changes in the legal 

and economic environment (Bremen et al., 2010).  

 

In addressing the independent examination of the information provided may require 

independent assessment and scrutiny through a specialist (Singh, 2008). These always add 

additional costs which are called transactional costs. Each transactional environment will have 

specific factors which may not affect the actors, but the characteristics of the transaction (Das, 

2017). When there is the specificity of an asset, how often the transaction occurs and the 

uncertainty of events (Sanner, 2011; Bayraktar and Zhang, 2013). According to Ouchi and 

Williamson, (1977) transaction costs cause friction due to costs of monitoring, costs of 

negotiating and governing exchanges between entities. 

 

Opportunism and a niche market also affect costs. When firms operate in a niche market 

where there are few players, there is a potential for them to collude (Roy, 2017). Firms that 

usually receive goods and services from these niche markets are more likely to be uncertain 

about the true nature of their costs (Chakrabarti, 2010, Bernhardt and Rastad, 2016). This 

encourages more prolonged negotiations, which also bring about transactional costs. 

Transactions in a firm are negotiated by people, who increase the risk of opportunistic 

behaviour and bounded rationality (Boudon, 2004). This is because economic actors rarely 

possess complete information on the market, and they have only limited ability to process this 

information and to consider the outcomes of their activity (Alt, 2017). 

 

Costs are affected by the regulatory environment. Firms or organisations tend to focus more 

on the self-interests or those of their members (Funakoshi and Motohashi, 2009).  According 

to Smith (2010) self-interest is described as a necessary invisible hand within the market 

economy that guides and improves the competitiveness of an economy. However, all 

organisations have external diseconomy, or economic externalities and social costs, which 

usually have a negative impact on the general public (Buchanan and William, 1962; Pustay, 

1978).  
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These impacts will depend on the size of the firm and the nature of its operations (Coase, 1960). 

Government through itself or industry peers may develop a regulatory framework to develop 

minimum performance (Guasch and Hahn, 1999). These happen to minimise externalities to 

the industry and the general public (Buchanan and William, 1962). In order to lend credibility 

to the process, firms or organisations are usually required to use services of external and 

independent experts to access and verify, and this creates transaction costs (Blay and Geiger, 

2012). A regulatory framework also protects the public from organisational moral hazard, in a 

case where an organisation might knowingly take excessive risks while the public has to bear 

the cost (Robinson and Zheng, 2010).  

 

State institutions play a central role in supporting transactions when nations are bedevilled by 

weak institutional support for the market and and for private sector development (Mair and 

Marti, 2009). Infrastructure projects happen within a cultural, political and legal framework 

were rights to private and state property create incentives for private investment (Kharlamova 

and Kazartseva, 2015). Table 4.2 below illustrates different types of transactional costs, their 

source, and forms. 
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Table 3. 2: Different types of transaction costs 

Types of transaction 
cost 

Source/origin of costs Tangible forms of transaction 
costs 

Search costs A firm will actively search for 
opportunities. During a search, 
they lack knowledge about 
opportunities (e.g. demand, 
products, trading rights prices, 
supply, market outlets) 

Consulting fees, travelling expenses, 
personnel time, communication costs  

Screening costs Incurred when organisations deal 
with each other for the first time. 
There are  risks around uncertainty 
about the reliability of potential 
suppliers/buyers and uncertainty 
about the actual quality of 
goods/services offered 

Promotion costs, consulting service to 
do an independent assessment of their 
ability and the quality of their services 
and products  

Bargaining costs Each firm will have its interests when 
entering a transaction — these set up 
conflicting interests and objectives of 
transacting parties. There will be 
uncertainty about the willingness of 
others to trade on certain terms. 
Lastly, uncertainty over transactor 
rights and obligations may necessitate 
bargaining. 

Costs to assess the credit-worthiness 
of potential partners. Licensing fees if 
a party operates in a regulatory 
environment.  

Insurance premiums 

Transfer costs Fulfilling legal requirements 
usually puts contracts in a firm. 
When goods are transferred, it 
should happen in a lawful manner. 

Firm or firms will incur a handling or 
storage cost, and transport costs. 

Law enforcement and the regulators 
may demand bribes, which may lead 
to corruption expenses 

Monitoring costs When firms have reached an 
agreement on entering into a 
transaction, there is uncertainty about 
the transactor compliance with 
specified terms — the ability to 
deliver the required quantity with a 
consistent level of quality.  

Investment in performance and quality 
assessment.   

Auditing fees and  product inspection 
charges 

 

Enforcement costs Parties may fail to fulfil their end of 
the bargain. When this happens, an 
offending party will transfer risks to 
the other. There is uncertainty about 
the level of damages/injury to a 
transacting party arising from 
contractual non-compliance.There 
are problems in exacting penalties 
through bilateral arrangements or the 
use of third parties 

When disputes arise, they are usually 
settled through arbitration, legal, and 
court fees. 

Cost of bringing social pressure to 
bear on offending parties 

Source: Jaffe et al., 1995  
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3.10.2 The relationship between PPP frameworks and transaction costs  

PPPs for infrastructure are inherently risky, due to their complex nature, the collaboration of 

multiple players, and incomplete contracts requiring advisors, which raise the transaction costs 

(Makarov, 2015; Marques, 2017; Dudkin and Välilä, 2005). In PPP transactions, government 

assumes three roles:  as an arbitrator, a partner, and a regulator, which naturally gives the 

government more power and potential of information asymmetry; therefore other partners will 

have to investigate the independence and quality of government institutions, which affects 

coordination costs and their impact on the expansion of PPP markets (Baker, 2016). 

 

The complex nature of PPP transactions affects costs. Besides the complexity of current 

PPP transactions, the private sector is reluctant to participate in PPP bidding (Ismail and Harris, 

2014; Makarov, 2015). The whole process of bringing a PPP project to commercial reality is 

currently cumbersome, because it takes longer to get a transaction to financial close, as the 

process involves meeting certain terms, conditions of contracts, and conditions of lenders, 

amongst other requirements (ppps, 2018). The complexity of these processes is particularly 

complex in emerging markets, due to the weak institutions which are meant to support these 

transactions (ppps, 2018). The higher upfront costs which PPP bidders invest are high, 

compared to the potential success of their bid (Corbett and Smith, 2006).  This has the potential 

to lower the appetite of the market for future PPPs (South, Eriksson and Levitt, 2018). There 

are some studies that compare transaction costs of PPPs during the pre-contracting stage to 

similar costs borne by private partners for traditional public procurement (De Schepper, 

Haezendonck and Dooms, 2015; Carrillo et al.,2008). 

 

The multiplicity of players, the complexity of the PPP project and the variety of interests and 

objectives of all the involved parties, creates a higher possibility of conflict, compared to 

traditional procurement (Zou et al., 2014). PPP projects are complex, and so is the environment 

in which they are executed, which affects the government's ability to manage them (Van Gestel, 

Voets and Verhoest, 2012). Project governance also can impact on the performance of a PPP 

project (Barrett, 2011).  

 

Overregulation of utilities and public goods has a negative consequence through high cost; they 

have a risk of being captured if there is enough competition for the market (Demsetz, 1968). 

Few industry players usually dominate the infrastructure development market; normally only 
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afew companies compete, because of the complexity of public procurement, the time and cost 

involved (Marques, 2017). 

 

There is also a challenge of additional cost due to the opportunism of the regulator and 

arbitrator of the transaction; and there may also be costs due to the opportunism of the partners 

(Baker, 2016).   

 

The incomplete nature of PPP contracts affects costs. PPP transactions happen in hybrid 

organisational structures which are managed by incomplete contracts, under the assumptions 

of bounded rationality and the opportunistic behaviour of partners (Baker, 2016). Much of the 

available literature on incomplete contracting is on the theory of the firm (Staubus, 1994; 

Rahman, 2002; Christensen, Nikolaev and Wittenberg Moerman, 2015). The focus has been 

on the deficiencies which arise due to the inability of contracting parties to predict the future 

outcomes (Li, 2013). There is an argument that contracts can be complete, while imperfections 

arise solely because of some moral hazard or asymmetric information (Hart, 2003). 

 

The rationale behind incomplete contracts is that this involves unknown future contingencies, 

which prevent the contracting parties from writing a fully state-dependent long-term contract 

(Herweg and Karle, 2016). If it were possible to identify all future events, parties engaged in a 

trade would write a comprehensive contract that precisely specifies obligations in a very 

conceivable way (Hart, 1988). PPP projects are based on a long-term contract by nature for 

over 25 years; it is difficult to predict all eventualities; and reduce them into contract terms 

(Grimsey and Lewis, 2007; Battigalli and Maggi, 2002).  Complete contracts entail state-

contingent clauses that compensate the contractor for problems unrelated to his effort (Iossa 

and Martimort, 2014). In PPP risk-sharing and allocation, together with the choices of 

contractual modes, public procurement is plagued with moral hazards, private information on 

exogenous shocks, and a threat of corruption (Iossa and Martimort, 2014).  

3.10.3 PPP transactional costs  

Given the complex risk-sharing mechanisms, financing models, and the long-term nature of 

the PPP, contractual arrangements are cited as the main drivers of the costs (ibid). In preparing 

a PPP bid, the public sector incurs costs, while these costs are necessary to provide an attractive 

transaction to private actors to participate and provide compelling bids (Thomassen et al., 
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2016). While private parties are interested in PPPs, and governments encouraging them to 

participate, these parties are reluctant to provide up-front costs that PPP bidders must provide 

in order to bid, because they regard these costs as too high compared to the chance of being 

selected for the project (their bid being successful). The high sunk costs may result in fewer 

bidders in the future PPP projects (De Schepper, Haezendonck and Dooms, 2015). Early-stage 

development involves a significant investment of resources that are only recoverable if the 

project is ultimately successful (Moszoro, 2017).  

 

The incomplete nature of a PPP contract is also cited as a cause of higher transaction costs; 

even though PPP contracts may be legally complete, they lack the ability to allocate duties and 

responsibilities for every possible eventuality (Tirole, 1999). Besides the incomplete nature of 

PPP contracts, the competitive nature of tendering for these projects means that the transaction 

costs involved are regarded as prohibitive (Thomassen et al., 2016). Simplified processes and 

standardization of PPP documentation has the potential to lower transaction costs. In summary, 

this study measures transactional costs using indicators such as opportunity provided for public 

participants, type of information used in decision making, percentage upfront costs required, 

completeness of the contract, and level of competition of tendering for contracts. 

3.11 PPPs in road maintenance  

Since the late 1990’s South Africa has launched several roads construction PPPs, however, is 

yet to launch roads maintenance PPPs (Pravin Gordhan and National Treasury (South Africa, 

2012). The type of PPPs used in these roads is identified as “Design, Build, Finance and     

Operate” type (DBFO). The use of this type of PPP is promoted to enable government agencies 

to deliver a road infrastructure project without government budgeting constraints, while 

achieving the VFM. The DBFO concessionaire in PPPs does get involved in maintenance 

during the operational stage of a PPP arrangement. Grimsey and Lewis (2004) argue that the 

innovative nature of a PPP DBFO helps by focusing on the service-based procurement policy, 

where the service outcomes are clearly specified, and it does not necessarily focus on asset 

acquisition. However, in many developing countries the focus might be on the ability to use an 

asset that was unlikely to be developed, based on the government’s limited resources (Ball and 

Sandeep, 2011). The DBFO in roads maintenance usually excludes the conventional toll 

collection, while other methods such as shadow tolls are used (Arata, Petrangeli and Longo, 

2016). 
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A DBFO of a private sector consortium will design, build, own finance and operate a road 

asset, and collect revenue through tolls for the duration of the concession period. The 

government cedes the right to collect tolls to a private sector partner and these tools are used 

to repay the loan, provide return on equity and cover maintenance related costs during the term 

of the concession. PPPs are seen are a solution to address the infrastructure gap, while 

addressing the financing and skills deficits (Samir and Maher, 2018).   

 

Why are maintenance based road PPPs not becoming popular? Road maintenance PPPs are 

likely to be useful in developing countries, however, these countries' lack of clear legislation 

and policies, impede the possibility of road maintenance PPPs being widely adopted (de Vries 

and Yahoue, 2013). Developing nations need to develop the necessary soft infrastructure in 

terms of legislation and policy framework, before rushing into implementing PPPs in road 

maintenance (ibid). Where there is an existing PPP policy, this study exercise will focus on 

addressing policy shortcomings between DBFO and maintenance-only PPPs. 

3.12 The PPP and skills transfer 

Developing countries have been viewing their unskilled workforce as a source of high 

unemployment and poor economic performance (Reddy, 2016).  In trying to address these 

challenges, policymakers have been developing policies to improve skills development 

(Tladinyane, 2016). However, several barriers influence the failure and success of these 

policies. These barriers are not limited to the following:  (1) pre-existing knowledge of the 

skill; (2) financial costs; (3) distance to the skills training centres; (4) ability to use the skills in 

the market; and (5) the quality and context of skills training (Jain, Maitra and Mani, 2019).  

The use of focused skills development will bridge the gap between the barrier and skills 

acquisition. Personal motivation is cited as key to learning and personal development (Singh, 

Misra and Srivastava, 2017), because a desire to learn and improve our skills and competencies 

has one of the highest effects on our decision to learn (ibid). When a learner lacks motivation, 

it creates a barrier for them to achieve higher grades in the skills they are willing to learn. 

 

Fischbacher and Beaumont (2003) argue that PPPs are growing in popularity as a vehicle for 

resource improvement and value delivery within the public services, and in the coordination of 

multi-agent input and management of interests from the public and private sector. For a PPP 
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project to be successful, requires a strategic vision from public authorities. Allowing 

institutional support and the ability of public authorities to set clear and stable policies would 

reduce risks from the public side (Arbulú, Lozano and Rey-Maquieira, 2016). The South 

African government has been struggling with high unemployment, which is highest among the 

unskilled (StatsSA, 2017). It is beginning to realise its inability to tame the high level of 

unemployment and is engaging the private sector to partner in addressing this (ibid).  

 

Antonio and Feng (2017) argue that PPPs provide opportunities for leveraging resources that 

might otherwise not be available to the government alone. The PPP framework to address job 

training for the unemployed will be an important contribution towards addressing 

unemployment. Results from StatsSA (2017) show that unemployment is very high in rural 

communities as compared to urban centres, however, the rural municipalities where most of 

these roads are located lack both technical skills and institutional governance, while the added 

responsibility of managing a PPP would be a challenge to rural resources. PPPs require several 

consultants to be hired in areas such as engineering, law and finance (Opara et al., 2017). The 

first project outcome should be to create institutional capacity within these municipalities; 

continuous involvement in a project will thus assist the acquisition and deepening of PPP 

knowledge by municipality staff. 

 

Costs are cited as one of the barriers to skills acquisition, while PPPs can assist in upskilling 

people at a much lower cost (Jain, Maitra and Mani, 2016). Skilled employees improve 

productivity; while PPPs will be advantageous by providing skills transfer and work experience 

together (HBR, 2016). There is a high demand to match the skills acquired and those needed 

in the industry; PPPs will enable the bridging of this gap. PPPs may have a role in assisting the 

government to design a comprehensive skills strategy, as advocated by the OECD (2012). In 

most universities, there are industry advisory teams which assist the university to match skills 

with market demand, and to bridge the gap between university education and industry skills 

(Hands and McIntyre, 2015). When there is a mismatch between available skills and skills 

demand, it increases costs (ibid).  

 

There is a question about the match between skills and the trainee’s readiness for workplace 

responsibility. Social scientists and policymakers have tried to address this question 

(McDonald and Valenzuela, 2016). Skills mismatch happens when there is a gap between the 
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skills possessed and the industry requirement (Pellizzari and Fichen, 2017). Developing 

societies require a skilled workforce who will be productive and assist in growing the economy 

(Lenton, 2009). Skill is an asset to employees; employers who hire skilled workers receive 

better productivity (Lenton, 2009). Some benefits of skills to employees are that they may 

enjoy higher wages, career growth, and choice of work opportunities. Developing economies 

are usually characterised by low growth, a high skills shortage and a poorly trained workforce, 

which is viewed as a source of poor economic performance (OECD, 2012). 

 

Worldwide trade unions have shown their uneasiness with PPPs as they liken PPPs to  a form 

of privatization (Ochieng, Price and Moore, 2017). Privatization has been cited as a way to 

make the economy more efficient, while trade unions view them as a source of job insecurity 

and undermining the rights of working people (Awadalla, 2003; Roscigno and Wilson, 2014). 

In developing economies, increased investment in public infrastructure is likely to decrease 

unemployment and offer many training opportunities (Mbanda and Chitiga-Mabugu, 2017). 

These investments in public infrastructure will have impacts on other secondary economic 

activities and also improve the quality of life of the community (ibid). However, these private 

investments in public infrastructure will have to be designed and managed efficiently, for them 

to serve as a catalyst for economic development and employment creation (Ansar et al., 2016).  

 

There is a question about the PPPs effect on existing employment; there are several differing 

views from labour, whose leaders may regard PPPs as a threat to employment (Yong, 2010). 

The private sector focus will be on efficiency, which may encourage some employees to be 

redeployed or retrenched; however, employees with redundant skills can be retrained and 

redeployed (Astami et al., 2010).     

3.13 PPPs and enterprise development  

SMMEs are exposed to several non-financial barriers in developing countries. The following 

are categorized as the main barriers: (1) social and cultural imperatives; (2) business and 

institutional arrangement; and (3) human capacities (Haselip, Desgain and Mackenzie, 2015). 

However, rural enterprises must trade with a high proportion of rural households, supported 

only by poor infrastructure; another problem is the distances between smaller urban areas. All 

these factors impact SMMEs, and thereby also also impacts the cost of doing business 

(LaRocco, 2003). When using partnerships there is an assumption that the public and private 
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sectors can benefit by combining not only their knowledge and expertise, but also finances and 

other resources, to deliver collective goods in a more efficient way (Bjarstig and Sandstrom, 

2017).  

 

In the context of South Africa, construction participation of Historically Disadvantaged 

Individuals (HDI) has been minimal (CIDB, 2017). With the introduction of PPP, there has 

been some failure to improve HDI participation, either through ownership or skills 

development. Some of the reasons for this  are (1) lack of capital to invest (2) lack of ownership 

within larger construction and consulting entities that are involved in building or designing the 

infrastructure, and (3) inability to get involved during the transaction advisory (ANC, 2017). 

 

Besides involvement through share ownership within the current arrangement, increasing 

access of SMMEs to PPP schemes should be a solution. A more inclusive PPP arrangement 

should have SMME development at its core, fundamental to the PPPs framework. SMMEs are 

cited as the solution towards poverty reduction, employment creation and inequality reduction 

(Chimucheka, 2013). Current PPP models mirror those used within a developed world, while 

we need too adapt our models to address challenges faced by our nations (Shen et al., 2016; 

Jomo et al., 2016). For a PPP project to be successful, it will be highly dependent on the legal, 

regulatory and institutional framework, as these are the institutions, which hold things together 

(Zhang, 2005). An SMME differs from a well-established organisation, due to its lack of 

crucial institutions, which make PPPs a success (Roehrich, Lewis and George, 2014). Lack of 

strong institutions within SMMEs exposes them to failure; SMMEs account for the highest 

failure rates within the business community (ibid).  

 

As PPPs are a long-term agreement, business failure is one of the things to be avoided. The 

high failure rate of SMMEs undermines their ability to attract funding and human resources 

which are crucial to business sustainability (Brown and Lee, 2014; Harvie and Lee, 2002). 

PPPs can assist SMMEs through subcontracting and by providing them with training and 

mentorships. Volatility within the construction market undermines SMMEs' ability to maintain 

their revenue and profitability, which undermines their ability to train and retain their key staff 

(Blismas et al., 2004; Wang, Lim and Kamardeen, 2013). The construction business involves 

movement from one construction site to the next, and these movements usually require a lot of 

initial expenditure, which most SMMEs cannot afford (Eksteen and Rosenberg, 2002). The 
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long-term nature of PPPs involvement in road maintenance will assist contractors to have a 

secure contract in one geographic location for a long period. 

 

As developing economies struggle to attract FDI from developed economies, which impacts 

their infrastructure spend, this increases market volatility in the construction sector (Abu Bakar, 

Che Mat and Harun, 2012).  

PPPs in infrastructure projects may bring the much-needed workload to construction entities 

and lessen the impact on businesses. When established contractors have stable work, this will 

filter down to SMMEs. SMMEs are an entry point to the industry and stabilizing them through 

mentorships and long-term contracts will enable them to grow (Nisar, Boateng and Wu, 2018). 

This long-term arrangement will assist in transferring skills and sustaining SMMEs (Filieri, 

2015). Although a low skills base will impact SMMEs' competitiveness, their low overhead 

structure remains an advantage. 

 

During the building of an infrastructure asset, unemployed people are employed by 

construction companies for the duration of the project (Schäffler and Swilling, 2013). They 

usually get trained formally or informally; however, at the completion of the project, they 

become unemployed again. However, if such opportunities are provided to SMMEs and their 

employees, the end of the project will leave them more empowered. This will provide SMMEs 

with technical skills and an understanding of procuring and winning, which will make them 

more sustainable while creating more employment. 

3.14 The feasibility of small-scale PPPs 

These road maintenance projects under discussion, are located in rural communities under 

small rural municipalities (Matshidze, Oyegoke and Ogunlana, 2016).  According to Leigland 

(2018) most attention to PPPs is given when they involve large scale infrastructure and 

construction, however, these require a long time period, huge investments, and a long initiative 

and preparatory phase, with risks related to political decision making. There are several 

constraints faced by small-scale PPPs concerning the guidance about the classification of small 

scale PPP, government processes and procedures, transaction costs, public capacity, and 

institutional structure; they are also impacted by important issues such as transaction costs, 

minimum size requirement, the increasing popularity of small scale PPPs (Thierie and Moor, 

2018).  
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There is also an argument against the feasibility of small scale PPPs, as in most cases 

transaction costs outweigh the benefits (Solheim-Kile, Lædre and Lohne, 2019). However, 

McKenzie and Wegelin (2012) argue that there is a possibility for conditions which will make 

small-scale PPPs viable. The simplified regulatory framework and low initial cost will be an 

advantage, resulting in savings which could be reused to fund the more expensive intervention 

(ibid). There have been a number of small scale PPPs involved with water and agro-processing 

projects (FAO, 2016; IFC, 2013). Small-scale PPPs should be suitable to improve the level of 

services to the community (McKenzie and Wegelin, 2012). Their advantages will be the speedy 

identification and repair of the works (McKenzie and Wegelin, 2012). 

3.15 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented a holistically examined literature review of the concept of PPP. This 

included a broad overview of the concept, and of the context in which PPP can be optimally 

implemented. The researcher further reviewed relevant literature on the advantages and 

disadvantages of procuring road infrastructure through a PPP. Relevant literature was also 

considered about the PPP experiences of developing nations, and the barriers, and opportunities 

they encountered in completing these projects.  A review of South African PPP framework 

with specific emphasis on BEE, PPP regulations, stages for implemting PPP and South Africa 

past experience. There was also an overview on PPP framework between South Africa, 

Australia and Hong-Kong. The literature about road maintenance PPP and their role in skills 

transfer and development of enterprise development was presented. The feasibility of small 

scale PPPs, as described in the literature, was also reviewed. Lastly, the concept of transaction 

costs in PPP transactions and their contribution to project risk, and the scope of PPPs in 

assisting with skills transfer and enterprise development, were reviewed. These concepts will, 

however, be further developed in chapters four and six.  
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Chapter 4: Theoretical and Conceptual Framework of the Research 

4.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents the research’s theoretical and conceptual framework. The conceptual 

framework helps to set the stage for the presentation of the particular research question that 

drives the investigation being reported, based on the problem statement (McGaghie et al., 

2001). In any study, theories are developed to provide an explanation, prediction, and 

understanding to a phenomenon and, in many cases, to challenge and extend existing 

knowledge within the limits of critical bounding assumptions (Miller, 1992; Babbie, 2011). 

The theoretical framework gives the supporting skeleton that can hold and support the theory 

of a research study. The theoretical framework introduces and describes the theory that explains 

why the research problem under study exists. A theoretical framework consists of concepts 

and, together with their definitions and reference to relevant scholarly literature, provides an 

existing theory that is used for a particular study. 

4.2 Overview of the research context  

As described in the literature review in Chapter 3, the South African context for application of 

PPPs is that these projects address skills deficits, boost private sector investment, and support 

infrastructure in a community, with ongoing maintenance over time. 

 

The problem remains that PPPs usually address national structures, while the rural roads are 

not often the focus for such projects. Rural communities could be uplifted by PPPs, in terms of 

skills development leading to ongoing employment, thereby also supporting community 

development. It is also hoped to deepen knowledge and resources in rural municipalities. The 

focus of this research is to consider how to provide for rural road development through PPPs. 

Developing economies such as South Africa’s usually show a low rate of growth, a high skills 

shortage and a poorly trained workforce, all of which are seen as signs of poor economic 

performance (OECD, 2012).  

 

In South Africa some small-scale PPPs have been tried; however, the size of these schemes 

and the higher transaction advisory costs undermined their success (Winch, 2014). The 

question has always been one of proportionality. The current PPP framework in South Africa 

is arguably too complex, bureaucratic and full of unnecessary processes, which undermine the 
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successful implementation of small-scale PPPs (Balduzzi, 2011). PPP has the potential to 

become a driver of significant economic benefits (Jungwook, 2018). There is also a question 

of Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) in South Africa, which aims to increase participation 

of those who were previously marginalised, in PPPs transactions, while PPP on a small scale 

will be a proper forum to increase participation. While simplified processes have the potential 

to open the market for other non-traditional financiers, it may be argued that they also have the 

potential to increase BEE participation.  

 

Therefore, this research evaluates the contributions made by PPPs to skills transfer and 

enterprise development, towards developing a framework for their implementation in rural road 

infrastructure projects.  

4.3 Theoretical perspective of the study  

Building a theory is important, because it is a framework for analysis, facilitates the efficient 

development of the field and is needed for the applicability of research to practical, real-world 

problems (Wacker, 1998). A scientific theory is usually focused on an explanation of an aspect 

of the natural world that can be repeatedly tested and verified, following the scientific method 

(Suppes, 1967; Suppe, 2000). This study focuses on PPP contracts, their nature and dynamics, 

using a theory in which contracts play a core role, hence the focus on a selection of transaction 

cost theory to underpin this study. Transactional cost theory plays a major role in analysing 

and explaining the framework that constitutes the core of the theory. The theory of transaction 

cost developed by Coase (1937) and modified by Williamson (1979) underpins this research.  

It meets the requirements of factors identified by Grant and Osanloo (2014), namely 

appropriateness, ease of application, and explanatory power. 

 

Transaction cost theory argues that when a firm is operating in a market economy, there are 

inherent costs of conducting transactions; however, this cost can be reduced through 

mechanisms other than the markets themselves (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975). Transaction 

costs, in the PPP context, refer to the cost of establishing and maintaining a partnership (Dudkin 

and Välilä, 2006; Soliño and Gago de Santos, 2010). In a PPP arrangement, various firms with 

differing areas of expertise form a temporary arrangement through a SPV, to develop public 

infrastructure and provide social goods. Thsese firms usually bring both weaknesses and 

strength to the SPV. Public partners such as government departments have to select private 
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partners who should ideally bring along much value at the lowest risk. There is also an element 

of information asymmmetry as firms are likely to hide information deemed unfavourable by 

thepublic sector. Opportunistic behaviour between parties may encourage some parties to 

overstate their value, while hiding the risks.  To assess the risks and to develop an effective 

risk premium, the public sector appoints a transaction advisor to provide independent advice 

on a transaction. However various studies have shown that transaction costs tend to be 

inflexible and that higher transactional costs create barriers within the current PPP framework 

(Shepherd, 1999).  

 

Transactional cost theory is used when firms outsource specialisation services or functions to 

other organisations, and tasks are performed by one or more external suppliers (De Looff, 

1995). The PPP creates a temporary vertical firm through a colloboration of several firms, 

bringing shared risks and opportunities. This arrangement minimises transaction costs, 

compared to a scenario in which firms operate independently of each other, while 

collaborating. This scenario enables firms to maximise their profit, while potentially exposing 

other partners to risk. On the other hand, in a PPP transaction, the level of information 

asymmetry will lower, while lowering transaction costs between the parties. Transaction costs 

tend to encourage firms to try to minimise them when they operate in a market economy.  

 

The subject of transaction costs in PPPs remains a key area for research in business and social 

studies that has garnered substantial interest from researchers. However, there is as yet very 

little theoretical development on the use of transaction costs in PPPs. There is an argument that 

theories should have a have a better fit with with the subject of the research. Transaction cost 

theory has been used previously in studies concerning the theory of a firm (Williamson, 1987; 

Alchian and Demsetz, 1972), the theory of institutional void (Khanna and Palepu, 1999; 

Balakrishnan and Koza, 1993) and the theory of information asymmetry (Akerlof, 1970; 

Rosser, 2003). Section 4.3.1 will focus on the transaction cost theory of incomplete contracts 

and the theory of a firm, while section 4.3.2 focuses on transaction cost theory and institutional 

void theory, and section 4.3.3 focus on transaction cost theory and the theory of information 

asymmetry.  Williamsons (1999) development of transaction cost theory was based on the idea 

of contracting under conditions of imperfect and asymmetrically distributed information. 
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4.3.1 Theory of incomplete contract and the theory of the firm 

Grossman and Hart (1986) developed the theory of incomplete contract. The formal basis of 

the theory is that literature has an assumption of complete contracts. The assumption has been 

that contracts are written with all provisions to cater for every eventuality. Maybe some 

constraints arising from moral hazard or asymmetric information (for example when the private 

parties have information which may not be known or clear to the government partner) and these 

constraints may affect the contract, but there are usually no unanticipated contingencies (Hart, 

2017). Hart (1995) describes an incomplete contract as one with missing provisions, gaps, and 

ambiguities, and which may have to be completed through renegotiation, or by the courts, with 

only positive probability, in some states of the world. In the literature there are justifications 

for contractual incompleteness, which include enforcement costs, writing costs, unforeseen 

contingencies, and renegotiation (Tirole, 1999).  The theory of incomplete contracts was 

further developed by Nöldeke and Schmidt (1995, 1998). The theory of incomplete contracts 

is closely related to the theory of a firm. 

 

The theory of a firm was developed by Berle and Gardiner (1933) and further developed by 

Tirole (1988), Coase (1988) and Williamson (2002). In a market economy, the agreed price 

between transacting parties for goods or services is not the only cost. When transactions are 

conducted in a market economy, they attract costs. Knight (1921) introduced the role of 

transaction costs in the analysis of a firm.  Firms operate in the market and some of the 

transactions will be internalised, while some will be conducted through a transactional 

arrangement. The origin of firms has a relationship with industrialisation, because 

manufacturing becomes efficient through a firm. It is within a firm that tradesmen are able to 

specialise in certain trades, hence the division of labour. Firms have the advantage of lowering 

transaction costs through organising production processes in hierarchies. An understanding of 

the firm is improved by considering transactional costs and the governance structure (Dietrich, 

1997). 

 

Firms consist of technical and institutional structures; however, transactions can change asset 

specificities, which can lead to institutional development (Ostrom, 2011). As firms enter into 

a transaction with other firms, they expose themselves to opportunistic behaviour by those 

others. However, firms need to develop and impose internal control to reduce the scope for 

opportunism (Williamson, 1987). Firms usually operate through contractual arrangements with 
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other firms and while poorly conceived contractual terms may give rise to unintended actions, 

Jensen and Meckling (1976) note that ‘satisficing’ has created unnecessary confusion, since it 

is tantamount to maximising subject to constraints imposed by costs of information and 

decision-making (Spread, 1984). Unless the factors responsible for transaction cost differences 

can be identified, the reasons for organizing some transactions one way and other transactions 

another, would necessarily remain obscure (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972). 

 

A firm usually enters a contractual arrangement with imperfect information, and they usually 

assume a perfect competition, so as a result they must deal with a bounded rationality (Doshi, 

Dowell and Toffel, 2013). However, firms operate in a world where information is limited and 

those with better information have an advantage.  This is contrary to the assumption that all 

firms have access to equal information, to make informed decisions (Kreps, 2019). Firms 

usually reduce their transaction costs by increasing the footprint of their operations. This 

happens through increasing their number of member firms and as a result, this narrows the 

level of information asymmetry within the larger organisation. An enterprise in a PPP 

arrangement has an encompassing interest in sharing both losses and profit. This will create a 

temporarily vertical integrated firm, with a great potential to lower transaction costs. 

4.3.2 Theory of institutional void 

Underdeveloped institutions that create institutional voids characterize emerging markets 

(Khanna and Palepu, 1999). Over the past years, several international business researchers have 

looked at how variations in formal and informal institutions influence economic activities (Doh 

et al., 2017). Institutional void is cited as a source of higher costs for procuring materials, 

capital, information, skills, and new ideas, which in turn reduces the likelihood of efficient 

outcomes (Vachani, 1990; Schrammel, 2013; Giachetti and Peprah, 2016).  

 

All countries have institutions; however, the institutional void focuses on the institution’s 

ability to increase market efficiency (Mair and Marti, 2009). Countries' institutional 

arrangements have a bearing on business, because the business environment is affected by 

government rules about the type of transaction costs firms may incur in their environments 

(Cantwell, 2015). An institutional arrangement includes regulatory rules, policies and a legal 

framework, which may have a bearing on business decisions to enter the market (Das and 

Takahashi, 2009; Khanna, Kogan and Palepu, 2006). There is a relationship between 
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institutional voids and the scarcity of market intermediaries that analyse and produce 

information critical to the decision calculus of foreign investors (Khanna and Palepu, 1999). 

 

Emerging markets, unlike the advanced market, lack necessary institutions and intermediaries 

which make transacting easier (Palepu and Khanna, 1998).  Transactions within a market 

environment always benefit from good institutional order. Formal institutions such as 

regulatory bodies and the courts provide a formal platform in regulating behaviours of parties 

entering contractual arrangements (Doh et al., 2017).  Institutional void can increase the 

transaction costs, which is known as the cost of doing business.  Institutional void can lead to 

information asymmetry where parties in a transaction have different information, which can be 

exploited (Boddewyn and Doh, 2011).  

 

When parties reach an agreement, theywill need to record it, in order for it to be practically 

enforceable. However, even if a contract is written and agreed upon through parties affixing 

their signatures, parties may still fail to deliver as per their written agreement (Giachetti and 

Peprah, 2016). There will always be a need for quality and performance monitoring, which 

usually involves transaction costs.  The parties’ failure to adhere to performance targets as per 

agreement will have a bearing on higher transaction costs at the end of the contract 

(Balakrishnan and Koza, 1993). Besides the actual costs of a product, the parties should always 

consider the level of institutional void in a market and consider associated costs before 

transacting. This study argues that PPP transactions will create and capacitate local institutions 

(skills transfer to enterprises); and that capacitated local institutions will manage risk better, 

while increasing the scope of projects completed through a PPP arrangement, by lowering 

transaction costs. 

4.3.3 The theory of information asymmetry 

The theory of information asymmetry is described by Akerlof (1970) in a paper entitled "The 

Market for 'Lemons': Quality, Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism” and also referred to by 

Spence (1973) in a paper on "Job Market Signaling". Akerlof focused on the market for used 

cars, where the owner has more information on the condition of the car than the buyer. Spence 

focused on potential employees signaling their credentials, noting that potential employees will 

only signal those things which increase their chance of getting employed.  
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Information asymmetry occurs in transactions where buyers cannot physically evaluate the 

quality of products and easily assess the trustworthiness of sellers (Mavlanova, Benbunan-Fich 

and Koufaris, 2012). In long-term service transactions, buyers will never know the quality of 

services to be received, until services are rendered by the seller. In this type of transaction, 

buyers may have little and imperfect information to make a selection from a number of sellers 

offering services. Buyers may opt to engage the services of external transaction advisors, in 

order to conduct a due diligence investigation ofa seller. 

 

When firms enter a contractual arrangement with imperfect information, that information could 

also be processed perfectly, which is an implicit assumption of perfect competition. In such a 

case, bounded rationality is not a relevant consideration (Aghion et al., 2017). Most economic 

models usually assume that information is fully available (Rosser, 2003). If firms properly 

analyse available information, there is no scope for deception. However, in the world where 

firms operate, information is limited and there is unlimited scope to gain a favorable position 

through deception.  

 

In an infrastructure project, multi-organisations may form temporary relationships, like joint 

ventures and consortia. In these relationships, information asymmetry is a great threat as 

independent firms, share liability by agreement (Reuer and Koza, 2000). Therefore parties in 

joint ventures and consortia need to conduct due diligence on each other to minimise joint 

liability (Mukhopadhyay, Kabiraj and Mukherjee, 1999). Parties in joint venture relationships 

can expose others to moral hazard by exposing themselves to more risk with the view that other 

partners in the agreement will support them and share joint liability (Balakrishnan and Koza, 

1993). Parties will conduct a due diligence process to lower the level of information asymmetry 

on potential partners and select the best abled, to avoid a poor choice of partner.  From the 

theory of information asymmetry, the level of asymmetry places certain actors in a transaction 

at an advantage, while lowering the level of information asymmetry will level the playing field. 

This will lower transaction costs, provide lower risks (by better management of risk), increase 

the scope for PPP projects, transfer skills and enable the development of enterprises.  

4.4 Summary:  Theoretical perspective of the study 

The section above presented the theoretical underpinnings for the research that position the 

phenomenon being studied within broader theoretical perspectives, and give direction to the 
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research. The transaction cost theory was the overarching theory for the study. Other relevant 

theoretical perspectives presented included the theory of the firm, institutional void theory, and 

the theory of information asymmetry. The transaction cost theory is relevant to the study as . 

The next section presents the conceptual framework for the study.  

4.5 Conceptual framework of the research  

A conceptual framework is a structure, which the researcher believes can best explain the 

natural progression of the phenomenon to be studied (Camp, 2001). It is linked with the 

concepts, empirical research and important theories used in promoting and systemizing the 

knowledge espoused by the researcher (Peshkin, 1993).The conceptual framework of this 

research is shown in Figure 4.1 below. This study argues that a simplified PPP framework can 

be developed which will have as part of its core objective to enable enterprise development 

and skills transfer, while increasing project scope, lowering transactional costs and improving 

risk management. Therefore, the variables investigated in the research comprise of the 

proposed PPP framework, transaction cost, project scope, enterprise development, and skills 

transfer. 

 
Figure 4. 1: The conceptual framework of the research 
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4.5.1 Dependent variables in the framework  

The dependent variables are those constructs that affect a conceptual framework and depend 

on changes in the independent variables. The dependent variables tested and measured in this 

research project are skills transfer and enterprise development.  

 

• Skills transfer 

Skills transfer is a process in which a skilled person teaches another person how to perform a 

task. In the context of this study, construction firms which have acquired, and mastered skills 

are unable to transfer skills to emerging firms. Transaction costs are arguable one of the most 

common barrier to skills transfer (Aggarwal and Walden, 2009). The research measures skills 

transfer using work experience, acquisition and utilisation of skills, and commercialisation. 

This study focuses on skills transfer between emerging and established enterprises in a PPP 

contract. However, skills can only be acquired through enterprise personnel (Smachylo, 

Shumilo and Popova, 2020). Construction stakeholders, including clients, perceive that 

engaging SMMEs in the project delivery process increases project risks (Rostami et al., 2015). 

The idea proposed that if conceptual framework is that if risks are optimally managed, 

transactions costs lowered while increasing the scope of PPP transactions, skills may be 

transferred between enterprises in the contract. 

 

• Enterprise Development 

Enterprise development is a process in which established enterprises assist emerging 

enterprises with resources such as skills, capital and business opportunities to help emerging 

enterprises to become established expand and improve business. SMMEs are faced with higher 

transaction costs as a fraction of their revenue (Nikolaeva and Pletnev, 2016). Transaction cost 

tends to be a fixed cost regardless of the size of an enterprise. Scholars’ argue that this cost is 

necessary to assist in levelling the extent of information asymmetry (Nikolaeva and Belova, 

2014). PPP contracts can narrow the extent of information asymmetry by integrating several 

firms into a single entity while optimally managing risk and allowing SMMEs to increase their 

project scope by participating in projects, which historically has been outside their scope 

(Patsiadas and Angelides, 2017; Abdulsamad, Stokes and Gereffi, 2015). In contrast, skills are 

being transferred from established enterprises to emerging ones.  
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4.5.2 Independent variables in the framework 

Independent variables are viewed to have an effect on skills transfer and enterprise 

development in the study. The independent variables are manipulated to examine whether they 

bring about any changes in the dependent variable. The independent variables investigated in 

this study are increased project scope, project risk and transaction costs. 

 

• Increased Project Scope 

Increased project scope means extra work that requires extra budget and resources to undertake 

all related project activities and deliverables. Research shows the low popularity of road 

maintenance PPPs (Reeves, 2005). A few small-scale PPPs have been completed across all 

economic sectors. Transaction costs are cited to be disproportionally higher in small-scale 

projects, which outweigh the benefits of completing projects through a PPP (Thierie and Moor, 

2018; Solheim-Kile, Lædre and Lohne, 2019). Besides the higher transactional cost, most of 

the existing PPP frameworks are cumbersome and riddled with many approval processes, 

making it almost insurmountable for SMMEs to participate in PPP transactions. The 

justification of the PPP transactions' cumbersome nature is that they are necessary for 

establishing, allocating and sharing risks in a PPP transaction. However, this has negative 

consequences as it lowers the number of small-scale projects which may be concluded through 

a PPP transaction. 

 

• Project Risk 

Project risk is mainly linked to the concept of the unfavourable event (Smith, 1776).  PPP 

transactions combine traditional project risks (construction, design and environmental) with 

more PPP-specific risks (revenue, economic, political and policy risk). Successful 

implementation of a PPP project is largely dependent on the effective and better management 

of these risks (M Matalqah, 2020).  The main PPP transactions objective remains their ability 

to share risks among parties who can manage them optimally. The PPP framework proposes 

that optimally managing project risk will reduce the possibility of unfavorable events on 

projects and higher chances of skills transfer and enterprise development on projects.  

 

• Transaction Costs 

Transaction costs in PPP contracts are costs incurred during the evaluation of a project, 

preparation of a PPP bidding documentation, negotiating an agreement with services providers, 
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performance policing during operation, and assessing infrastructure before handing-over back 

to the client. These costs are necessary to assist the public sector partners in evaluating the 

project risk before committing to the project. Lowered transaction costs are necessary as they 

assist in improving the attractiveness of the project. According to Dudkin and Välilä (2015), in 

most cases, the higher the transaction costs, the less feasible a PPP transaction becomes, while 

other practically inferior alternatives may become more affordable in providing public 

infrastructure and services. The PPP framework proposes a reduction in average transaction 

costs on the projects to attract the public sector partners to commit to a PPP arrangement that 

improves skills transfer and enterprise development. 

4.6 Review of the Conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework suggests a relationship between three independent variables: 

transaction cost, scope and improved management risk, and two dependent variables, namely 

skills transfer and enterprise development. This study will subsequently explore these 

relationships through collecting, evaluating and analysing primary data. This will be further 

discussed and explained in Chapter 6. 

4.7 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 4 provides a theoretical underpinning and conceptual framework of the study. It also 

explains the phenomenon being studied within the theoretical perspectives already identified, 

and also provides a central framework from which the thesis can be developed. This chapter 

introduced the Coase theory on transactional costs, which was further developed by 

Williamson. This theory were further explaining by the following theories (1) Theory of 

incomplete contract and the theory of the firm (2) Theory of institutional void (3) The theory 

of information asymmetry. The chapter introduced the theory of transactional costs, which is 

relevant to the concept of PPPs. The chapter further laid the foundation on the research by 

introducing a conceptual framework, which will hold together various components of the study. 

This componets were separated in to dependent variables them being (1) skills transfer and (2) 

enterprise development, while the independent variables are (1) project risk (2) increased scope 

(3) transaction costs. The relationships between these variables will be investigated further in 

Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5: Research Design and Methodology 

5.1 Introduction 

This section presents the methodology used in achieving the set of research objectives and 

answering the research questions. It will also explain the questions of validity, reliability, and 

limitations of this research. Selecting an appropriate research design is crucial for the researcher to 

address the research objectives. According to Onwuegbuzie and Corrigan (2014), there are four 

main steps in writing research, namely organising the study, planning the research, implementing 

the research, writing the report and giving suggestions for future research. According to Chow 

(2005), there are a number of methods used in the study of construction management, such as a 

questionnaire survey; the case study; the literature review; and interviews.    

5.2 Research philosophy 

Research philosophy concerns itself with the philosophy which underpins the research (Kazdin, 

2003). Research philosophy has been introduced as an alternative way to think about problem‐

driven research. According to Jackson (2013), the selection of the philosophy underpinning 

research is crucial in shaping research design, and for explaining the approaches chosen to 

support the credibility of research outcomes. There are three main philosophical foundations 

for research processes: ontology, epistemology, and methodology (TerreBlanche and 

Durrheim, 1999).  

 

Research philosophy forms the foundation of the processes around gathering and analysis of 

collected data. According to Burrell and Morgan (2017), there are certain core assumptions 

which a researcher needs to make while developing a philosophical perspective, which is 

usually concerned with the nature of society and the nature of science. Research assists with 

knowledge construction that emphasizes practical solutions to applied research questions, and 

the consequences of that enquiry (Peirce, 1984 and Bakewell and James, 1907). This will 

include the researcher thinking about issues, drawing inferences, interpreting the results and 

developing a concept in line with reality (Ganiyu, Fapohunda and Haldenwang, 2017).  

5.2.1 Ontology 

Ontology is concerned with the nature of reality, and it raises questions about the assumptions 

researchers have about the way the world operates, and their commitment to particular views 

(Saunders et al., 2009). According to Grix (2004) ontology is the primary stepping-stone in all 

research, and after ontology, epistemological and methodological positions logically follow. 
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Beck (1979) argues that the point of doing social science research is to gain an understanding 

of social reality, and that every researcher may view that reality differently; and to demonstrate 

how their beliefs shape the action, which they take within that reality. David and Sutton (2009) 

argue that investigating ontological variance is a critical facet of the research process because 

it enables the researcher to uncover how their implicit perceptions of human nature impact on 

the approach they consciously adopt to reveal social truths. Other scholars define ontology 

differently, as a philosophical approach to theory building, based on investigating the universal 

and necessary characteristics of all existence (Crowther and Lancaster, 2009). Objectivism and 

subjectivism are the two features of ontology discussed in the next section. Table 5.1 below 

illustrates the ontology of four major research philosophies related to business studies. 

 

Table 5. 1 Ontology of four major research philosophies related to business studies 

Research philosophy Ontology: the researcher’s view of the nature of reality or being 

Pragmatism A practical, multiple and external view chosen in order to facilitate the 

answering of  the research question 

Positivism Claiming to be external and uninfluenced by social factors,  objective  

Realism Claims to exist  independently of human thoughts and beliefs, or 

evenknowledge of their existence; can be  interpreted through social 

conditioning (a critical realist view) 

Interpretivism Subjective, multiple, socially constructed, viewpoints; it may also change. 

 Dudovskiy (2016). 

 

Objectivism is considered to make three main claims: firstly, reality exists independent of the 

human mind, which is an ontological claim; second, an epistemological claim, namely that 

reality may be known by the human mind; and finally, a semantic claim that our language is 

connected with our knowledge of reality (Blaikie and Priest, 2019). Objectivism is a 

generalized view of meaning, ideas, and practices of objectivity. According to Creswell (2009) 

positivist or quantitative researchers view reality as objective, essentially independent of the 

researcher. 

 

Subjectivism holds that social phenomena are created from the perceptions and sequential 

actions of social actors (Saunders et al., 2009). What is more, this is a continuous process, in 

that these social phenomena are in a constant state of revision during the process of social 
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interaction (Saunders et al., 2009). The subjectivist position is considered to be subsumed by 

postmodernism (Gergen, 2001). Subjectivity gives direction, from the choice of topic that one 

studies, to formulating hypotheses, selecting methodologies, and interpreting data (Hegelund, 

2005). Remenyi et al. (1998) stress the necessity to study “the details of the situation to 

understand the reality or perhaps a reality working behind them. This is often associated with 

the term ‘constructionism’ or ‘social constructionism’. Qualitative methodology recognizes 

that the subjectivity of the researcher is intimately involved in scientific research (Hegelund, 

2005).  

5.2.2 Epistemology 

Interpretivist research is concerned with understanding the social context, and it aims to 

identify, explore and explain how all social factors in a particular setting are related and 

interdependent (Oates, 2006). This philosophy advocates that the researcher must understand 

the differences between humans in our role as a social actor (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 

2009).  Epistemology is the system of knowledge about how to capture or know the relationship 

between the researcher and the reality under investigation (Carson et al., 2001).  

Positivism is regarded as the oldest and most scientific of all the philosophies (Oates, 2006). 

This research philosophy is predominantly used in natural science and has two assumptions: 

the world is ordered and regular; and, it can be investigated objectively (Oates, 2006). The 

positivist paradigm is regarded as objectivist and is grounded on the belief that the world which 

is external has objective existence; also that science is value-free; and finally that the observer 

is independent of the observed (Amaratunga et al., 2002; Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 

2002; Neuman, 1994). The significant merits of positivist research are that it is objective which 

means that the researcher is free from bias and unreliability; this refers to the accuracy and 

reliability of the instruments (Oates, 2006).  In addition, there are six characteristics of 

positivist research: 

• The world exists independently of humans which ideally means that there is a physical 

and social world; 

• Objectivity holds, namely that the researcher is neutral and objective when carrying out 

research; 
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• Measurement and modeling- the researcher discovers this world by making 

observations, from which hypotheses and theories are formulated;Hypothesis testing:  

research is based on empirical testing of hypotheses and theories 

• Quantitative data analysis is used, and there is  a general preference for statistical 

analysis, resulting in logical and objective findings 

• Universal laws; this type of research seeks to make the generalization that can be proven 

to be true regardless of the researcher and the occasion (Oates, 2006). 

 

Nevertheless, there are drawbacks to the positivist paradigm; firstly, it is less suited for the 

social world where events and outcomes are not always predictable (Oates, 2006). Besides, 

generalization is not always desirable; there could be great insights derived from studying the 

unique and particular (Oates, 2006). Furthermore, not everyone views the world the same way; 

instead, each individual may see the same thing in a different way (Oates, 2006). Lastly, 

repetition of research under identical circumstances is not always possible (Oates, 2006).  

Interpretivist ideas focus on how social scientists measure things like emotion and human 

behaviour (Lakin, 2015). Interpretivism mostly uses quantitative methods and focuses on 

things that can be measured in numbers and quantities (Leitch, Hill and Harrison, 2009). 

However, social scientists such as anthropologists, sociologists, and psychologists also rely 

upon another form of data collection and analysis, called qualitative research. Interpretivist 

research focuses on how people see the world (Oates, 2006). Scholars posit that interpretivist 

researchers begin from the premise that the subject matter of social science is fundamentally 

different from the natural sciences (Bryman et al., 2016). Simply put, any research on the social 

world requires one to be cognisant about the distinctiveness of humans. Table 5.4 illustrates 

the qualities in positivist and interpretivist research which are the predominant research 

philosophies. 
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 Table 5. 2: Quality in positivist and interpretivist research 

Positivism Interpretivist 

Objectivity Trustworthiness 

Validity Confirmability 

Reliability  Dependability 

Internal validity Credibility 

External validity Transferability 

                                      Source:  Lincoln and Guba (1985). 

Realism is considered as another epistemological position which relates to scientific inquiry 

(Saunders et al., 2009). The essence of realism proposes that what the senses show us as reality 

is the truth: that objects have an existence independent of the human mind (Saunders et al., 

2009). Its philosophical position is that reality exists independently of the researcher’s mind, 

that is, there is an external reality (Bhaskar, 2008; R Harré and Madden, 1979).  

Furthermore, realism is closely related to the positivist paradigm discussed earlier in that both 

philosophies hold the view that there is an external reality independent from descriptions by 

scientists (Bryman, Bell, Hirschsohn, Du Toit, Dos Santos, Wagner, van Aardt and Masenge, 

2016). Moreover, there is a belief that the natural and social sciences can and should apply a 

similar approach to data collection (Bryman et al., 2016). Similar to the positivist paradigm, 

realism is a branch of epistemology that assumes a scientific approach to the expansion of 

knowledge (Saunders et al., 2009). There are two types of realism, described as direct realism 

and critical realism respectively. Direct realism posits that what we experience through our 

senses portrays the world accurately; contrariwise, critical realists argue that what we 

experience are sensations, only the images of the things in the real world (Saunders et al., 

2009). 

Pragmatism has as a basic premise that the most important way of deciding on the 

epistemology, axiology, and ontology for any study, is the research question (Saunders et al., 

2009). Most importantly, pragmatism posits that it is more appropriate for a researcher to think 

of a philosophy adopted as a continuum rather than expressing an opposite position (Abbas, 

Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2016). 
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Pragmatism is intuitively appealing largely because it deters the researcher from pointless 

debates about truth and reality (Saunders et al., 2009). Pragmatist research philosophy involves 

the process of combing the data collected and analysing it within the research process 

(Creswell, 2003). Fortunately, the ongoing discussions of the last decades about paradigms 

(Guba, 1990) have created a more sophisticated understanding of constructivism and post-

positivism as paradigms for social research. 

5.3 Research philosophy for the study 

By strengthening the rationale for the methodology, the researcher is in a better position to 

justify the research process and defend the outcomes, making useof various philosophical tools 

to help clarify the process of inquiry and provide insight into the assumptions on which it 

conceptually rests (Kincheloe and Berry, 2004). Research philosophies differ about the goals 

of the research and the way to achieve these goals (Brown and Baker, 2007). 

The study makes use of a constructionist research philosophy. Brent Gayle Wilson, (1998) 

describes the constructivist philosophical paradigm as an approach that asserts that people 

construct their understanding and knowledge of the world through experiencing things and 

reflecting on those experiences. The study focuses on developing a PPP framework, which will 

have as its main emphasis the transfer of skills and the development of enterprise. 

Central to the positivist approach is that real events may be empirically observed and logically 

explained and analysed (Kaboub, 2007). Positivism deals with complex social problems such 

as unemployment. It also tries to understand the underlying causes of social issues, which are 

usually invisible to other researchers (Kaboub, 2007). This study focuses on three main social 

and economic challenges, such as poorly maintained road infrastructure, low levels of skills 

and of formal entrepreneurship in South African rural communities. It also investigates the root 

cause behind these challenges.  Table 5.3 below illustrates the differences between research 

philosophies in management research. 
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Table 5. 3: Comparison of four research philosophies in management research 

  Pragmatism Realism Interpretivism Positivism 

Ontology: The 
researcher’s 
view of nature 
of reality or 
being 

External, 
multiple, view 
chosen to best 
enable 
answering of 
research 
question 

Is objective. Exists 
independent of 
human thoughts 
and beliefs or 
knowledge of their 
existence (realist) 
but interpreted 
through social 
conditioning 
(critical realist) 

Socially 
constructed, 
subjective, may 
change, multiple 

External, objective 
and independent of 
social actors 

Epistemology: 
The 
researcher’s 
view regarding 
what 
constitutes 
knowledge 

Either or both 
observable 
phenomena and 
subjective 
meanings can 
provide 
acceptable 
knowledge 
depending on 
research 
question. Focus 
on applied 
research, 
integrating 
different 
perspectives to 
help interpret 
data 

Observable 
phenomena provide 
credible data, facts, 
and insufficient 
data means 
inaccuracies in 
sensations (direct 
realism). 
Alternatively, 
phenomena create 
sensations which 
are open to 
misinterpretation. 

Subjective 
meanings and 
social 
phenomena. 
Focus upon the 
details of the 
situation, there 
is a reality 
behind these 
details, 
subjective 
meanings 
motivating 
actions 

Only observable 
phenomena can 
provide credible 
data, facts. Focus 
on causality and 
generalisation, 
reducing 
phenomena to 
simplest elements 

Data collection 
techniques 
most often used 

Mixed or 
multiple method 
designs, 
qualitative and 
quantitative 

Methods chosen 
must fit the subject 
matter, qualitative 
or quantitative 

Small samples, 
in-depth 
investigations, 
qualitative 

Highly structured, 
large samples, 
measurement 
quantitative, but 
can use qualitative 
measurement 

                       Source: Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009:119) 

5.4 Research approach 

There are two approaches available to researchers: deductive and inductive approaches. The 

deductive process owes much to what we would think of as scientific research; it entails the 

development of a theory that is subjected to rigorous testing (Saunders et al., 2009). Essentially, 

a deductive approach aims to explain the causal relationship between the variables and has a 
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structured methodology to make it possible to generalise from the results (Saunders et al., 

2009). Deductive research also develops theories and hypotheses, and then tests these 

hypotheses and theories through empirical observation (Crowther and Lancaster, 2009).  

 

On the other hand, inductive research is the opposite of deductive research; the researcher 

develops hypotheses and theories with the objective of explaining empirical observations of 

the real world (Crowther and Lancaster, 2009). The inductive approach is likely to be 

concerned with the context in which events are taking place and designing research strategies 

that work for each unique setting (Saunders et al., 2009; Crowther and Lancaster, 2009). 

Inductive research and investigations also function differently from deductive research, in that 

they begin from description or observation and then move toward an explanation (Crowther 

and Lancaster, 2009). Table 5.4 outlines these major differences. 

 

Table 5. 4: Major differences between deductive and inductive approaches to research 

Deduction emphasises Induction emphasises 

Scientific principles Gaining an understanding of the meanings 

human attach events 

Moving from theory to data A close understanding of the research 

context 

The need to explain causal relationships 

between variables 

The collection of qualitative data 

The collection of quantitative data A more flexible structure to permit changes 

of research emphasis as the study progresses 

The application of controls to ensure to 

validity of data 

A realisation that the researcher is part of 

the research process 

The operationalization of concepts to ensure 

clarity of definition 

Less concern with the need to generalise 

findings 

A highly structured approach  Flexibility during the process 

Researcher independence of what is being 

researched 

 The human participation of the researcher 

and how it affects the outcome 

The necessity to select samples of sufficient 

size in order to generalise conclusions 

A sufficient minimum sample size to 

provide data (usually at least 16 

participants)   
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5.5 Research strategies 

According to Saunders et al., (2009) research strategies are identified as seven different 

approaches:  grounded theory, an experiment, a survey, action research, a case study, an 

archival study, and ethnography. Each research strategy contains advantages and 

disadvantages. When researchers conduct a study, they select a particular strategy based on its 

suitability in answering their research questions. The main features of research strategies are 

outlined in Table 5.5 below.  

 

Table 5. 5: Summary of key features of research strategies 

Strategy Characteristics 
Case study It is widely used in exploratory and explanatory research. It is ideal for researchers 

aiming to gain understanding of the context. Data collection techniques are likely to be 
used in combination. The researcher is likely to use the triangulation method. 

Survey A strategy usually associated with the deductive approach, a popular strategy in 
business and management research and is frequently used to answer the questions of 
“who”, “what”, “where”, “how much” and “how many”. 

Grounded 
theory 

It is particularly helpful to predict and explain behaviour. Essentially linked to theory 
building through a combination of induction and deduction. Theory is developed from 
the data generated by a series of observations. 

Experiment The purpose of this strategy is to study causal links, whether a change in one 
independent variable leads to a change in a dependent variable. Complex experiments 
consider the size of the change and the relative importance of two or more independent 
variables. 

Action 
research 

The researcher is part of the organisation within which the research and the change 
process are occurring. 

Ethnography It is widely used in the induction approach, the purpose is to describe and explain the 
social world the research participants inhabit, in the way in which they would describe 
and explain it (using their terms of reference). 

Archival Makes use of administrative documents and records as the main sources of data. This 
strategy makes it possible to answer research questions, which focus on the past and 
the changes over time. It is ideal for explanatory, exploratory and descriptive research 
designs. 

Source: Saunders et al. (2009) 

 

5.6 Research approach of choice 

Research approaches are concerned with the procedures planned for a study, including the 

assumptions, data collection, analysis, and interpretation (Creswell, 2015). According to 

Creswell and Creswell (2018), there are three commonly used research approaches: qualitative, 
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quantitative, and mixed methods. Research methods include the tools, processes, protocols and 

strategies of researching, while methodology refers to the logical reasoning for the choice 

ofparticular methods (Smith, 1989). Creswell (2007) illustrated the importance of using the 

research approach as an effective strategy to increase the validity of social research. Figure 5:1, 

below shows the process undertaken during the study, 
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Figure 5. 1: Research Process  
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5.6.1 Qualitative research  

The qualitative method is a broad term that can be applied to a range of research approaches 

that have their theoretical origins in a variety of disciplines, including anthropology, sociology, 

philosophy, social psychology and linguistics (Moriarty, 2011). This method will help in 

getting data that other means cannot get (Martyn Hammersley, 2008). According to Fellows 

and Liu (2008), qualitative research focuses on gathering data and studying relationships 

between facts, to provide more richly descriptive data. The data collected may also focus on 

the nature and origins of people in a specific study (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Jackson 

(2009). 

 

In this study, the semi-structured interview was used to support the researcher in understanding 

their perception of small enterprises in rural communities, about skills transfer and enterprise 

development. A semi-structured interview was used to help in getting an in-depth 

understanding of the participant's expertise, attitudes, views, and beliefs. The instrument was 

based on the literature analysis, and focused on indictions from the literature. Probing questions 

were asked to enrich the content of the study. Bryman (1988) argues that the decision to choose 

a specific methodology should be based on the methodology's suitability to answer a research 

question. The case study enabled the researcher to collect a few specific details, which were 

difficult to obtain using other research designs such as questionnaires, which tend to limit 

responses. Thus, deeper insights into the phenomenon were collected. 

5.6.2 Quantitative research 

Aliaga and Gunderson (2000) define quantitative research as a phenomenon of collecting 

numerical data, which is analysed using statistics. Quantitative data tends to focus on the 

specific questions the researcher is asking. However, it also tends to ignore some useful 

information the participants have. Quantitative research methodology maintains the 

assumption of an empiricist paradigm. This allows the researcher to remain independent, which 

helps in obtaining data to be used to measure reality objectively. Quantitative research creates 

meaning through the objectivity of the collected data (Creswell, 2003).  

In this study there were a number of questions which required statistical answers, relying on 

qualitative data for explanations. Qualitative data was also used to test the hypothesis. 

Researchers who use logical positivism or quantitative research employ experimental methods 

and quantitative measures to examine hypothetical generalizations (Hoepf, 1997), and they also 
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emphasize the measurement and analysis of causal relationships between variables (Denzin 

and Lincoln, 1998). Table 5.6 outlines the major differences between qualitative and 

quantitative research. 

Table 5. 6: Differences between qualitative and quantitative research 

Quantitative Qualitative 

Numbers and measurements  Words and descriptions 

Researcher's viewpoint Participants viewpoint 

 Researcher detached from the subjects  The researcher ís involved with the 
participants 

Testing theory and concepts Theory and concepts emerge from data 

Static image of social reality 

 

An interconnected process between actors 

Structured data collection Flexible investigation 

Generalizable to the population Understanding of the context 

Hard, reliable data Rich, deep, varied information 

Macro-focus on large scale patterns Micro-focus yielding small scale 
explanations 

Behaviour of people Behaviour of people 

Artificial settings Natural settings 

Source: Adapted from Bryman et al. (2016:51) 

5.6.3 Mixed methods research 

According to Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998), the basic idea behind mixed-method studies is to 

develop an approach that combines qualitative and quantitative approaches within the research 

methodology of a study or a set of studies.  Mixed methods research as the third research 

paradigm can also help bridge the schism between quantitative and qualitative research 

(Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2006). According to Creswell (2003), a mixed-methods approach is 

located within pragmatic research philosophy, because data collection is conducted 

concurrently using methods that are drawn from both the quantitative and the qualitative 

approaches, to address research questions and meet the desired objectives (Creswell 2003).  

 

A mixed methods approach is usually considered to be a superior research approach, for the 

following reasons:(1) Its ability to answer questions which other methods are unable to, while 
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it is also able to answer explanatory and confirmatory research questions, (2) it provides 

stronger inferences through depth and breadth in explaining complex social phenomena (3) it 

provides an opportunity for an expression of differing viewpoints, by yielding divergent 

findings.  

5.6.4 Research approach for the study 

The study was conducted using a qualititative. Two sequential stages were used (1) the first 

stage collected data using focus group and (2) the second stage data was collected using a semi-

structured interviews. Qualitative data from both stages was used as this is the most appropriate 

approach, namely to analyse the data by organizing it, breaking it up, coding and synthesizing 

it, and searching for patterns (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003). 

5.7 Population, sample size and sampling technique 

5.7.1 Study population 

Banerjee and Chaudhury (2010) define a population as a full set of people, with specific 

characteristics, while a sample iss a subset of the population. The study focuses on contractors, 

government road agencies and PPP experts. These individuals have either been responsible for 

road maintenance projects as clients, or as contractors and PPP advisory. The focus was on 

projects, which were undertaken in the last five years.  A key feature of all kinds of research 

design is to select a sample on which to base the study. An example is research participants 

whose role is to assist the researcher in answering a research question.  

 

Unlike quantitative research, qualitative research tends to have a small sample. For research to 

have a meaningful contribution, a clear sampling strategy is required, and specified criteria 

should be used in selecting the research participants. In qualitative research, a non-probability 

method is used, based on specific criteria. Researchers contribute towards knowledge 

development and academic debates; they usually gather relevant information from participants. 

Research participants are selected from the research population; they typically consist of 

individuals with specific characteristics of interest (Asiamah, Mensah and Oteng-Abayie, 

2017). 
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5.7.2 Sampling technique 

A key feature in all kinds of research design is to select a sample to base your study on. There 

are two main types of sampling, namely, purposive and random, with each taking many shapes 

(Fellows and Liu, 1997; Naoum, 1998). A sample consists of research participants whose role 

is to assist the researcher in answering a research question. Unlike quantitative research, 

qualitative research tends to have a small sample. In qualitative research, a non-probability 

method of sampling is used, based on specific criteria.  

 

 The specification of the population is crucial to research findings, to make it possible to link 

the findings with specific study participants, or all of them. There is a possibility of sampling 

bias, which several researchers have noted (Banerjee and Chaudhury, 2010; Lunsford and 

Lunsford, 1995). The research population will consist of 14participants with experience, which 

varies, from contractors to clients, and PPP experts. 

5.7.3 Sample size 

Based on the impracticality of extracting data from the whole study population, a sample of 

the population is thus necessary (Fellows and Liu, 2008). According to Omair (2014), a sample 

must be of the required size to have the required degree of accuracy in the results as well as to 

be able to identify any significant difference/association that may be present in the study 

population. Choosing a correct and relevant research sample lends credibility to a research 

study. If research is not credible, there is no justification for the time and resources spent on 

the research project, as the findings might be misleading. Sampling bias should be avoided 

(Banerjee and Chaudhury, 2010; Lunsford and Lunsford, 1995). The sample size for this study 

consists of 14 participants in personal interviews and 7 in focus group interviews, with 

experience varying from contractors to clients, and PPP experts. 

5.8 Methods of data collection  

Creswell (2009) lists interviews, observations and literature reviews as some of the 

conventional sources of qualitative research data. Creswell (2003) also lists documents, 

questionnaires, and photos as sources. Data collection was done using semi-structured 

interviews.  The interview protocol will be discussed in the sections below. Interview questions 

should have the ability potential to elicit information relevant to a particular research question 

(Neuman et al., 2008). 
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5.8.1 The semi-structured interview 

A semi-structured interview was chosen as the best option to collect data, as the study used 

qualitative data. According to Rubin and Bellamy (2012), interviews provide researchers with 

rich and detailed qualitative data for understanding participants’ experiences, how they 

describe those experiences, and the meaning they make of those experiences. Interviews were 

used due to their ability to explore the views, experiences, beliefs, and motivations of 

individual participants (Gill et al., 2008). Structured interviews have a disadvantage; they do 

not enable the interviewee to fully expand on their knowledge (Raiden, Dainty and Neale, 

2008). For this reason, semi-structured interviews were used to provide guidance in the 

direction of questioning, without limiting the expert knowledge of the subject.  

 

The method was more appropriate as it enabled clients, contractors and PPP experts to share 

their experience from diverse backgrounds. Interviews play a central role, while also using 

multiple data sources, in keeping with grounded theory (Goulding, 1998; Cresswell, 1998). 

Interviews allow for data to be collected where selected participants are asked some questions 

to find out their knowledge and experience (Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Naoum, 1998).  

 

Roads maintenance clients focused on the current road maintenance regime and their role in 

developing skills and enterprise development, while the contractors shared their experience in 

supporting SMMEs, while the PPP experts focused on the feasibility of road maintenance PPPs 

and their potential role in transferring skills and developing SMMEs. Interviews allowed the 

researcher to probe and do follow-up questions, where necessary. As all interviewees had a 

certain level of education, interviews were the best option as none of the participants had 

challenges in expressing themselves, verbally (Creswell, 2015).  

 

Data for this study was collected in two stages; the first stage involved was a focus group 

consisting of seven (7) experts within the PPPs and the second stage 14 face-to-face semi-

structured interviews. On average, each interview lasted between 25 to 60 minutes. The focus 

of this study was on clients, contractors and PPP experts within the construction industry. All 

the interviewees are leaders within their specific sectors of the construction industry. Most of 

them held a formal trade or professional qualification beyond high school level. The interview 

needed to be specific to maximise the quality of data received.  
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Semi-structured interviews were conducted in person (face to face); however, some interviews 

were conducted electronical through (Skype, MS Teams) as it was not practical to have face to 

face interviews with individual participants. The issue was mainly distance, as some 

participants were located over 1 000 kilometres away.  The proposed sets of questions were e-

mailed to the selected population beforehand (clients, contractors and PPP experts). Follow-up 

questions (more probing) were asked later to improve validity. 

5.8.2 Focus group interviews 

The second part of data collection involved a focus group, consisting of senior practitioners, 

professionals within the industry and senior public servants who understood that the research 

was in fulfillment of a postgraduate research degree. Everyone who was involved was informed 

that participation was voluntary.  Focus group discussion is usually used in qualitative research 

to gain a deeper understanding of social issues. The method aims to obtain data from a 

purposely selected group of individuals, rather than from a statistically representative sample 

of a broader population (Nyumba et al., 2017).  

Freitas et al., (1998), define a focus group as a group that is involved in an in-depth interview, 

where a meeting characterized to the proposal, composition, size and interview procedures, 

with specific objective as analysis interaction within a group. Morgan, (1996) broadly defines 

focus groups as a research technique that collects data through group interaction on a topic 

presented by the researcher. Focus group discussion is commonly used in the qualitative 

approach due to its ability to generate an in‐depth understanding of social issues (Nyumba et 

al., 2017).  

The method usually obtains data from a purposely selected group of individuals, rather than 

from a statistically representative sample of a broader population (ibid). According to Burrows 

and Kendall (1997) focus group discussion requires a small number of participants and the 

general design is that it is a one‐off encounter which requires later replication with another 

sample group. A single group discussion cannot exhaustively cover a topic. There are 

suggestions for having follow-up focus group discussions on a research topic to address gaps 

in the data (Burrows and Kendall, 1997). Qualitative data were extracted from the focus group 

discussion based on the presentation of the overall research and a proposed PPP model for rural 

road maintenance. However, Morgan (1988) and Krueger (1994) listed a number of advantages 

and disadvantages of using a focus group, as described in Table 5.7: 
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Table 5. 7:  Advantages and disadvantages of the focus group method of data gathering 

Advantages Disadvantages 

It is comparatively easier to drive or conduct 

 

It allows the exploration of topics and the 

generation of hypotheses 

 

It generates an opportunity to collect data 

from the group interaction, which 

concentrates on the subject of the 

researcher's interest 

 

It has high face validity (of the data) 

 

 

 

It has low cost compared to other methods 

 

It provides speedy results (in terms of 

evidence of the meeting of the group) 

 

It allows the researcher to increase the size of 

the sample of the qualitative studies 

 It is not based on a naturally occurring situation 

 

The researcher has less control over the data that 

is generated 

 

It is not possible to know if the interaction in the 

group reflects the individual’s behaviour 

elsewhere 

 

 

The data analyses are more difficult to do The 

interaction of the group forms a social 

atmosphere, and the comments should be 

interpreted within this context 

It demands that interviewers are carefully 

trained 

 

It takes an effort to assemble the groups. 

 

 

The discussion should be conducted in an 

atmosphere that facilitates dialogue 

 Source: Freitas et al. (1998)  

A single focus group was used to collect qualitative data; the focus group consisted of  (1) a 

PPP researcher within academia (2) a PPP transactional advisor (3) contractors (4) engineering 

designers, and (5) public sector representatives. The FG was used to gain an in-depth 

understanding of the feasibility of a small-scale PPP framework in terms of a business case, 

compliance with the regulatory framework and the practicality of achieving the research 

objectives. Qualitative data obtained through the FG discussion was analysed. Focus group 

discussion relies on facilitators or moderators to guide the group's discussion (Berg, 1989; 

Morgan, 1996). According to Morgan et al. (1998) and Hartman (2004), the facilitator must 
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have a set of skills and techniques to ensure that the issues under discussion are addressed 

comprehensively. Here is a suggested skill set (Nyumba, 2018): 

 

• Ability to build rapport by creating a warm, supportive and comfortable environment 

to foster open and honest dialogue among diverse groups and individuals. 

• Have excellent “active listening” skills to help engage with the respondent by 

paraphrasing or summarising their responses and using gestures to encourage 

conversation. 

• Have good observation skills, pay attention to participants’ body language or demeanor 

and recognise group dynamics. 

• Have good speaking and communication skills, and knowledge of the topic of 

discussion including some basic information on the subject. This helps to probe 

different answers for more in‐depth discussion. However, the group facilitator should 

demonstrate some degree of naïveté to encourage participants’ responses. 

• Flexibility to adapt to the flow of the discussion, and remain open to changes in the 

discussion; guide and adjust to participants’ requests during the group, and adjust 

physical behaviours and activity around the room. 

• Ability to remain impartial by getting involved, while maintaining verbal and non‐

verbal objectivity. 

• A sense of humour to keep the discussion relaxed, encourage sharing of information 

and maintain a human connection. 

5.9 Methods of data analysis 

The analysis may be defined as the breaking down and ordering of the objective and subjective 

information gathered through research (or some other means of data gathering). It also involves 

searching for trends and patterns of association and relationships among the data or groups of 

data. The methods of data analysis used in research are (1) Descriptive Statistics, 

namelyfrequency distribution (percentages), measures of central tendency, standard deviation, 

and normal distribution; (2)inferential statistics, namely the T-test, ANOVA, Chi-square test; 

Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient; Pearson product-moment correlation,multiple linear 

regression analysis; and (3) Exploratory data analysis, namely coding open-ended questions, 

using software such as Nvivo. 
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5.9.1 Grounded theory data analysis 

Qualitative studies by their nature tend to produce large amounts of data that are not readily 

amenable to mechanical manipulation, analysis and data reduction (Yin, 1984).  According to 

Corbin and Strauss (2008), grounded theory refers to the way a researcher uses a set of 

techniques and procedures to identify concepts and then to build theory systematically. There 

are requirements for a study to be legitimately referred to as grounded theory (Sbaraini, 2011).  

 

One of the key requirements of a grounded theory study is a systematic, but flexible guideline 

for collecting and analyzing qualitative data, to construct theories grounded in the data 

themselves. Data plays a fundamental role in laying the foundation of this research approach, 

and the analysis of this data generates the concepts which the researcher then constructs 

(Charmaz, 2006). This style of research calls for creativity, closeness to the respondents and 

their claims, immersion in the field and the ability to interpret situations and statements (Strauss 

and Corbin 1998). 

5.9.2 Close reading of the data 

Close reading is a way of reading, which includes analysis while it involves paying attention. 

During close reading, there is a focus on a particular section of text and on understanding how 

language is used and/or how an author builds an argument. In this study, a close reading was 

done when every transcript was read in its entirety and coded before reading the next. 

According to Twinn (2000), it helps to understand data fragments within their contexts. Coding 

was done by hand, which enabled the researcher to obtain a better visual understanding of the 

data.  

5.9.3 The analytical process: Coding and categorising data 

According to Bogdan and  Biklen (1982) analyzing data in qualitative research is the process 

of systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, observation notes, or other 

non-textual materials that the researcher accumulates to increase the understanding of the 

phenomenon. Gibbs (2007) describes coding as the process of identifying the core subject of 

the data. This is done identifying and recording any text or data material which bear a similar 

meaning or idea.  These several different pieces of data are then given a name (the code) which 

identifies them as belonging together and representing the same idea.  
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The practice of coding data is a way of collecting information which adheres to a particular 

theme. It is a way of indexing the text or information items.  Coding is a process of arranging 

things in a systematic order, to make something part of a system or classification, or to 

categorize it (Saldaña, 2009). When codes are applied and reapplied to qualitative data, you 

are codifying - a process that permits data to be grouped and regrouped, or linked together to 

reinforce meaning, thereby providing an inclusive explanation (Gibbs, 2007). According to 

Layder (1998) by circling, highlighting, bolding, underlining, or coloring rich or significant 

participant quotes or passages that seem important to the topic,  the researcher is identifying 

those as "codable moments" worthy of attention (Boyatzis, 2009). Bernard (2006: 452) 

succinctly states that analysis "is the search for patterns in data and for ideas that help explain 

why those patterns are there in the first place.” 

5.10 Research protocol and ethical considerations  

A qualitative study by its very nature involves personal interaction between researchers and 

participants, in order to gain a full understanding of the world, feelings, and views; however, 

this can be ethically challenging for the researcher (Stahlke, 2018). The personal nature of 

qualitative study creates a possibility for relationship and intimacy to develop between a 

researcher and participants, and this relationship sets up an ethical dilemma in things such as 

respect for privacy, and the establishment of honest and open interactions while avoiding 

misrepresentations (Roberts, 2015). Therefore, a researcher bears the responsibility to design 

and formulate specific ethical guidelines for the study (Vara and Patel, 2011). In this study, the 

necessary explicit guidelines were developed and the following ethical considerations were 

observed, in order to protect participants of this study.  

 

• A cover letter explaining the nature and purpose of the research was attached to the 

proposed questions. Researchers have the responsibility to protect the identity of their 

study participants while conducting a study (King, Kyando and Massoi, 2014). This 

practice is central to research ethics; wherever possible, the researcher has to assure 

participants that no effort will be spared in protecting participants’ data (King, Kyando 

and Massoi, 2014). The participants were assured that their identities would be kept 

anonymous and any confidential information will not be revealed/ published without 

their consent, in accordance with the Heriot-Watt University protocols and United 

Kingdom Data Protection Act. 
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• A focus group, like any other research protocol, holds ethical considerations. The 

process of selecting and inviting focus group participants to a study must ensure all 

disclosure of all necessary information to them, about the purpose, use, and contribution 

of participant data (Redmond and Curtis, 2009). Researchers are required to be honest 

and ethical while conducting their study, by informing participants about the logistics, 

expectations for group participation, as well as broad information about the topic, while 

ensuring that participation remains voluntary (Redmond and Curtis, 2009). Focus group 

respondents were gathered in one room, and were made aware that they were voluntary 

respondents in the research. They were assured that their identity would be protected, 

and that any sensitive information would be kept confidential in accordance with the 

Data Protection Act.  

 

• The researcher also considers the issue of participants who may be from a vulnerable 

population; this usually means that they are from the marginalised and disadvantaged 

segments of our community (Smith, 2008). Researchers have an ethical responsibility 

to protect, care and provide any additional support for the vulnerable population, whilst 

conducting a study (Maeckelberghe, 2013). However, this study did not engage 

individuals from vulnerable populations as it involved clients, contractors and PPP 

practitioners and experts in academia. The potential of personal vulnerability was 

minimal.  All participants were made aware that the project was being conducted as a 

requirement for a research degree.  

 

• However, the researcher took responsibility for clarifying that participation was 

contributing to research towards a PhD degree at Heriot-Watt University and that no 

employment or business opportunities would be given for participating in the research. 

It was also made clear that there was no payment for participation. Respondents 

participated voluntarily, and could ask to withdraw from the interview if they felt 

uncomfortable. 

5.11 Framework validation 

Ling and Mahadevan (2012), define Model Validation (MV) as a process in determining the 

degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world, from the perspective 
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of the intended use of the model. Keesman (2011) identifys the three main model validations 

as prior knowledge, which in this study focused upon the existing South African PPP 

framework; (2) the model’s behaviour when the modification was tested, and (3) the 

experimental data. This last validation was not possible because the researcher was unable to 

implement a PPP project. A survey quaestionnaire was sent to validator, to validate a newly 

developed PPPs model, suitable for road maintenance projects with special emphasies on skills 

transfer and entreprise development. 

5.12 Reliability and validity 

Research should fulfill specific criteria to become reliable and valid. While validity focuses on 

the level of accuracy of the measurement of outcomes, reliability focuses on assessing the 

consistency and reproducibility of measurement (Jain, Dubey and Jain, 2016). According to 

Bond (2003), validity is central when assessing the trustworthiness and accuracy of a study. 

Validity is fundamental to effective research because invalid research is worthless (Cohen et 

al., 2007). Reliability is the degree to which a test is free from measurement errors, since the 

more measurement errors occur, the less reliable the test (McMillan and Schumacher, 2001; 

Fraenkel and Wallen, 2003). In quantitative research, reliability is essentially a synonym for 

dependability, consistency, and replicability over time, over instruments and groups of 

respondents (Cohen et al., 2007). 

5.12.1 Reliability 

There are three main types of reliability in research. This relates to the similarity of 

measurements over a given period or within a given period (Kirk and Miller, 2005). Charles 

(1995) noted that that the consistency with which questionnaire items are answered or 

individual's scores remain relatively the same, can be determined through the test-retest method 

at two different times. This attribute of the instrument is referred to as stability. If we are 

dealing with a stable measure, then the results should be similar. A high degree of stability 

indicates a high degree of reliability, which means the results are replicable. Reliability issues 

are most of the time closely associated with subjectivity, and once a researcher adopts a 

subjective approach towards the study, then the level of reliability of the work will be 

compromised (Wilson, 2010). 
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5.12.2 Validity 

The traditional criteria for validity find their roots in a positivist tradition, and to an extent, 

positivism has been defined by a systematic theory of validity. Within the positivist 

terminology, validity is regarded as part of, as well as being the result and culmination of other 

empirical conceptions, such as universal laws, evidence, objectivity, truth, actuality, deduction, 

reason, fact and analytical data (Winter, 2000).  

Validity must be faithful to its premises and positivist research has to be faithful to positivist 

principles (Cohen et al., 2007), for example (1) controllability (2) replicability (3) predictability 

(4) the derivation of laws and universal statements of behaviour (5) context-freedom (6) 

fragmentation and atomization of research (7) randomization of samples, and (8) observability. 

5.13 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 5 selects and motivates for the philosophy and methods chosen to conduct this study. 

The chapter commences by introducing philosophical underpinning of the study. Then, the 

study introduces research approaches in conducting the study. It introduces strategies for 

conducting research them being (1) qualitative (2) quantitative (3) mixed methods research. 

Study population, sampling technique. It further explain the methods used in collection data 

and how collected data was analysed.  Research protocols and ethical consideration were 

explained, this is necessary to encourage ethical behaviou in conducting research. This study 

also include development of a PPP framework, this chapter also explained how the PPP 

framework would be validated. Finally, the study addressed the question of study reliability 

and validity. This chapter clarify how data will be collected and analysed as presented in 

chapter six.  
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Chapter 6: Presentation and Interpretation of Results 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents data extracted from the focus group and personal interviews. These 

findings are also related to the available knowledge on the current PPP models, road 

maintenance regimes and the existing skills and enterprise development initiatives and 

strategies in South Africa. Results will be used in developing a conceptual PPP framework for 

road maintenance in South Africa. 

6.2 Profile of Study Participants  

This section presents the profile of the study participants. A sample for participants for the 

study was defined by the researcher. The participants were 1. PPP participants; 2. Contractors; 

3. Design engineers, and 4. Clients.  They were then separated into two groups, those who 

would participate in personal interviews, while the other group participated in a focus group. 

The groups did not meet each other. All participants participated either in the focus group or 

in the personal interviews. This was necessary to guard and protect the integrity of the study.  

6.2.1 Profile of semi-structured interview participants 

A total of 14 respondents were interviewed, as shown in Table 6.1 below. They were selected 

based on their academic qualifications and experience as researchers, practitioners, or business 

owners. The focus was on their knowledge and experience of PPPs, South African PPP policy, 

contract development, and in the design and development of road infrastructure.   

Table 6. 1: Participants in the semi-structured interview  

No Position Qualifications Experience Years of 
experience 

SI 1 Civil Engineer/ Project 
Manager 

Bachelor’s 
degree 

Road construction and 
contractor development 

12 

SI 2 Director/ Civil Engineer BSc. (Eng) Road construction and 
contractor development 

13 

SI 3 Director/ Civil Engineer MSc (Eng) Road construction and 
contractor development 

10 

SI 4 CEO/ Civil Engineer BSc (Eng) Road construction and 
contractor development 

19 

SI 5 Professor PhD Cons Man Road design, procurement 
in the public sector  

36 
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No Position Qualifications Experience Years of 
experience 

SI 6 Professor PhD Cons Man PPP and infrastructure 
delivery 

28 

SI 7 PPP Unit Manager BCom (Hons) PPP Regulator  17 

SI 8 Director/ PPP 
Consultant  

PhD Cons PPP consultant 14 

SI 9 QS/ Project Manager BSc(Hons) Road construction and 
contractor development 

3 

SI 10 Director/ PPP 
Consultant 

PhD (Civil 
Eng) 

PPP as a consultant 20 

SI 11 Project Manager 
(Contractor) 

Bachelor 
degree 

Road construction and 
contractor development 

13 

SI 12 Manager (Public 
Infrastructure 
Development) 

MBA Developing PPP financial 
models, etc. 

10 

SI 13 Director/ Contractor Bachelor 
degree 
QS 

Road construction and 
contractor development 

32 

SI 14 Director/ Contractor 
 

NHD (Civil 
Eng) 

Road construction and 
contractor development 

29 

 

6.2.2 Profile of focus group interview participants 

A total of seven respondents participated in the focus group interview, as shown below in Table 

6.2. They were also selected based on their academic qualifications and experience, as PPP 

researchers, in implementing PPP projects, in designing roads, in managing road projects as a 

contractor and in managing road projects as a client, within South Africa.    

Table 6. 2: Focus group interview participants 

No Position Qualifications Experience Years of 
Experience 

FG 1 Associate BCom, LLB Regulatory experience within PPP 6 

FG 2 Director BCom, MBA Infrastructure advisory and PPP 30 

FG 3 Partner BA, LLB Public, private partnership (PPP) 
agreements and procurement 
programs 

9 

FG 4 Manager BCom, MCom, 
MSc 

Feasibility assessment, PPP 
transaction advisory, financial 
structuring and capital raising 

12 

FG 5 Manager PrEng BSc  Eng Road design, procurement in the 
public sector 

11 
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No Position Qualifications Experience Years of 
Experience 

FG 6 Consultant BSc Eng MBA PPPs and infrastructure delivery 8 

FG 7 Senior lecturer BSc(Eng), MSc, 
PhD 

Researcher in infrastructure 
delivery 

9 

 

6.3 Initial Coding of Data and Research objectives 

This section presents the processes used in analysing and interpretation of data. Data were 

analysed according to ideas outlined in the conceptual framework. The main ideas for initial 

coding of the data centered on PPP Framework and Related Factors; Project Transaction Costs; 

Project Risk Factors; Project Scope and Related Factors; Government Policy on Skills Transfer 

and Skills Related Factors; and Government Policy on Enterprise Development and Related 

Factors. Questions were developed in-line with the main arguments of the research. 

 

The Grounded Theory approach to data analysis was used; this process of analysing the 

interview transcripts and developing initial (open) codes occurs throughout the data collection 

process. As such, the interview findings presented under this section result from the initial 

coding process carried out with the NVivo software. The opinions and statements expressed 

by the interviewees were grouped and classified under relevant codes. The data is presented 

along with the accompanying questions under each code. 

 

The initial questions were asked to understand the respondent understanding of the subject of 

PPP Procurement. These are found in Addendum B (1/1, 1/2 and 1/3), then Addendum C (2/1 

and 2/2) and lastly, Addendum D (3/1 and 3/2).  

 

Other questions were used to answer the following objectives.  

 

Objective 3: To evaluate the extent to which road maintenance activities can contribute to 

skills transfer and enterprise development. Addendum B (1/3 and 1/4) and Addendum C (3/3, 

3/5, 3/6).  
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Objective 4: To determine whether current PPPs models and policy can be used to foster 

economic development and skills transfer in SA rural communities. Addendum C (2/5 and 2/6) 

Addendum D (3/3 and 3/6). 

 

Objective 5: To determine the effect of PPP transaction costs on the level of project risk, and 

scope, skills transfer and enterprise development. Addendum C 2/4, Addendum D (3/5 and 

3/7). 

 

Objective 6: Develop a small-scale PPP framework for road maintenance, emphasising skills 

transfer and enterprise development. Addendum D (3/3, 3/4, 3/5 and 3/6). 

6.4 Data Analysis using the Grounded Theory Approach 

This section presents the grounded theory approach to analysing the data collected from the 

personal interviews and focus group discussions. This process was conducted with the aid of 

NVivo. Data from personal interviews and focus group were first transcribed and codes 

identified using the NVivo software. As discussed in Chapter Five, the coding process begins 

with initial (open) coding, after which selective (focused) coding takes place whereby the most 

frequent codes were identified as the core category representing the main themes of the 

research. A selective coding process was undertaken after the initial coding process. The 

emergent themes from the selective coding process were (1) PPP Framework and Related 

Factors (2) Project Transaction Costs (3) Project Risk Factors (4) Project Scope and Related 

Factors (5) Government Policy on Skills Transfer and Skills Related Factors (6) Government 

Policy on Enterprise Development and Related Factors. The emergent themes are discussed in 

the following section, along with selected quotes from the personal interview and focus group 

transcripts to highlight the key points in their evolution. 

6.4.1 Theme 1: PPP Framework and Related Factors 

There is a variance in how countries implement PPP projects; while some (South Africa, 

Australia, Hong Kong) have setup a PPP unit within their finance/treasury ministry, others 

implement PPP projects on an ad-hoc basis. PPP policies, processes and procedures are known 

as a PPP framework. The focus of this study is on projects where a PPP unit is established to 

develop policies, processes and procedures which are used to implement the project.  
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The study found that in the context of South Africa, the national treasury through its PPP unit 

is the sole custodian of PPP policy development, approval processes and implementation. 

These processes usually include a client department registering a proposed PPP project with 

the unit.   

According to participant SI12, “National Treasury has to have an oversight of the process from 

a feasibility and procurement point of view, including the signing of the PPP agreement, and 

post that is the monitoring and evaluation of the process.” 

Beyond specific project registration with the National Treasury, services of independent 

transaction advisors are procured. These transaction advisors usually focus on whether the 

project is affordable, with optimum risk allocations and transfer, and finally, with value for 

money.  

Participant SI12 states that “National Treasury is looking at three things, affordability, and 

value for money and risk transfer. It is good for national treasury to do this. It gives assurance 

to the process in terms of procurement, finance of the process, credibility and transparency.”  

The study revealed that beyond specific PPP objectives such as value for money and risks 

transfer, PPP transactions have to be legally compliant to the existing regulatory framework. 

This includes the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa in terms of procurement, and 

public management acts at national, provincial and municipal spheres of government.  The 

current framework that lawyers read as legislation is that government (municipal or national) 

procures this structure through regulation 16 PFMA (the Public Finance Management Act) or 

Section 120 of the MFMA (Municipal Finance Management Act). 

Participant FG3 notes that “We need to take note that with the current framework, public 

procurement should comply with regulation 16 PFMA or section 120 of the Municipal finance 

Management Act (MFMA).” 

Treasury is better located in terms of understanding government financial responsibilities and 

the potential contingency risks which PPP projects bring, as government guarantees these 

projects. Thisis necessary as the responsibility for repaying poorly performing loans lies with 

the government as a whole, when a client department fails to honour its obligations.      

According to SI12, “[There needs to be ]Implicit government guarantee on the balance sheet 

of the national treasury, there is a need for oversight because it can happen that at any point 
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in the PPP process government fails to deliver. There is a liability that comes on the national 

balance sheet to repay the private sector for whatever will be outstanding from a debt point of 

view, equity and return point of view.” 

The prevailing view held by respondents is that the current framework is not designed for small 

scale PPP approval processes, structuring of the deals and institutional structures. There was 

also a consensus that there are few PPP projects currently happening. Participants held the view 

that small-scale PPP projects would increase participation; that challenges existed within the 

current road maintenance regime; and that the long-term nature of PPP could develop 

enterprises and transfer skills. Currently procuring as a private party usually involves several 

shareholders as an SPV, and then some of the shareholders will execute specific responsibilities 

on the project, based on their level of expertise. The respondents’ view was that there is a lot 

of technical and financial expertise required during the bidding period, and the possibility of 

higher sunk costs when bids are lost.   

FG3 notes the following on why a term contract is not used in PPP project procurement: “Term 

contracts are traditional; however what is required from the specific PPP is the risk-sharing 

component, where public and private parties will be able to share risks.”  

It emerged that given the length of time required for PPP projects to reach maturity (usually a 

20 to 25-year period), finance and BEE requirements are of concern. Investing for such a long-

term scheme requires large institutional investors, unlike other forms of procurement. The fact 

that most PPP projects have always been large public infrastructure projects worth billions of 

Rands in South Africa (1 Rand = 16 USD), requiring significant capital was considered as a 

hindrance to new entrants. The prevailing capital structure in South African PPP markets is 

usually 70/30, where 70 percent is financed through debt and 30 percent through shareholders’ 

equity. The current legislation governing public procurement and PPP framework requirements 

is another hindrance. Currently, in South African public procurement, there is a minimum BEE 

requirement. Therefore, the specific government tender will have to specify local community 

involvement and then stipulate percentage and responsibility to be undertaken.   

The participants in the study identified several limitations to the current framework, including 

the government structure, lack of budget to properly maintain all roads adequately; and the 

likelihood to prioritize roads with more significant economic impact. 
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According to Participant FG4 “If you now look at PPPs, most of these structures have to do 

with how government functions. They have got so many roads and so little budget,  

systematically they can’t manage one road, they will put some money here and some money 

there, so it's not just a PPP, also a planning issue, not just a budget issue, if it's a municipal 

road we are talking about, even a provincial road, the people change within it and so if you 

look at them, i.e. plans and you know how it's always worked in government and you look at 

the spatial plans that sit behind it, it is whether that has been identified, so if it’s a core road 

they would put maintenance, it has been identified whether that is a need within the spatial 

plan or the IDP (Infrastructure Development Plan,) if it is a long term road then they would 

say.”  

The other key issue is the specific stakeholders in rural communities. The South African 

constitution recognizes the role of traditional leaders, such as chiefs and headmen. A road of 

few kilometers may pass through several villages; there is a possibility of complex stakeholders 

requiring to be managed. 

FG2 noted that "for the framework to be feasible there will be a need to do it in a number of 

roads. This will bring along a number of communities, with competing interests.”  

Rural roads are vital to the revival of the rural economy; however, there is a lack of skills in 

the rural government municipalities which are custodians of these roads. There is also a 

challenge of lack of skills within the communities to assist municipalities in fixing these roads. 

The focus on enterprises and skills development will focus on both soft and hard skills. There 

will be a need for technical and managerial skills for the owner of SMMEs, while the local 

workers will learn technical skills on road maintenance and interpersonal skills, in order to 

develop a well-rounded workforce.  However, the respondents noted that the government 

policy that requires 30 percent of the project value to be allocated to local SMMEs, creates 

more problems. 

According to FG5, "Road maintenance will cover the whole project cycle from design ... 30 

percent of the work covered in communities and I think I can agree with you because typically 

a construction contract goes out and I have a couple of them, I have one in Ivory-park, and the 

contractors hired local SMMEs.”  
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The responses revealed that the long-term nature of PPP could provide regular and sustainable 

workload and assist SMMEs in managing construction industry volatility, which usually 

undermines their ability to grow. In most industries, SMMEs are cited as the backbone of the 

economy. However, construction SMME faces particular industry specific challenges which 

inhibit their sustainability. South Africa’s challenges are ironic, as there are a lot of young 

people who remain unemployed, while there are several skills transfer initiatives, and roads 

which are poorly maintained. But even those who manage to get an opportunity to learn skills, 

the zonal criteria used in municipal ward boundaries make it impossible to be considered in 

other wards. Therefore, money gets spent on each training; however, trainee usually ends in 

limbo at the end of the project. Creating sustainable businesses requires a long-term incubation 

process and entrepreneur support.  

 FG5 noted that “Yes, primarily because you're looking at the long-term nature of the PPP. 

Yes, I am comfortable with the idea that PPPs are ideal for fostering small enterprises because 

they provide a sustainable business model, but they are not fighting over a hyper-competitive 

market as they would be in normal construction in our context. So, it provides some sheltered 

environment, an incubated environment.”  

There is a consensus among the participants that standardizing documentation is vital towards 

reducing PPP transactions fees. According to SI5, “They have to be developed on a case-to -

case basis. But again, all these sorts of things like the contracts etc. etc. should be 

standardized.”  

It is acknowledged that road maintenance follows a planned or emergency regime. In the case 

of emergency maintenance, participants deem following PFMA to be a long and undesirable 

process. The road maintenance PPP has the potential to simplify the process, as the private 

party will have sole responsibility for assets and maintain them as they see fit. The current 

maintenance regime generates excessive amounts of transaction costs to the government and 

private service providers.  

In support of the above, SI10 stated that “You know those sorts of technical aspects, yeah. Well, 

there it depends, the transaction cost, which is the overall budget getting a thing off the ground 

and getting anything going, and those costs are significant.” 

The economic viability of PPP transactions is sacrosanct; therefore, regardless of the level of 

simplifying, everything in PPP transactions has to be economically viable. Therefore, there is 
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always a minimum threshold in terms of the monetary value of a PPP transaction. The funders 

will also not show interest in schemes below a specific amount. 

In the view of SI10, “There has to be some minimum threshold from a minimum project cost 

in terms of what is acceptable, that also informs your funders’ appetite. Because there is no 

point for a funder to look into a PPP that is ZAR50m or ZAR100m, there has to be some 

accessible amount as a minimum.”  

PPP frameworks are developed and managed by National Treasury; this supports the view that 

PPP projects are highly risky. The current framework seems to be too complex, if simplified it 

may enable an increase in the scope of PPP projects and reduce transaction costs. The PPP 

framework can be simplified without exposing the state to unnecessary risks. The information 

obtained also suggests that PPP projects can be used in skills transfer.  

6.4.2 Theme 2: Project Transaction Costs 

Transaction cost theory argues that when a firm is operating in a market economy, there are 

inherent costs of conducting transactions; however, this cost can be reduced through 

mechanisms other than the markets themselves (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975). PPP 

transactions by their very nature involve diverse stakeholders with different interests and 

expertise.  

The information provided by the respondents shows that transactional costs are the main 

barriers to implementing small-scale PPP projects. The current PPP framework standardizes 

processes; however standardizing documentation has not yet become the norm in South Africa. 

There is a view that standardization of bidding documentation will reduce transactional costs.  

 According to SI15, “Because there is not a lot of standard documentation etc., etc. and that’s 

one of the things I feel like the… the program should have achieved. Documentation reduces 

transactional costs and helps the bidders then reduce their costs and hence …the actual pricing 

of their bids. Documentation removes a considerable amount of uncertainty and thus a lot of 

legal charges etc. etc. because they could work based on standard documentation.”  

There is a strong view among the respondents that simplifying bidding documentation and 

processes will minimize the demand for experts, who are usually in short supply in developing 

countries, thus necessitating the engagement of expatriates, who are typically paid in foreign 

currencies. 
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In support of this point, SI8 stated that “To me, it does come down to transactional cost. If you 

even simplify them to such an extent, even to the point where it requires ... you can simplify or 

codify the process of pricing, for example, so that even people who aren’t experts in pricing 

can still do the pricing, because you would have documentation to support your decisions.” 

Also, the respondents perceive that there is a strong relationship between financial, technical 

and regulatory risks which the private party bears, and the demand for a transactional advisor 

who is paid hefty fees to advise on a transaction.  The more risks government transfer towards 

a private party, more advice will be required in terms of their impact on the bottom line and 

the overall sustainability of a PPP transaction.  

According to SI10, ‘So there’s the question of whether or not the philosophy or the idea of it 

(transactional costs) is such that inevitably it ends up very high. What are we trying to do 

within a PPP? We are trying to shift risk from one party to another, and it's the modelling of 

that risk that usually gives rise to very high construction costs. It's the identification of the key 

performance indicators or key performance variables or whatever. They have to be developed 

on a case to case basis. But again all these sorts of things like the contracts etc. etc. should be 

standardized. We don't have to enter into negotiations and performance level agreement. So 

what’s the acceptable time for fixing a pothole? When should it be fixed? You know those sorts 

of technical aspects.” 

Besides the risk related issues, information gathered reveals that micro PPPs tend to be 

unviable due to the higher regulatory requirements. Which in turn increases the transactional 

advisory costs on PPP transactions. These requirements are not necessarily linked to the risk 

to be managed. 

Respondent SI10 held the view that “For a PPP to be economically viable, there is always a 

minimum threshold in terms of the developed transaction that stakeholders need to look at. If 

the appetite from funders is considered, there is always a minimum that they are looking at. So 

you cannot look at a PPP that is let's say ZAR10 000 000, because your advisory fee is already 

ZAR15m to do your feasibility, taking it to procurement and negotiation.”  

The PPP framework will cover the legal, technical and financial aspects. The participants 

submit that there is a rise in the scope to be managed within PPP spheres including several 

issues, such as human rights, indigenous and minority protection, which historically were never 

in the ambit of contractors. There is a lot of focus on these issues due to South Africa’s 
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historical past. Besides traditional experts (technical, financial, legal) needed for PPP 

transactions, there is also a need to involve cultural, social, public relations and political experts 

to advise on PPP transactions.  The inclusion of all these experts has the potential to increase 

transactional advisory costs; however, they are found to have no impact on PPP transaction 

costs. 

SI10 asserted that “Similar to the issues of PPP, there were several things that were usually 

outside things, but then because PPP has gained more attention, there are now NGOs, lobby 

groups etc.”  

The respondents also viewed that there is no evidence that transaction complexity has a bearing 

on transactions costs because transaction costs are based on the size of the deal. Although there 

is a possibility of smaller-sized complex transactions requiring several experts to de-risk the 

project, there seems to be no relationship between risky transactions and the value of 

transaction costs.   

There is also the issue of when less secure currencies are used in PPP transactions. Financial 

experts will be required to design complex financial models to protect investments. The study 

found no evidence that transactional costs of projects funded in local currency are lower when 

considered in terms of currency volatility. The respondents agree that PPP regulations seem to 

be geared towards traditional funders; their requirements for funding projects are what have 

been historically accepted as a norm.  The participants highlight that there is a possibility to 

drastically reduce transactional costs, if PPP transactions are funded in a different way, rather 

than just using traditional funders.   

According to SI5, “Whenever a lot of these unnecessary processes and procedures are 

included and are mandatory, they force the PPP bidders to go research for information, and 

they end up even spending more."  

SI5 explained that “Because of the asset-specific nature of the PPP transaction, when you 

become a losing bidder, you end up with so much cost. These eventually discourage more 

people to go and bid. Because when you are losing a bid, you end up [with] huge financial loss 

and ending up with debts on the cost that you have put up as a bid.”  

It would seem that the higher transaction costs are a result of information asymmetry.. 

However, the participants revealed that with PPP transactions, there seems to be no relationship 
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between the level of information asymmetry and transaction costs.  Respondent SI6 notes that 

in countries with better institutional order, PPP experience and experience in managing large 

infrastructure projects do not necessarily result in lower transaction costs.   

The information obtained also suggests that information asymmetry does not have any impact 

on transaction costs when considering the development of either Greenfield or Brownfield 

projects. The respondents note that while there should be a bit of certainty between PPP on 

existing infrastructure and those of new infrastructure (with existing infrastructure there is a 

benefit of historical data, which should minimize the level of information asymmetry), this 

doesn't seem to have any impact on the transaction costs.   

SI10 noted that “For all existing roads, roads agencies such SANRAL (South African National 

Roads Agency) and Provincial Road Department have information on how much is being spent 

on those roads over a certain period. Such people need to address the issue around the 

information asymmetry.” 

Political risks were also identified as a factor that influences PPP transactions. However, there 

is no evidence to support that transaction costs are lower in stable democracies. 

The higher transactional cost has been a historic inhibitor of commitment to PPP transactions. 

Bidders have to pay a large amount of transaction costs upfront, and in the case of a bid lost, 

these costs are not recoverable. Even for successful bidders, those costs are passed over to the 

client, who carries the reduced value for money. In most developing countries, these experts 

are not available and need to be hired at huge costs, usually in United State of America dollar 

against weaker currency of developing countries. 

In summary, transaction cost is influenced by information asymmetry, the currency, the 

complexity of the transaction and the institutional order. However, it can be inferred from the 

findings that transactional costs are based on the monetary value of work.  A new formula to 

calculate transaction costs is necessary which will be based on availability of information, 

complexity of the transaction, source of funding, and the experience of the relevant institutions. 

6.4.3 Theme 3: Project Risk Factors  

Infrastructure projects are inherently risky, and when they are implemented through a PPP 

arrangement, the complexity of PPP increases the risks. In standard traditional procurement, 
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risks to private parties are usually limited to design and construction. While in PPP, private 

parties assume financial, revenue, operational, design and construction risk.   

The information obtained revealed that technical experts such as architects and engineers who 

understand designs are usually required because of the complexities of PPP transactions. Also 

needed are finance experts with a good understanding of the financial regulatory environment, 

who can develop economic models; also, political and policy experts are need to offer advice 

in terms of policy and political context. The client engages all the experts to give sound advice 

and to prepare the project for bidding.  

The formula used in calculating transactional costs remains confusing as the suggestions are 

that it is based on estimated project costs. If the fees were based on the project cost, these would 

be proportional to the estimated value of the project costs. This would ensure that small-scale 

PPP projects were implementable, as the fees would be proportional to their estimated project 

costs. 

The respondents do not regard it as a problem to evaluate and estimate the risks in a project.  

Projects may be smaller, but still complex and risky, which may require several additional 

experts who are not usually needed in most projects.  

There is also the issue of PPP client or market maturity. Market maturities can provide the basis 

for reducing uncertainty. Information about the reputation of the client for honouring PPP 

agreements, is used to evaluate the level of risk the private party is exposed to.  There is also 

the possibility of government agencies operating under a similar environment, and their 

experience should be used as a basis for risk pricing.  

 SI12 stated that "I think at starting point one can say there is none because how you arrive at 

a transactional cost, it is usually the percentage of the overall project cost. So some can say 

we can work at a percentage between 3-5 % of the total project cost. It indicates your project 

development cost from a transactional advisory point of view. One would look at whether the 

project is more complex and riskier. Your advisors will then come up with variation orders to 

the extent that we have to navigate around risk and put effort to see how risk can be mitigated 

in the development phase. That would have an impact on the transactional cost. There is no 

direct link it all dependent on the complexity of the project. As you develop a more complex 

project that is riskier that will impact variation orders, which translate to transactional cost.” 
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In PPP transactions, appropriate risk-sharing and allocation are crucial for the success of a deal. 

Information provided shows that an effective risk management process is fundamental in 

developing a PPP framework. Risk needs to be allocated to parties best able to manage the 

specific risk. There is a need for flexibility between parties, during the life-cycle of a PPP 

transaction; they may be a need to move specific risk from one party to the other. When there 

is flexibility, it will be easier for parties to renegotiate. 

FG2 noted that "At the end of the day if you look at the entire project development cycle, what 

you are trying to do is to de-risk your projects. You cannot say I have accomplished project 

development when you still have risk in your project. In my view, it all has to be linked to risk 

at the end of the day. The more complex and riskier a project is, the more transactional costs 

involved.” 

There is also a tendency of private parties taking over government decisions, by introducing 

new concept or technology which is likely to increase transactions costs. SI10 submits that one 

has to go deeper in terms of a traffic study, to know what has been the trend in recent years, 

because the road might have been constructed 20-30 years ago and has not been maintained 

over these years. Therefore, one has to look at the implications of bringing in the private sector 

now to do the operation and maintenance, because they may choose to bring in more expensive 

technology. 

According to SI10, "The moment you bring in a private sector company to come and operate 

and maintain an existing road, they could say I want to bring in new tech which might be 

expensive and these may be potentially unviable for users.”  

The information collected also shows that tying the repayment of capital and maintenance costs 

to revenue streams, raises revenue risks when actual revenue is below projected revenue. 

Private parties may opt for more innovative ways to improve revenue. However, this may have 

the potential to unsettle some stakeholders. There is evidence that property values and tourism 

revenue improve when roads are adequately maintained. 

According to SI10, "We have things like taxing treatment of financing, which in my view has 

not [been] used a lot in South Africa, but there is a lot of potential around taxing treatment of 

financing. If you look at the Gautrain for instance, the property values have risen in Sandton, 

Rosebank and Johannesburg stations wherever there is a station.”   
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The rationale behind higher transaction costs is to ascertain if a project is feasible and to 

establish risks so that these risks can be shared fairly. The findings suggest that when the 

government assumes revenue risks, the risks profile of the project would be lowered.   

6.4.4 Theme 4: Project Scope and Related Factors 

All respondents agreed that the global PPP market remains under-utilized. There is an appetite 

in the market; however, few opportunities are available. South Africa is not an exception, not 

more than 30 projects have been completed through PPP transactions. The respondents view 

that some reforms are necessary to enable small-scale PPPs to be feasible. These have the 

potential to open up the pipeline for many more small-scale PPP transactions to be concluded. 

Road PPP projects which are budgeted and paid for through fiscus will carry less revenue 

failure risk. The interviews reveal that there are some PPPs for public office accommodation 

financed through this model, where a government department occupying a building pays for 

the project.   When the costs of repayment in PPP transactions are tied up to revenue streams, 

there is a potential for revenue failure through public rejections.  Private parties may opt for 

more innovative ways to improve revenue; however, this may be likely to unsettle some 

stakeholders.  

The respondents noted the need for greater flexibility of the public sector regulations on PPPs. 

In case PPP projects face difficulties during the life-cycle stage, contracting parties can fairly 

renegotiate the terms of the transaction to save the project.  This can encourage more innovative 

participation in the PPP market. 

Overall, the findings show that the focus of PPP projects is mainly on value for money, risk 

sharing/transfer, and on access to public infrastructure and goods by private sector 

organisations. There is evidence that scope can be increased to include empowerment through 

skills transfer and enterprise development. However, the development of small-scale PPP 

projects remains elusive, due to higher transaction costs. It emerged that if transaction costs 

could be lowered, more projects would be available. 

6.4.5 Theme 5: Government Policy on Skills Transfer and Skills Related Factors 

The government understands the skills disparity between black and white populations in South 

Africa. Historically these disparities are from the apartheid policy which separated citizens 

based on race and provided public services and infrastructure in a segregated way. Since 1994, 
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the government of the Republic of South Africa has been trying to correct these historical 

injustices through some initiatives to transfer skills, from the historically well-skilled white 

Africans to historically poorly skilled black Africans. In each public project undertaken in 

South Africa, there is a legal obligation to ensure that it transfers skills to the less experienced 

individuals and enterprises.  The respondents argue that there are inherent risks in using less-

skilled workers and SMMEs. However, main contractors have a responsibility to ensure that 

the capacity of SMMEs should be taken into consideration during the process of allocating 

work.  

S19 notes that "major works implied are bridges, surfacing and only one subcontractor did 

surfacing; however, he was not a SMME. The main contractor did the major work on site. 

Allocation of work was based on risk profile and ability of SMMEs to carry the risk. The risk 

was transferred evenly. We were not giving them a high-risk job. We only had foremen 

supervising how to do the job, and they were getting paid." 

The information provided shows that it is the main contractors' responsibility to assess the 

SMME’s risk profile against the work packages to be allocated to them. The other advantage 

of PPP procurement is that SMMEs are engaged on a project for a longer duration. During this 

period, main contractors can transfer skills to the SMMEs.  

The final step in assessing the effectiveness of the programme is to monitor and evaluate. Some 

government departments have a monitoring and evaluation unit. Score-cards are developed to 

assess the effectiveness of the programme using subjective and objective, qualitative and 

quantitative assessment. The number of new entrants is examined to see whether their CIDB 

(Construction Industry Development Board) grading is efficient. 

The respondents note that the skills have to be fit for purpose; therefore, contracted training 

providers will provide formal training according to trades to workers on-site while business 

owners training will focus on the business management including government compliance and 

skills on pricing and submitting bids. 

According to SI7 "Yes, yes, we have in all our contact documents, guidelines on how training 

should be structured for a particular project based on the type of work and so we would say 

you need to do specific work-based studying, err you know, for the locals, to execute the work 

successfully and then we also include, the soft skills component." 
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The findings show that skills transfer is done through an emerging contract development 

programme; this is only practically possible through long-term projects, where we can have a 

long engagement. SMMEs are engaged in projects with a minimum duration of twelve months. 

This gives enough opportunity to have sufficient time in the project to allow SMMEs to 

participate actively. In all government projects, regardless of whether emerging contractor 

provision is included or not, all projects contain the target for enterprise development 

components. Main contractors are obliged to make available specific percentages of work 

packages to SMMEs. Mostly these SMMEs should be wholly or majority-owned by the HDI. 

Then, there is also a smaller percentage, which is allocated to potential emerging SMMEs who 

are HDI owned. This process, unlike the public tendering process, is less cumbersome, the 

transaction costs are lower to the SMMEs, and the chances of winning work are higher.  

Contractors get trained, while the costs of training are carried by government entities. 

6.4.6 Theme 6: Government Policy on Enterprise Development and Related Factors 

It was found that the South African government has chosen the construction industry as a viable 

industry for mass enterprise development. This may have been based on the activity nature of 

construction projects and possibly the low barrier of entry for SMMEs into the construction 

industry. Government policy currently stipulates that, wheere possible, 30 percent of 

construction work should be subcontracted to SMMEs.  

In trying to gauge the impact of government policy on SMMEs development, some government 

departments have created a monitoring and evaluation unit in their department. These units 

assist in monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of the programme. 

Some of the SMMEs may be sole ownere who have learnt skills, where the installer and the 

manager is the same person. The challenge has been that as much as the contractor has the 

ability to execute the work, there is a possibility that they are unable to manage their business.  

The findings show that government entities now allocate money to formally train owners of 

SMMEs on how to manage their businesses. 

Participant SI3 noted that “On the enterprises side, uhm the training intervention that we 

provide would then be to, to be emerging and developing programme for qualifying entrants, 

and then we have structured mentorship and err, err training err programme dealing with the 

business aspects, uhm of the business, uhm management aspects, uhm yeah top skills to 

entrants to ensure that err, they become sustainable in the future”. 
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However, it emerged that not all projects are feasible for SMME development. SMME 

development is said to be served better through long-term projects. 

SI13 noted “That's why we only employ emerging contract development, on longer projects 

where we can have a long engagement. We need to engage with subcontractors, specifically 

on projects longer than eighteen months, you know, where we see okay, some we can see that 

now we have sufficient time in the project to engage emerging contractors actively.” 

Current public procurement regulations are seen by respondents to be inhibiting the 

development of SMME because public tenders are open to everyone. However, some entities 

may not have an opportunity to bid. While there may be specific circumstances where current 

regulations may be sidestepped, this can only happen in an emergency.  

SMMEs operate within a free-market environment. Respondents note that it is difficult to 

nurture and develop sustainable SMMEs within this volatile and highly competitive 

construction industry. Sometime SMMEs who have shown a potential to grow and develop has 

to be abandoned because the government locality guidelines are not conducive. 

According to SI2, "The sustainability of empowerment in a free market society, as contractor 

will have to compete to get projects; there is a lack of government specific guidelines to support 

and nature SMMEs beyond a project. Some SMMEs who have shown potential are left to die, 

because public infrastructure projects are tendered and awarded through an open market 

system.”   

6.4.7 Theme 7: The Impact of PPP Framework on Transaction Costs, Project Risk and 

Project Scope  

PPP transactions are highly regulated transactions, in most countries they are located within 

the National Treasury which is usually deemed as the most senior ministry in government.  

Section 217(3) of Constitution of the Republic South Africa (1996) (South Africa, 2015), laid 

the basice legislation on public procurement. Thereafter two laws were enacted: the Public 

Finance Management Act (PFMA), which guides government departments and State Owned 

Entities (SOE) on procurement, and the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA), which 

guides local government on public procurement. The Constitution, PFMA and MFMA ensure 

that public procurement is done in a competitive, transparent, cost effective and fair way.  

Procurement through PPP transactions should be able meet the requirements of the 

Constitution, the PFMA and the MFMA. 
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Common views from respondents were that the current framework is not fit for small scale PPP 

projects; that it requires a number of reforms to become fit for purpose. Moreover, the findings 

show there is a relationship between the current PPP regulatory regime, and the length of time 

required to bring projects to financial closure, which usually necessitates the engagement of a 

number of high net-worth transactional advisors and higher transaction costs. These processes 

necessitate technical, financial, political advisers needed to give advice on a PPP transaction. 

These studies are necessary to assist in locating project risks and in developing strategies to 

manage risks. According to respondents, if transactions costs can be substantially reduced, the 

scope of PPP projects will increase, as transaction costs are seen to be a hindrance to project 

development. The first stage within the current framework requires that the client department 

registers their projects with the PPP unit, which in turn procures the services of transaction 

advisors and conducts studies on projects to assess their feasibility. Even when projects are 

found to be unfeasible, the transactional costs of doing initial studies are payable by the 

initiator. The possibilities of higher sunk costs for initial studies are blamed for inhibiting much 

interest in PPP. 

The duration for PPP transactions to reach maturity, namely 20 to 25 years, is generally geared 

towards large institutional investors. It was found that there are a number of small investors 

willing to invest in PPP transactions, however the period required to reach transaction maturity 

put them off. The findings show that the traditional scope of PPP transactions has been value 

for money, risk sharing/transfer, efficiency and use of private capital. Over the past few years, 

PPP transaction scope has been increased to include skills transfer; however, this has been 

mainly in service-based PPP projects such as in schools, prisons and hospitals. There is a 

requirement to maintain a balance, through lowering transactional costs and increasing the 

scope of PPP transactions, while managing risks optimally. In South Africa, road PPPs have 

mainly focused on key national roads, which are central to economic activities.  Presently, it is 

found that the rural roads are mostly managed by rural municipalities, which brings along 

another stakeholder, less skilled and organized in managing these transactions. Increasing PPP 

transaction scope to include small rural roads, which are of less economic significance, will 

open up the access by communities to skills and contractor enterprise development.    
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6.4.8 Theme 8: The Effect of Transaction Costs, Project Risk and Scope on Skills Transfer 

and Enterprise Development 

The government understands the skills disparity between black and white populations in South 

Africa. Historically these disparities have their genesis in the apartheid policy which separated 

citizens based on race, and provided public services and infrastructure in a segregated way 

(Wolpe, 1972). Since 1994, the government of the Republic of South Africa has been trying to 

correct these historical injustices through several initiatives to transfer skills from the 

historically well-skilled white Africans to historically poorly skilled black Africans (Wolpe, 

1972). In each public project undertaken in South Africa, there is a legal obligation to ensure 

that it transfers skills to previously disadvantaged individuals and enterprises.  There has been 

an argument on issues such as the inherent risk in using less skilled workers and SMMEs. 

However, main contractors have a responsibility to ensure that the capacity of SMMEs should 

be taken into consideration during the process of allocating work. 

Construction projects are inherently risky. Involving SMMEs in roads projects is also risky. 

Therefore, projects are awarded to suitably skilled main contractors who have the responsibility 

to select suitably qualified SMMEs and offer them mentorships and business opportunities. 

This aids the transfer of skills and boosts the enterprise development of the designated 

companies. SMME subcontractors follow a much-simplified bidding process, which also 

carries lower bidding transactional costs on construction projects. Government procurement 

regulations are prescriptive, in terms of requiring that all public tenders must be publicly 

advertised, which allows all qualifying entities to have an opportunity to submit their bid.  

These programs also assist in accessing SMMEs’ risk management capacity, to enable them to 

be allocated work packages they are able to manage.  Main contractors are obliged to ensure 

that SMMEs are capable to manage the work packages allocated to them. SMMEs are given 

an opportunity to get practical work experience by doing the work and managing their 

businesses. There are also opportunities for structured training provided by accredited training 

providers, for workers and business owners. The cost of training is the biggest barrier to skills 

acquisition. These training programmes are fully funded by government departments and 

agencies. 

The minimum period for a project where SMMEs are engaged and trained, is twelve months. 

Traditional project objectives are scope, time and costs; however, government has been 
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increasing the scope of infrastructure projects to include the development of SMMEs and skills 

transfer. 

6.4.9 Theme 9: PPP Procurement Framework and the Mediating Role of Transaction Costs, 

Project Risks and Scope, on Skills Transfer and Enterprise Development 

(Framework Confirmation) 

The conceptual PPP framework envisaged by this research will have a specific emphasis on 

enterprise development and skills transfer. It is proposed that rural roads should be maintained 

using this specific framework. However, any PPP transaction requires transaction advisors, 

who are paid highly. There is thus a question on the feasibility of small-scale PPP transactions, 

since transaction costs may render them unviable.  

Transaction costs can be lowered through simplifying procurement processes and 

standardizing bidding documentation. In this process, experts will only be required to draw up 

standard documents. The focus on small-scale PPP with lower contracts has value; these can 

be easily financed through local available capital which will eliminate the design of complex 

financial models. Existing roads will easily provide required data, in terms of estimated 

expenditure for maintenance, knowledge about the lifecycle of maintenance and problem areas 

on the road infrastructure. This will reduce the level of information asymmetry, and expose 

potential risks, while lowering transaction costs. But with PPP transactions there seems to be 

no relationship between the level of information asymmetry and the transaction costs.  This 

will eliminate forecasting and the PPP transaction will earn an income through budget 

allocations, unlike toll fees, which require complex revenue forecasting and the potential of 

revenue failure. South Africa has experience in PPP facilitation, based on a significant number 

of past projects completed. The country also boasts good institutional order and an independent 

judiciary to support PPP transactions. 

Historically, the PPP framework scope covered legal, technical and financial aspect; however 

in countries such as South Africa where the majority were excluded from formal economic 

activities, PPP transactions can be used to redress the past injustice, through empowerment and 

upgrading of infrastructure to establish a balance in resources between the historically black 

rural communities and the urban white communities. Infrastructure and skills disparities on the 

basis of race need to be addressed. It emerged from the study undertaken that the private sector 

is better placed to partner with government on PPP procured projects. Skills transfer to 
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individual workers and enterprise development of SMMEs can be facilitated through PPP 

procured rural road projects.  

South African government procurement regulations are highly prescriptive. SMMEs usually 

lack in-house skills to prepare comprehensive bidding documents. When they do, they have to 

use the services of external consultants, which raises transaction costs disproportionate to 

SMME’s revenue. This is seen as one of the barriers to most SMMEs bidding for public 

projects. Small-scale PPPs with specific emphasis on skills transfer and enterprise development 

would be a viable alternative, as they provide SMMEs with secured work over a period of time.   

The construction industry operates under a different environment compared to other sectors, 

because there are uncertainties in the process: prices are given based on estimated costs; 

SMMEs lack the necessary skills to be efficient, they lack the capital to finance projects, or the 

network to secure a regular workload; they also are without advanced managerial and technical 

skills to manage complex project challenges.  The industry is always subject to booms and 

bubbles, which threaten the sustainability of SMMEs. PPP projects will create a secure 

environment were SMMEs can be nurtured and developed into sustainable enterprises, while 

being shielded from the volatile and highly competitive construction industry. SMMEs that 

have shown potential to grow and develop to mature enterprises will also have an opportunity 

to do so, through PPP projects.  

6.5 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 6 commenced with presentation of the profiles of the respondents approached for the 

study. The main criteria for their inclusion were their educational background, and their 

experience in terms of number of years and the type of experience. Focus on the experience 

identified the following valuable knowledge: main contractor provision of training to SMMEs, 

participation in a PPP either as a researcher or as practitioner, and lastly having a role as either 

an engineer or a client on a road maintenance project. The data from the focus group and 

interviews was presented together with analysis. When interviews were conducted, all the 

questions represented themes based on the research question.  This chapter found that, if 

transaction costs can be lowered through simplifying procurement processes and standardising 

bidding documentation. However, with PPP transactions there seems to be no relationship 

between the level of information asymmetry and the transaction costs.    
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Chapter 7:  A Proposed Framework for Implementing Road Maintenance 

Projects in South African Rural Communities 

7.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents the proposed PPP framework. It was developed based on the findings 

from the literature review, the theoretical framework, and the results from personal and focus 

group interviews conducted for the study. The literature review assisted with understanding the 

crucial aspect of challenges faced by rural communities, the role of roads in delivering public 

goods and services, and the potential contribution of road maintenance projects on skills 

transfer and enterprise development. The literature review described important PPP concepts, 

a review of the South African PPP framework, the role of PPPs in road maintenance projects, 

and PPPs in skills transfer and enterprise development. The theoretical framework helped with 

an understanding of a critical theory of transaction costs, concerning PPP, while the empirical 

data confirmed or disconfirmed the conceptual framework.  

 

This study examines how skills are transferred and enterprises are developed using PPPs on 

road maintenance projects in rural communities, with the aim of developing a guideline for 

processes, institutions, and procedures necessary for implementing a proposed small-scale 

PPP. PPP transactions are complex and time-consuming; the proposed framework aims to 

simplify complex processes involved in the development of infrastructure projects, using PPPs. 

This framework will focus on the PPP project stakeholders; PPP institutional framework; and 

the PPP project lifecycle.  

 

The study aims to develop a small-scale PPP framework that will be used to maintain rural 

roads. As part of this framework, there is a particular emphasis on skills transfer and 

employment creation. This study argues the following, first, that the monetary value of the 

project is equivalent to the financial project risk; second, the length of the PPP project duration 

has a bearing on the risk, and third, that most PPP project risks are incurred during the 

construction stage.  

Therefore, the study considers putting a lower cap on the value of the project, specifying a 

shorter PPP project duration and lastly, limiting the focus to a maintenance project, all of which 

help to eliminate design and construction-related risks. This framework focuses on road 
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maintenance, funded through a road infrastructure maintenance budget of a specific state organ, 

where the user-pay principle is not applicable.  

 

The proposed PPP framework will also provide clear guidelines and procedures for processes 

to be followed in implementing PPP projects. It will outline the objectives so that projects can 

be audited during completion, and areas of improvement will be noted. It will also use available 

existing policies and legislative frameworks (Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 

PFMA, BEE and existing PPP frameworks) where necessary. 

 

7.2 Lesson learned, findings and their relationship with the PPP Framework  

This framework was the culmination of lessons learned during durin conducting the study; 

these were from reviewing relevant literature and primary data. The findings from the study 

were the foundation from which this study was build.  

 

• The disparity of infrastructure between rural and urban commnunities in South Africa. 

There is a disparity between between rural and urban infrastructure, South African rural 

communities were governed an apartheied homeland policy.  Through this policy, 

development was focused to historically white communities, while neglecting black 

communities. Beside the efforts of the post 1994 government to bridge this gap, this 

challenges remains.  

 

• Contribution of well-maintained rural road infrastructure in delivering economic 

opportunities, public goods and services. In South Africa, focus has been on main 

artillery roads, which are econonomical significant. However rural road as key towards 

rural economic development. Roads also play a significant role in delivering public 

goods and services.  

   

• The extent to which road maintenance activities can contribute to enterprise 

development. Road maintenance activities play a significant role in developing 

entreprises. Entreprises plays a role as suppliers of building matrials and services, 

however beyond primary activities, there are others roles which other entities outside 

the road maintenance activities may supplier to road maintenance entities.  
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• Transaction costs in PPP transactions and their contribution to project risk, and the 

scope of PPPs in assisting with skills transfer and enterprise development. Within the 

study it was eastablished that higher transactions costs are a barrier to entreprise 

development.  

 

7.3 Prescripts for transaction costs, enterprise development and skills transfer in a PPP 

road maintenance project  

From this study, the following factors have emerged which have a bearing on the framework:  

the relationship between transaction costs, project risks and scope in PPP transactions; the role 

of PPP transactions in rural road maintenance; and their applicability to enterprise development 

and skills transfer.  

 

South Africa is experienced in PPP; however, this experience is limited to the national road 

network, which is a priority due to its strategic contribution to national economic development. 

There has been a focus on improving economic activities in rural communities, as this will 

assist in minimising the massive influx of economic migrants to cities. Poor infrastructure, 

including roads, is seen as a bottleneck preventing rural economic development. Rural 

municipalities and agencies lack the necessary skills to manage road infrastructure in their 

custody effectively. Therefore, the PPP framework proposed should be able to deliver small-

scale PPP road maintenance projects.  

 

From the literature presented about PPP (Chapter 3) and the theoretical framework (Chapter 

4), transaction costs emerged as being crucial to the successful development of a PPP project. 

Chapter 4 Section 4.7 laid down the theory of transaction costs concerning PPP transactions. 

High transaction costs have been a barrier to the implementation of small-scale PPP projects 

(Solheim-Kile et al., 2014). The current PPP framework is too complicated, bureaucratic and 

full of unnecessary processes that undermine the successful implementation of small-scale PPP 

projects. The proposed framework lays down a foundation from which small-scale road 

maintenance PPP projects can be successfully implemented. It will also clarify processes to be 

followed to reduce transaction costs in these transactions. The proposed PPP framework 
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addresses the following drivers: (1) complex risk-sharing mechanisms, (2) financing models, 

(3) the long-term nature of the PPP arrangements, and (4) the high transaction costs: 

 

A procuring authority – the TreasuryRSA PPP Unit (in the case of South Africa), has a 

responsibility to prepare a request for a proposal that has to show soundness to entice quality 

bids.  This is an expensive exercise, as expert services in the legal, technical and financial 

professions must be procured and remunerated for work done. These experts produce 

documents that will require bidders to engage capable teams and develop equally compelling 

bids. These early-stage developments require significant capital expenditure, which makes 

bidders reluctant, considering the risk of not being selected as a successful bidder.   

In an extended duration contract (20 to 30 years), it is difficult to foresee all eventualities and 

make provision therefor. This is an argument for a shorter duration PPP contract.  

  

There is also the current low popularity of road maintenance PPPs (de Vries and Yahoue, 

2013). Few small scale PPPs have ever been completed; therefore, it is challenging to make a 

case, where there is limited information to justify such a project. Currently, the low end of 

transaction costs for a PPP is usually pegged at ZAR50 million, while this renders projects 

below ZAR1 billion to be unviable, because the high transactional costs undermine the VFM 

(Value for Money).  

 

The argument of some study participants during data collection has been for the use of term-

contracts. However, PPP projects are necessary as they are better able to align incentives and 

risk allocations between private and public parties. This arrangement will enable both parties 

to share pains and gains, which is a fair business practice.   

 

The current PPP framework used in South Africa is cumbersome, while riddled with many 

approval processes which make it almost insurmountable for SMMEs to participate. SMME's 

participation in PPP road infrastructure projects is minimal due to the need for specialised 

skills, large capital requirements and also due to the negatively associated risks of large road 

projects.  

 

The specific emphasis on enterprise development in the proposed framework will aid in the 

development and sustainability of SMMEs. Rural communities have a higher level of road 
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maintenance backlog and limited financial resources to address it. This researcher argues that 

involving private capital in road maintenance will help to increase the number of maintenance 

projects which can be implemented.  Unlocking small-scale road maintenance PPP projects has 

the potential to increase the scope of available PPP projects, while addressing the maintenance 

backlog and providing consistent workload to SMMEs.  

 

Furthermore, the output of this study aims to provide a stable footing for South Africa to 

develop a PPP framework for rural road maintenance, with specific emphasis on enterprise 

development and skills transfer. The proposed PPP framework is expected to assist the 

government in the following:   

 

• Lowering of transaction costs through simplified bidding processes, standardising 

bidding documentation, an innovative way of performance monitoring during the 

implementation of PPP projects, and linking the value of transaction costs to project 

value and risk. 

 

• Development of capable rural-based entrepreneurs with the capacity to contribute 

equity and skills to undertake activities towards the realisation of PPP projects. 

Diversification of rural economic activities through small enterprises, presently focused 

on transport, agriculture and retail services.  

 

• Support and develop technical capacity within rural municipalities to implement 

complex PPP transactions. Rural municipalities cannot do effective essential rural road 

maintenance; therefore, complex PPPs transactions will be difficult to implement. 

 

• Develop effective strategies to manage the complexity of many competing rural 

community stakeholders, who may have a competing interest in a single road project. 

There are several rural communities laying claim to a few kilometres of road that pass 

through their area. These communities are usually under various rural chiefs, all with 

different interests.  

 

• Develop a flexible framework that is compliant with South African law. The current 

PPP framework has been criticised for being too prescriptive, hence the need to propose 
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functional requirements. A reform of the existing PPP regulatory framework will be 

necessary to allow flexibility. 

7.4 The relationship between the PPP framework and the project lifecycle  

The institutional framework in PPPs creates an enabling environment for a successful PPP 

programme. The institutional framework provides the structure and an umbrella for PPP 

networks. These are line institutions responsible for policy and development of PPP 

transactions to ensure that they are legally compliant. From the personal and focus group 

interviews, it emerged that institutional framework reform is necessary, because the current 

framework is riddled with bureaucratic bottlenecks:  

 

• Complexity, financing models, and the long-term nature of PPP transactions justify 

multi-institutional oversight to guard against risk transactions. However, the current 

institutional arrangement has been a barrier to the increasing scope of the PPP 

transactions. These also have an impact on increasing transaction costs for both client 

departments and bidders. The consequence for the client is that they fear incurring high 

costs which may be sunk into unviable projects. Bidders will also be wary of high costs 

of bidding and loss incurred in a case of submitting an unsuccessful bid. The 

cumbersome institutional arrangement is riddled with many approval processes which 

make it almost impossible for SMMEs to participate in the bid process. 

 

• Standardising documents will assist in minimising the impact of incomplete 

documentation in PPP contracts. Bidders are forced to prepare for different risk 

scenarios, and this has an impact on transaction costs. Several studies are required in 

order to make provision for risk management. The standardisation of contract 

documents eliminates the reinvention of processes for every PPP transaction. 

Simplified processes and the standardisation of PPP documentation have the potential 

to lower the transaction costs. This study measures transactional costs using indicators 

such as opportunity provided for public participants, type of information used in 

decision making, percentage upfront costs required, completeness of the contract, and 

level of competition of tendering for contracts. 
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• Although the South African government has been trying to increase participation of 

Historically Disadvantaged Individuals (HDIs) in PPP transactions, lack of capital by 

the HDI is acknowledged as a cause of their minimal participation in PPP transactions. 

PPP bids are costly to prepare as they require several studies and are therefore 

traditionally geared towards the large institutional investor. Hence, simplifying the 

documents attracts capital from new sources.  

 

• There is a limited technical capacity to implement PPP transactions at the local 

government level in South Africa. Also, the local government lacks skills to design, 

build and manage their road infrastructure. Training personnel at local government on 

PPP transactions will assist in lowering costs, especially during the development stage, 

including the feasibility and initial study for the project.  

 

• The institutional arrangement of the current framework is cumbersome and riddled with 

many approval processes. Studies are required for every submission to the 

TreasuryRSA. Consequently, these require transactional advisors, which increases 

transaction costs. 

 

• The current framework requires reform to creating an enabling institutional and legal 

framework. Based on results from the personal and focus group interviews, it was 

determined that the current legal and institutional framework is cumbersome and 

riddled with bureaucracy. A large number of institutions have to be consulted and 

approval granted before PPP transactions reach financial closure.   

 

• The institutional and legal framework should remain favourable to private sector 

participation in public infrastructure projects. The Constitution of the Republic of South 

Africa should remain as the highest legal norm, to assist in guaranteeing that successive 

governments or legislators will respect the PPP agreement.  

 

• Governance should be a foundation for institutional reforms to allow for a small-scale 

framework. After that, the focus should move towards addressing the interactions 

between various organs of state and logistics between them. Then the PPP framework 

will focus on the legal and administrative characteristics of PPP development. When 
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principles are well-founded, governments should then adopt a clear policy in favour of 

the participation of the private sector to contribute to public infrastructure delivery and 

make it widely known to local and foreign operators. For the policy to be a success, 

national or local public institutions should be able to provide coordination and support. 

 

• In the context of the proposed framework, the local and provincial governments will 

provide primary support as the contracting party, while the national government 

provides the policy certainty. This is because the focus of the framework is on rural 

roads that are located within provincial and district municipalities. Most poor or under-

maintained roads are located in rural municipalities. This framework will be used in 

conjunction with the existing PPP framework from the national government PPP unit. 

Table 7.1 describes the role of transaction costs in relation to standardised documents, 

cumbersome institutional structures, financing constraints, approval processes, project 

lifecycle, and capacity constraints at local institutions in the public and private sectors. 

 

Table 7. 1: Summary of mixed analysis on the impact of transaction costs  

 
Item 

No. 

 Key issues Interview Focus 

Group 

Related Literature 

1 Standardised 
documents 

 Respondents SI 6, SI 

5, SI 12 and SI 10  

Participants 

FG 2, FG 3 

and FG 6 

 Tirole, 1999 

Lubis, and Majid, 2013 

2 Cumbersome 
institutional 
structures 

 Respondents SI 10 SI 

12 SI 6 

Participants 

FG 2, FG 3 

and FG 6 

 Zhang, 2005 

Demirag et al., 2011 

3 Financing 
constraints 

 Respondents SI 12, 

SI 6 and SI 9 

Participants 

FG 2 FG 3 

and FG 6 

 Zhou, Wang, Fang, 2008 

Haselip, Desgain and 

Mackenzie, 2015 

4 Approval processes 
and project lifecycle 

Respondents SI 10, SI 

9 and SI 12 

Participants 

FG 6, FG 4 

and FG 5 

Bruchez, 2014; Ruiters and 

Matji, 2016 

5 Capacity constraints 
at local institutions 
in the public and 
private sectors 

 Respondents SI 5, SI 

10 and SI 12 

Participants 

FG 5, FG 7 

and FG 2 

 Sagynbekova, 2016 

Peters and van 

Nieuwenhuyzen, 2014 
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Item 

No. 

 Key issues Interview Focus 

Group 

Related Literature 

 

 

7.4.1 PPP Project inception 

During project inception, proposed projects will be registered to the office of the municipal 

manager. Based on findings from Chapter 3, a local authority is the custodian of rural roads 

and the municipal manager is the accounting officer of local authority. FG3 and GF concur that 

the current framework for registering projects at National Treasury is a cumbersome process. 

This can be made easier by devolving some of the responsibilities back to client departments, 

government agencies and municipalities, to eliminate the pointless exercise of registering 

unfeasible projects. This can be achieved through capacity building at the local government 

level:  

 

• Projects will be registered and screened. Projects meeting the minimum criteria will 

proceed to initial development and appraisal. The screening processes will focus on the 

VFM analysis and the ability of the project to create employment and support SMMEs.  

 

• The control of most primary roads in rural communities is under the mandate of the 

District municipalities and provincial roads department in South Africa (South Africa. 

Cooperative Governance & Traditional Affairs, 2016). Roads which are in need of 

maintenance will be identified by a relevant district municipality. The framework 

limitation will be on road maintenance.  

 

• Under the current PPP framework, when a roads authority has a potential project (see 

Chapter 3 Section 3.6.3) which may be done through a PPP, this project is registered 

with Treasury (National Treasury (South Africa). Ppp Unit, 2004). When the project is 

registered, draft feasibility reports will accompany it. Hence, the capacity to develop 

and manage PPP project procurement need to be developed at local and provincial 

government levels. 
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• Table 7.2 below compares procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities 

during project inception with the triangulation of data (1) collected from interviews and 

(2) the focus group, with (3) findings from the literature. 
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Table 7. 2: Comparison of procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities at project inception  

 
 

Stage one : Project inception 
  
  

  Current SA PPP framework Data from interviews and focus 
group  

Proposed PPP framework 

Procedures Project is registered with PPP unit 
at National Treasury. Conduct 
needs analysis, appoint a project 
officer, assess project budgets, Set 
up the project team, including 
transactional advisor. 

Client department to do more 
work on initial feasibility before 
projects are registered with the 
PPP unit. (SI10;FG5) 

Proposed PPP projects to be 
registered with Provincial 
Treasury to increase the scope of 
a project which can be 
concluded through a PPP.   

Decision criteria Based on initial assessments, PPP 
Unit will make a decision as to 
whether a project should be 
recommended for feasibility 
study. 

Locating all decision making for 
approval at National Treasury 
makes processes complex. (FG3; 
SI6) 

Besides technical and financial 
feasibility of projects, the scope 
should be expanded to include 
service delivery issues, such as 
good road network, skills 
transfer and enterprise 
development. 
 

Institutional responsibilities Client department/ agency needs 
to assess whether a proposed 
project is feasible through PPP 
procurement. PPP unit assists with 
technical support. 

Devolving of approval processes 
from National Treasury. Building 
capacity at lower level of 
government. (SI6; FG5)  

Capacity building at Provincial 
Treasury to enable them to make 
decisions on small-scale PPPs.   
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7.4.2 Feasibility study and options appraisals  

The feasibility study and options appraisals focus on whether the proposed PPP projects are fit 

for purpose. When considering feasibility, other options must also be assessed before a decision 

is made to complete a project through PPP procurement. Key objectives at feasibility stage will 

include scope; form of contract; sector; and size of a proposed project. Limitations on 

power/authority must be delegated to public accounting officers and private party players. 

However, financial feasibility will assess the public authority’s ability to afford the project. 

What must be evident is a sufficient revenue stream, to cover both capital and operation costs 

of a project.   

 

• The framework will be mainly applicable to the local authorities, while provincial 

government, National Treasury and the office of the auditor-general maintain the 

oversight on the projects.  

 

• There must be limitations on private party cost recovery, by means of a clear policy on 

the limitation on the amount of fees which the private sector may recover from the 

public authority. Separate authorities which consist of experts, public authority and the 

private practitioner will adjudicate each case on merits, and the ruling will be final.  

 

• This will also assist and protect the private sector, as government has the tendency to 

act unilaterally when laws are introduced to protect and safeguard public interests. 

Central to PPPs’ attractiveness to private sector organisations istheir ability to 

undertake the work and make a profit. 

 

• Table 7.3 below compares procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities 

during the feasibility study and options appraisals, with the triangulation of data (1) 

collected from interviews and (2) the focus group, with (3) findings from the literature. 
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Table 7. 3: Comparison of procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities during feasibility study and option appraisals 
 

Stage 2 : Feasibility Study and Optional Appraisals  
  

  Current South African PPP 
framework 

Data from interviews and focus 
group 

Proposed PPP framework 

Procedures Technical and financial feasibility 
to be conducted with the 
assistance of transactional 
advisors, project officers and PPP 
Unit. This requirement is to be 
concluded before the project 
moves to procurement. 

There is a need to review the 
process and to shorten the 
approval processes, because they 
don’t necessarily have to check 
compliance at each and every 
stage. FG4, SI12 

All feasibility studies are 
conducted with the guidance of 
Provincial Treasury in 
consultation with National 
Treasury, while the final 
approval before the signing of 
the agreement requires 
ratification by National 
Treasury.  

Decision criteria National Treasury will grant an 
Approval: I, if they are of the view 
that a project meets minimum 
criteria. PPP Project cannot 
proceed to procurement without an 
Approval: I. 

Simplified decision-making 
processes based on project value, 
risk, etc. SI8; SI9 

This PPP framework will be 
based on small scale projects, 
with lower capital requirement. 
These will lower the financial 
risk to National Tresaury, in 
case of failure.  

Institutional responsibilities Client department/ agency 
conducts all necessary feasibility 
studies with the assistance of PPP 
Unit. Treasury will issue or 
decline (Approval: I) 

Compliance with constitution 
RSA, PFMA and MFMA, while 
devolving the role to institution 
below National Treasury. 
FG4;SI6; FG3 

While National Treasury 
remains the custodian of PPP 
policy and practice, institutions 
such as NGOs, local 
communities, provincial and 
local government should be 
involved.    
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7.4.3 Procurement 

At this stage, a procurement strategy is developed for clarifying the bidding procedures and 

processes. As per the legal framework, public procurement in South Africa is guided by Section 

217 of the Constitution, which makes it a requirement for goods and services to be procured in 

a fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective manner.   

 

• Buyers usually face multiple potential suppliers, while reliability and minimal risk of 

supply failure, is what qualify them (Chaturvedi and Martínez-de-Albéniz, 2011). PPP 

procurement is a very complex process which requires a lot of expert advice.  

 

• In countries where there are relatively functional institutions such as the registrar of 

Banks (South African Reserve Bank), Financial Services Board (FSB), and the 

Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), it should be easier to search for 

required data (See Chapter 4 section 4.3.2 on institutional void).   

 

• Therefore, obtaining useful data about the current and past behaviour of bidders and 

their financial position should be easier to obtain from statutory registers. Therefore, 

this should be able to assist in the reduction of transaction costs and risks. 

 

• Contract negotiation should be completed within six months as the length of time 

required to reach an agreement has a bearing on transaction costs (Dudkin and Välilä, 

2005). 

• Table 7.4, below compares procedures, decision criteria and institutional 

responsibilities at Procurement, with the triangulation of data (1) collected from 

interviews and (2) the focus group, with (3) findings from the literature. 
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Table 7. 4: Comparison of procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities at procurement 
 

Stage 3 : Procurement 
  
  

  Current South African PPP 
framework 

Data from interviews and focus 
group 

Proposed PPP framework 

Procedures Bidding documentation to be 
prepared in accordance with 
relevant section of the constitution, 
PFMA and MFMA 

Suggest a need to review the process 
and to shorten the approval processes, 
because they don’t necessarily have to 
check compliance at each and every 
stage. SI 12; SI6; FG2 

PPP procurement documents for rural 
maintenance to be standardised to minimize 
involvement of transactional advisors.  

Decision criteria National Treasury will issue 
approval IIA to approve the bidding 
documentation and then IIB to 
accept preferred bidder. 

Legislation is that government 
municipal or national basically 
procures this structure through 
regulation 16 PFMA or section 120 of 
the FMAA  FG3 

Shortlisting of suitable service providers and 
selection of those preferred should be 
conducted according to section 16 of the 
constitution,  PFMA and MFMA 

Institutional responsibilities Client department/ agency will 
develop a procurement strategy 
with the assistance of transactional 
advisors, project officers and PPP 
Unit. National Treasury approvals 
IIA and  IIB 

Compliance with constitution RSA, 
PFMA and MFMA, while devolving 
the role to institution below National 
Treasury. FG3; FG4; SI12 

Procurement strategy should be a 
standardized document development by 
National Treasury to minimize transaction 
costs for each PPP project. 
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7.4.4 Payment and contract management  

The contract management stage spans the lifetime of the PPP agreement from the effective date 

of the contract to the end of the contract period. There will be no construction stage, as roads 

to be maintained already exist within South African rural communities. A key objective of 

contract management is to ensure that the PPP project meets its objective continuously while 

managing risks proactively and bringing stakeholders together.  

 

• The management contracts continue throughout the life of a project and involve  

proactive management to anticipate future needs and react to situations as they arise, 

also including all necessary procedures at posteriori adjustment to the contract, in other 

words, the processes of renegotiation.  

 

• These procedures incorporate the collection and analysis of information; the manual 

management of the contract; monitoring and evaluation of performance; the 

relationship between public and private entities; governance, probity and compliance; 

information management; management of contractual changes; and contingency plans. 

 

• Performance monitoring of the private sector partner in PPP type of arrangements 

entails extra transaction costs anywhere between 3 and 25 per cent of the contract value 

(Torres and Pina, 2001). According to SI6, the current development in information and 

communication technology (ICT) can be utilised to decrease costs of performance 

monitoring. Road users are also an active stakeholder, with ability to send information 

about their frustration through an ICT platform at relatively zero cost (SI6).  

 

• Table 7.5, below compares procedures, decision criteria and institutional 

responsibilities on the issues of payment and contract management, with the 

triangulation of data (1) collected from interviews and (2) the focus group with (3) 

findings from the literature.
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Table 7. 5: Comparison of procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities at payment and contract management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Stage 4 : Payment and Contract Management  

  Current South African PPP 
framework 

Data from interviews and 
focus group 

Proposed PPP framework 

Procedures Client department/ agency’s 
accounting authority will sign an 
agreement which includes 
minimum output, stakeholder 
management, monitoring and 
evaluation. 

Signing of performance 
agreement, with treasury 
oversight. Involvement of 
diverse stakeholders. FG2; 
FG3; SI1 

The framework may be set up 
after the signing of a PPP 
agreement, which will 
stipulate minimum 
performance level, payments, 
penalties and processes on 
dispute resolution.  

Decision criteria Set up prior to Treasury approval 
of all variation orders, before 
implementation. Financial and 
operational performance audited 
by National Treasury and the 
Office of the Auditor-General. 

Local communities’ 
involvement, road-user views 
considered in performance 
monitoring and assessment. 
Devolving more decision 
making to project steering 
committee and local 
government. (FG2; SI10; SI8) 

Local and provincial 
government will be delegated 
some level of authority; 
however, this is ratified by the 
National Treasury.  

Institutional 
responsibilities 

Changes to the PPP agreement 
are only binding if signed by the 
client department/agency’s 
accounting authority.  National 
Treasury and the Auditor-
General will conduct annual 
audit on PPPprojects. 

Multiplicity of stakeholders, in 
the form of road users. Cost can 
be lowered by involving them 
in performance monitoring. 
Local and provincial 
government manage this (FG3; 
FG2; SI6) 

Road users constitute an 
important stakeholder in the 
assessment of road conditions. 
Local communities, local and 
provincial government must 
be included. 
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7.4.5 Contract termination/ Term-end  

The PPP relationship will end either through termination for poor performance, or when the 

contract term ends. At the end of the maintenance cycle, the project will be returned at an 

agreed point of work completion, and handed back to the municipal council. When the contract 

is terminated due to concessionaire poor performance, assessments will be conducted and 

settlements agreed upon, and a new concessionaire appointed.  

 

• The PPP contract commences with the handover to the parties concerned, of the project 

to be developed or maintained, and the final task in managing a PPP contract is the 

handover of the asset to the state agency at the end of the contract (World Bank, nd).  

 

• When the PPP term ends, handover processes as per agreed terms on the signed contract 

must be followed.  During the signing of a PPP contract, the processes to be followed 

during handover need to be clarified.  The company assists the successor institution to 

secure needed resources and delivery or management capacity.  

 

• Towards the end of a PPP contract term, the process for identifying and negotiating 

with a replacement service provider will be conducted in parallel, while the current 

contract remains in place.  This is done to avoid a vacuum, as happens when one 

contract ends without a replacement in place. The office of the auditor-general has 

previously been displeased by the extension of contracts necessitated by poor handover 

planning.  

 

• When the replacement PPP concessionaire is appointed, the handover process 

commences while the existing concessionaire phases out and continues transferring 

more responsibilities to the new contractor, until that support and involvement can be 

discontinued. 

 

• Table 7.6 below compares procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities 

at exit stage, with the triangulation of data (1) collected from interviews and (2) the 

focus group with (3) findings from the literature. 
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Table 7. 6: Comparison of procedures, decision criteria and institutional responsibilities at exit stage 

 
 

Stage 5 : Exit (Contract Termination/ Term End) 

  Current South African PPP 
framework 

Data from interviews and focus 
group 

Proposed PPP framework 

Procedures When the PPP project term comes to 
an end (at about 25 -30 years), an asset 
may be returned to its original state 
and then handed over. A term may also 
be extended.     

Asset returns procedures must be 
followed as per the agreement. All 
necessary audits and assessment to be 
done. (FG3 ; FG4; FG2; SI12) 

At the contract end, the PPP concessionaire 
will return the road project under agreed 
standards. Technical and final assessments 
will be conducted, the asset is handed over 
and final settlement agreed and paid.  

Decision criteria Extension of PPP contract term, 
termination or decommissioning of an 
asset.  

Local communities, local and 
provincial government to make a 
decision to continue with the same 
service provider after term-end or 
commence a process to appoint a 
replacement. (SI10; FG4; SI12) 

When PPP project reaches term-end, a 
decision should be taken eitherto request a 
handover or to extend the concession term. If 
the decision is to end the project, the 
necessary technical and financial audit will be 
conducted, and then the project may be 
closed. 

Institutional 
responsibilities 

TreasuryRSA with the Office of the 
Auditor-General will conduct an exit 
audit on a PPP project. A decision will 
be taken on whether  to grant an 
extension  

Local communities, local and 
provincial government must assess the 
condition of assets. TreasuryRSA and 
Office of the Auditor-General provide 
final audits. (FG 2; SI 7; SI5) 

TreasuryRSA, the Office of the Auditor-
General, NGO’s, local and provincial 
government must all receive reports and may 
then close the project. 
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Figure 7:1 below summarises Process, Procedures, Decision Criteria and Institutional 

Responsibilities during implementation of a PPP project. Clarity in mapping-out decision 

processes, institutional responsibilities and approval processes in a PPP framework. This is 

important as it creates clarity which creates confidence in the market. This framework as per 

Figure 7:1 locates most of the approval processes at municipal council, while provincial 

government has an oversight role. A treasury exemption of the framework is required.

 

Figure 7. 1: Summary Procedures, Decision Criteria and Institutional Responsibilities 
during implementation of a PPP project 
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7.5 Project Lifecycle within the PPP Framework  

The project lifecycle refers to the stages a project goes through from concept until final 

handover. In the case of a PPP project, commencement happens during inception, and final 

handover occurs when a contract ends. After a project is registered with the PPP unit at National 

TreasuryRSA, it goes through various stages until the final handover to the client. 

TreasuryRSA is generally regarded as the senior administrator, as it bears responsibility for 

state income and expenditure. This framework will require an exemption for a PPP project 

below an amount determined by the finance minister to be exempted from current 

TreasuryRSA approval processes to be feasible.    

 

• According to FG3 and 4, there is a positive relationship between number of approval 

stages and the transaction costs. According to the current framework, a PPP project 

requires four approval stages (A1, A2, A2B and A3) before development.  

 

• SI10 states that, when private parties assume designs and construction risks, extensive 

studies are required to ensure risks are adequately provided for. FG2 agrees that revenue 

risk is the biggest threat to PPP projects, therefore private parties need to do extensive 

studies and test the streams of revenue to ensure they are adequate to cover the costs of 

design, development, operations and maintenance.  

 

• The framework proposes to lower transactions costs through the following actions: 

eliminating design and construction risks through limitation of scope of maintenance 

of existing road infrastructure; requesting TreasuryRSA to make an exception for 

projects below a value determined by TreasuryRSA. While the current South African 

framework as per Figure 7.1 requires four approvals from TreasuryRSA, the proposed 

framework will require a single approval; eliminating revenue related risks by funding 

the PPP for road maintenance through government funding allocations.   

 

• Figure 7.2, below shows a proposed project lifecycle framework suitable for rural road 

maintenance.  
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Figure 7. 2: Proposed new PPP lifecycle framework 
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7.6 Proposed PPP Stakeholder Framework for Rural Road Maintenance  

This section assists with addressing stakeholder relationships and responsibilities between 

parties in this proposed PPP framework for rural road maintenance. It further clarifies the 

limitations in the relationship between stakeholders.  

7.6.1 Government/ public sector 

Government/ public sector roles will mainly focus on the contribution of an asset (an existing 

road), fiscal support through the necessary financial payment at agreed intervals and, an 

explicit policy to support road maintenance PPPs.  

• Public Asset Contribution – Government agencies will contribute an existing road to 

the public sector for maintenance and also provide periodic payment based on the 

assessment of the road conditions. State support is provided by concessionary payments 

from the budget allocation, which eliminates revenue related risks and reduces 

transactional costs. 

• Fiscal Support – Rural roads are seen as unviable to be financed through a user-pay 

principle, therefore cannot be funded through tolls. Spheres of government having 

custodial responsibility to maintain these roads, will allocate money through their 

budget vote for maintenance projects.  

• Government Policy – It is required that government policy should explicitly support 

rural road maintenance through PPPs. 

7.6.2 A PPP Road Maintenance Project 

Any PPP road maintenance project will focus on the Special Purpose vehicle (SPV) project, 

the operations and maintenance, while incorporating the transfer of skills and development of 

the enterprise, in the process. While users, consumers and the community at large will benefit 

from an improved road experience, the project will also provide much needed feedback about 

the road condition back to the public sector and project company.  

• SPV/ Project Company – This companyis created though the coming together of a 

number of shareholders, entities with different skills sets. It is formed with the sole 

purpose of providing a central organisation from which to manage a specific PPP 

project.  

• Operations and Maintenance (Skills transfer and enterprise development) - The 

government proposes to use road maintenance projects to develop enterprises and 
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transfer skills in South African rural communities. Construction projects are of limited 

duration, while enterprises which may have learned some new skills may still be unable 

to utilise them beyond the original project. In this way, the volatility of the construction 

industry negatively affects the survival of construction SMMEs. 

• Users/consumers/community – They are important stakeholders as they host the 

project, while experiencing the stages of the project and the performance of the SPV. 

They can thus provide valuable feedback on the PPP project performance to the SPV 

and the public sector.  

7.6.3  Entrepreneurs 

• Shareholder 1: Employment equity – Shareholders are selected based on merit, based 

on their technical ability to meet project requirements, and they have a responsibility to 

meet the BEE requirement of equal opportunity by providing work opportunities to all 

who have those skills. This is done to address the historical injustice of previous 

exclusion of black people from particular skilled work, and to allow HDI to participate 

in formal economic activities in a meaningful way. 

• Shareholder 2: Equity of BEE funding – This equity funding will be explicitly allocated 

to Historically Disadvantaged Individuals (HDI), namely the BEE shareholders as per 

Figure 7.3. This is in line with the government policy of redressing the past injustices 

of apartheid, by increasing the participation of black people in the mainstream 

economy. 

• Lenders – Financial institutions who have lent the SPV money for the project, who have 

elected to remain lenders, by not taking up equity. 

• The project consortium – A consortium of different firms, including road maintenance 

contractors, engineers, etc. They are all involved as entrepreneurs in the project. 

7.6.4  Loan Agreement 

The loan agreement is the agreement, which will bind the SPV with the financial institutions 

who have lent the money towards the PPP project. 

 

Figure 7.3 below clarifies relationships and responsibilities between parties/stakeholders for 

the proposed PPP framework for rural road maintenance.  
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Figure 7. 3: Proposed PPP stakeholder framework for rural road maintenance 
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7.7 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 7 presented a PPP framework developed by this study. The framework uses findings 

from the literature review (Chapter 2), the literature on PPPs (Chapter 3), the theoretical 

framework (Chapter 4) and empirical findings (Chapter 6). The chapters commences by 

introducing the PPP framework. Then, it share some lessons learned from the study, which 

necessitate the building of a framework. The framework focuses on the decision processes and 

approvals necessary during implementation of a PPP project. The framework propose that 

small scale road maintenance PPP project may be implemented, provided transaction costs are 

lowered. It further states that if risk can be optimally managed, scope of projects done through 

PPP, may increase through additional projects which wouldn’t be practically completed 

through PPP, while adding skills transfer and entreprise development as key objectives in a 

PPP project.  In the next chapter, a validation exercise for the framework will be conducted to 

check its validity.   
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Chapter 8: Validation of the proposed Public-Priavate Partnership 

Framework  

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the validation process for the proposed PPP framework for road 

maintenance, as described in Chapter 7. This section explains the aims and objectives of the 

framework validation. The goal of the proposed PPP framework is to enable the 

implementation of small-scale road maintenance PPP projects with a specific emphasis on 

skills transfer and enterprise development. After that, the chapter will present the results from 

the framework validation process. Data used in validating the framework was obtained from 

an expert questionnaire. Finally, potential barriers to be encountered with the use of the 

framework and areas recommended for improvement are outlined. 

8.2 Aims and Objectives of Framework Validation 

The main aims and objectives of the framework validation process are to assess the 

appropriateness and the practicality of the PPP framework for road maintenance, with specific 

emphasis on skills transfer and enterprise development. This process was accomplished 

through a discussion on the proposed framework by practitioners with various skills within the 

PPPs space. The outcome is that the agreed validation objectives for the proposed PPP 

framework, implementing road maintenance projects in South African rural communities, are 

as follows:   

 

• To evaluate its degree of objectivity;  

• To assess the degree of appropriateness of the proposed PPP framework  

• To evaluate the degree of replicability of the framework;  

• To evaluate the degree of its applicability;  

• To evaluate its overall reliability;  

• To assess the overall suitability of the proposed PPP framework in the South African 

context. 
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8.3 Justification for using a Validation Exercise 

The principle that a model or tool should be “fit for purpose” should be central in model 

development; the validity of the model should also be measured by its appropriateness to the 

purpose of a project (Sargent, 2011). The model’s validity should be determined by its ability 

to meet all these needs, concerning each question (ibid). Kleijnen (1999) argues that the 

framework validation should not be assumed to result in a perfect model, since the ideal model 

would be the real system itself; therefore, any model is a simplification of reality. Framework 

validation is crucial, to check whether its applications are within a satisfactory range of 

accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model (Schlesinger et al. 1979).  Model 

credibility is concerned with developing in (potential) users the confidence they require to use 

a model, and the information derived from that model (Sargent, 2015).  

 

According to Keijnen (1999), obtaining real-world information is an objective process in 

framework validation. Sargent (2010) highlights four methods for use in validating the 

framework functionality, comprising the following: a subjective decision, based on the results 

of the various tests and evaluations conducted as part of the model development process; (this 

process is likely to have the user(s) of the model heavily involved with the model development 

team in deciding the validity of the simulation model); using an independent party to determine 

whether the simulation model is valid, and model validation using a scoring method. 

8.4 Methodology 

The PPP framework was developed for rural road maintenance projects, with a specific 

emphasis on skills transfer and enterprise development. There is limited scope for the 

researcher to launch practical rural road PPP procured projects to ascertain the validity and 

feasibility of the framework. The study is limited by time constraints and costs required to 

check the absolute validity of the framework over the complete domain of its intended 

applicability (Sargent, 2010). Therefore, validating the model using expert opinion was the 

most practical way to check framework practicality.  Evaluations and tests were then conducted 

until sufficient confidence was obtained that the model could be considered valid for its 

intended application (Sargent, 1982). Model validation is concerned with mitigating model risk 

and, as such, is a component of model risk management. Since the objective of this research is 
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to propose a framework for model validation, it is essential to distinguish between model risk 

management and model validation. 

8.4.1 Design of the validation questionnaire survey  

Questionnaires are a commonly used method of data collection, as data is an important stage 

of research (Boparai, Singh and Kathuria, 2019). Using a questionnaire is appropriate to collect 

information about people’s knowledge, attitude, beliefs, knowledge and behaviour (Jain, 

Dubey and Jain, 2016). The questionnaire should be able to address the following validity 

objectives: (1) apparent validity (2) content validity (3) construct validity (4) face validity 

(ibid). It is extremely important for a researcher to ensure that a questionnaire is fit-for-purpose 

and that it is able to measure what it is intended to measure (Kazi and Khalid, 2012). The 

survey questionnaire in this study was a self-administered tool, as it is cheaper, minimises the 

risk of information bias, and has a low barrier to reach respondents, while the risk of low 

response rate on such a questionnaire is higher (Haunberger, 2011). To address the risk of a 

low response rate, a bigger sample was used in order to receive the required minimum number 

of responses. The questionnaire was distributed through email, while participants had the 

luxury of being able to complete the questionnaire at their own pace. 

8.4.2 Measurement of the variables using a survey questionnaire  

According to Kazi and Khalid (2012), a questionnaire remains an efficient method for data 

collection, if the researcher can provide clarity about what is required, and also a strategy on 

how to measure the variables. In quantitative research, the variables are tested and measured 

numerically using statistical methods after data collection.  Quantitative methods were thus 

applied when respondents were asked to rate six aspects of the framework (score 1 – 5). The 

mean score was then obtained showing how the respondents scored every aspect of the 

framework. 

8.5 Background Details of Survey Respondents for Validation Exercise 

The rationale behind model development is to address the practice-related problem. The model 

requires validation to access their practicality. However, validation process is not a process to 

discover new knowledge. The framework has been developed based on results obtained from 
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participants in the study. The participants in the study did not participate during validation. The 

validators were selected from a wider variety of practitioners, researchers, and contractors with 

industry knowledge of PPP. It was found during earlier interviews with client representatives 

that government is reliant on external resources, as it lacks the internal capacity to develop a 

framework. Six years was the minimum required experience to ensure that validators have 

sufficient and hands-on experience and knowledge on PPP procurement policy. They also 

needed to have a keen understanding and experience of the South African PPP framework. 

Eight respondents participated in the validation exercise, as shown in Table 8.1 below.  

 

Table 8. 1: Details of survey respondents for validation exercise 

No Position Highest 
Qualifications 

Sector Years of 
Experience 

VA 1 Senior Vice President MA Private 25 

VA  2 Director BSc(Eng) Private 27 

VA  3 Consultant MSc Private and Academic  23 

VA  4 Project Manager BSc Private 27 

VA  5 Director FCIOB, FRICS Private 48 

VA  6 Senior Lecturer PhD Academic 13 

VA  7 Director MBA Private 30 

VA  8 Manager PhD Private and Academic  8 

 

8.6 Results of the Framework Validation 

Table 8.2 presents the information obtained from respondents identified in Table 8.1. The 

following questions were asked: (1) degree of objectivity (2) degree of appropriateness (3) 

degree of replicability (4) degree of applicability (5) overall reliability (6) overall suitability 

for PPP in South Africa. The respondents had to answer the questions using a five-point Likert 

scale where 5 represented excellent, 4 represented good, 3 represented satisfactory, 3 

represented fair and 1 represented poor.  
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The following scores were received as per Table 8.2 below.  (1) Degree of objectivity had a 

mean of 3.88 which is satisfactory; (2) degree of appropriateness had a mean of 4.00 which is 

good; (3) degree of replicability had a mean of 4.13 which is good; (4) degree of applicability 

had a mean of 3.88 which is satisfactory; (5) overall reliability had a mean of 4.13 which is 

good; while (6) overall suitability for PPP in South Africa had a mean of 4.00, which is good. 

Degree of objectivity and degree of applicability were the lowest, both with a mean score of 

3.71, while degree of replicability and overall reliability were rated highest, with a mean of 

4.13. Based on the validation results, a minimum of three (3) satisfactory responses was 

required for each aspect of the framework; therefore, the framework was judged valid. 
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Table 8. 2: Summary of validation results 

 

 

Validation Aspects Respondents Mean  

Score VA1 VA2 VA3 VA4 VA5 VA6 VA7 VA8 

1. Degree of objectivity 5 4 4 3 2 5 4 4 3.88 

2. Degree of appropriateness 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 3 4.00 

3. Degree of replicability 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 3 4.13 

4. Degree of applicability  4 5 3 3 3 4 4 5 3.88 

5. Overall reliability 5 4 3 4 3 5 5 4 4.13 

6. Overall suitability for PPP in South Africa 4 5 4 3 4 4 4 4 4.00 
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8.7 Main Benefits of the Framework 

The study sought to know from all validators what the perceived benefits of the proposed 

framework were.  There was a consensus that undertaking PPP projects using the current 

framework was too complicated, which usually increases the number of studies required to get 

a project to financial closure. There was also the issue of the proportionality of the current 

model when used on small-scale projects, as some projects might be less risky. Another issue 

was the current skewed development patterns between rural and urban communities and what 

interventions would be necessary.  There was agreement on the role of road maintenance in 

skills transfer and enterprise development. The validators acknowledged that as much as 

government policies are in place assist local labour and SMMEs during construction and 

maintenance of road infrastructure, this has been found to be unsustainable, and lacks 

continuity because SMMEs and labourers are abandoned at the end of the project.  

Based on the feedback from validators, it was found that the Public Private Partnerships (PPP) 

Framework for Implementing Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural Communities 

is that it provides a practical step towards addressing poor road maintenance in road 

infrastructure which has been historically neglected. The following below were summarised as 

the main benefits promoting framework implementation: 

• Dealing specifically with the ongoing maintenance component, which most PPPs do 

not deal with. Road infrastructure PPP has historical focus on main new roads, while 

this framework focuses on less economically significant roads, located in rural 

communities; 

• Dealing specifically with rural roads and understanding the need for safe social and 

economic connectivity on quality roads; 

• Providing an alternative funding mechanism rather than the government’s budget for 

maintenance. Given the decrease in government budgets, this is of high importance. 

Other benefits that emerged from the discussions as benefits of the proposed PPP 

framework for road maintenance projects are: 

• Knowledge of the levels of mentorship, skills transfer and enterprise development 

opportunities that are provided by road maintenance projects.  
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• Understanding of how the sustained and ongoing workload provided by rural road 

maintenance projects, when procured through PPPs, contributes a higher level of 

mentorship, skills transfer and enterprise development than the short term new road 

construction projects procured through EPWP.  

• Transferring of skills and development of enterprises, crucial as they are, has never 

been incorporated as important deliverables in a PPP framework. These benefits also 

simplify the process of implementing PPPs. 

• Reducing the procurement process through standardisation of procurement 

documentation. 

• Promoting transfer of skills and development of enterprises, which are key government 

objectives towards employment creation and poverty reduction. 

8.8 Barriers to the Use of the Framework 

Validators have also identified a number of barriers, requiring changes to improve the 

framework performance. The success of the framework depends on various important 

stakeholders seeing the value of implementing the framework. Some of the barriers may stem 

from parties’ vested interests in keeping the status quo, so that they actively resist the changes. 

There is also a need to amend the current legislative framework, and this may be a challenge.  

The following below were summarised as the main barriers to framework implementation: 

• Rural community roads are viewed by private parties as a low return proposition, due 

to the low economic means of those communities. 

• Rural roads are national, provincial and local municipal roads. Achieving agreements 

and mechanisms across government structures can be difficult and time consuming.  

• Scarcity of capable rural-based entrepreneurs with the capacity to contribute equity and 

the appropriate skills to do the work of the PPP project. This is because the nature of 

rural business is quite small, with a focus on transport, agriculture and retail, rather than 

construction.   

• Lack of technical capacity within rural municipalities to implement complex PPP 

transactions. Rural municipalities cannot do effective basic rural road maintenance 
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projects, therefore complex PPP transactions would be even more challenging to 

implement. 

• Difficulty in managing many communities, which may have competing interests on a 

single project. Several communities abut a few kilometers of rural roads in South 

African rural communities. These communities are usually under the authority of 

several rural chiefs, all with competing interests.   

• The prescriptive nature of the current PPP framework; this would require processes to 

be applied more flexibly than in the current framework. A reform of the existing 

regulatory framework will be necessary to allow that new flexibility in the framework. 

8.9 Recommended Improvements for the Framework 

Validators also recommended areas of improvement for the framework. These are necessary 

towards a practically implementable PPP framework. Validators made a number of valuable 

recommendations, which would assist in improving the proposed PPP framework and address 

gaps in its practical use.  The validators also commented on the framework’s degree of 

objectivity. The validators made recommendations for further improvement of the framework 

to make its implementation easier. Lastly, questions were asked about how suitable the 

framework is in the context of South Africa. The validators made recommendations for 

improvements to the framework, including:  

• Provide options for different rural roads for high traffic volume vs low traffic volume, 

or even a road with differing traffic volume and the potential to be user-pay PPP. 

• Provide options for roads that fall into one jurisdiction, compared to options that have 

multiple jurisdictions, to allow for ease of implementation. 

• Provide options for “clustering” roads in separate programmes to provide for a deal 

flow to interested private parties and bigger sized projects.  

• Improved alignment with current government policy on PPP and other procurement 

legislative frameworks such as PFMA and MFMA. 

• The proposed framework devolves responsibilities from the National Treasury to lower 

spheres of government, such as provincial and local government. The validators 

recommended that these new stakeholders should have to workshops and be trained.  
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Provision of a clear exit strategy, to describe an exit path for beneficiaries in terms of SMMEs 

and employees at the end of the PPP term. This is to address the question of what happens to 

the beneficiaries when the PPP term comes to an end. The possibility was considered that they 

might be absorbed by the new PPP entity; this was an area where the further focus on an 

effective exit strategy was indicated.   

8.10 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 8 focused on validating the proposed PPP framework. The chapter address the aims 

and objectives for validating a framework. This was conducted, because the researcher could 

not practically implement the framework and test its functionality in practice. A methodology 

was explain to lend credibility to the framework validation. A questionnaire survey was 

developed and then sent to the respondents, together with with a proposed PPP framework. The 

selected method for respondents based on criteria highlighted in Section 8.4. Finally, the 

framework was validated using expert rating of the framework. The results obtained are 

presented in Table 8.2. The chapter concludes by highliting the the main benefits, 

recommendations and improvement, it also included the barriers to the use of framework. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion and Recommendations 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the conclusion and recommendations of the study. It provides a summary 

of the main findings of the study, provides direction for future studies, and offers the theoretical 

and conceptual results of the research and the final summary of the thesis. 

9.2 Overview of Research Objectives 

• To determine the level of infrastructure and skills deficit in South African rural 

communities. 

• To determine the benefits of well-maintained roads to delivering public goods and 

services. 

• To evaluate the extent to which road maintenance activities can contribute to skills 

transfer and enterprise development. 

• To determine whether current PPPs models and policy can be used to foster economic 

development and skills transfer in SA rural communities. 

• The determine the effect of PPP transaction costs on the level of project risk, and on 

the scope of skills transfer and enterprise development  

• Develop a small-scale PPP framework for road maintenance, with specific emphasis on 

skills transfer and enterprise development. 
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Table 9. 1: Summary of tools used to achieve research objectives 

 
Data 
Collection 
tools 

Research Objectives  
Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3 Objective 4 Objective 5 Objective 6 
Determine the level 
of infrastructure and 
skills deficit in 
South African rural 
communities. 

Determine the 
benefits of 
well-
maintained 
roads for 
delivering 
public goods 
and services. 

Evaluate the extent 
to which road 
maintenance 
activities can 
contribute to skills 
transfer and 
enterprise 
development. 

Determine if current 
PPP models and 
policy can be used 
to foster economic 
development and 
skills transfer in SA 
rural communities. 

Determine the 
effect of PPP 
transaction costs 
on project risk, 
scope on skills 
transfer and 
enterprise 
development  

Develop a small-
scale PPP 
framework for road 
maintenance, with 
specific emphasis 
on skills transfer 
and enterprise 
development 

Literature 
Review 

 
•  

 

•  •  •  •  •  

Focus 
Group 

  
•  •  •  •  

Questionn- 
aire 

     
•  

Interviews 
  

•  •  •  •  
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From the objectives mentioned above, the next section presents a summary of the findings and 

the extent to which these objectives were achieved in the present study. 

 9.3 Summary of the Main Findings 

The study was primarily focused on developing a small-scale PPP framework for rural road 

maintenance. Part of the main output of small-scale PPP projects is enterprise development and 

skills transfer. The summary of the findings based on research objectives is presented in the 

following sub-sections. 

9.3.1 The level of infrastructure and skills deficits in South African rural communities 

The first objective was to investigate the level of infrastructure and skills deficits in South 

African rural communities.  The study found that there is a high level of infrastructure and 

skills deficits in South African rural communities. In developing countries, more people are 

inhabitants of rural communities. The lack of suitable work compels economic migrants to 

move to urban areas in search of skilled employment. Rural skills requirements are usually 

focusing on primary industries. Rural communities cannot create, attract and retain skills. 

South Africa, like most developing countries, has poor road infrastructure in rural 

communities. The apartheid system, which historically created a ‘homeland’ as an enclave for 

the black majority is cited as a cause. South Africa has a historically separate development 

trajectory, where development was focused on cities, where white people lived, unlike rural 

communities, which were occupied by the black majority. Rural areas are still disadvantaged 

and home to many poor black communities. This objective was addressed through reviewing 

of literature relevant literature. 

9.3.2 The benefits of well-maintained road infrastructure in delivering economic 

opportunities, public goods and services 

The second objective was to investigate the benefits of well-maintained roads in providing 

public goods and services. Poor road infrastructure denies billions of people world-wide access 

to health-care, educational institutions, and economic opportunities. People are cut off were 

roads infrastructure is non-existent, while poor road infrastructure tends to become unusable 
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during the rainy season, cutting many people off from resources like schools and clinics. Poor 

road infrastructure increases transportation costs, and these costs are passed on to consumers. 

Transport costs remain one of the barriers for rural workers to access employment on farms, 

and to the growth of rural businesses; roads may accelerate structural transformation in 

developing countries. Rural communities' population requires reliable and convenient 

transportation to maintain social connections, access goods and services, and fulfill other 

household needs. Improved rural roads are recognised as having a positive impact on rural 

communities.  Good rural road infrastructure can bridge the gap between markets and 

producers, especially in economic activities such as agriculture. Besides their contribution 

towards rural economic activities, rural roads also assist in the provision of other services and 

public goods, such as health care and education. Through review of relevant literature, study 

found that well-maintained roads are vital to delivering economic opportunities, public goods, 

and services.  

9.3.3 The extent to which road maintenance activities can contribute to skills transfer and 

enterprise development 

The third objective was to investigate the degree to which road maintenance activities 

contribute to skills transfer and enterprise development. It emerged from the current study and 

existing literature, that road maintenance projects do contribute towards the transfer of skills 

and development of enterprises. Literature and this study support that, road maintenance 

requires several different skills such as constructing different layers; concrete repair works, 

laying curbs and road marking. Road maintenance work requires skills in levels, geometry, and 

trigonometry. Literature and primary data support that, several activities also enable SMMEs 

opportunities to get exposure by doing some of the roadwork.  

9.3.4 Current PPP framework and policy can be used to foster economic development and 

skills transfer in South African rural communities 

The fourth objective was to investigate whether the current PPP models and policy can be used 

to promote economic development and skills transfer in SA rural communities. The results of 

the study and literature review suggest that the current PPP framework for road infrastructure 

is based on the user-pay principle, and this will not be feasible for rural roads. It further support 
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that, the PPP policy framework requires some revisions to simplify the processes and develop 

a framework where the public sector pay the concessionaire, based on the service level 

agreement.  

9.3.5 The effect of PPP transaction costs, project risk and scope on skills transfer and 

enterprise development  

The fifth objective was to investigate the impact of transaction costs, PPP project risk and scope 

on skills transfer and enterprise development. The present study found that there is a significant 

relationship between PPP transaction costs, project risk, and scope, on skills transfer and 

enterprise development. PPP transactions require transaction advisors to structure them. Based 

on literature and this study, higher transaction costs are hindering the implementation of small-

scale PPP. Literature and this study support that (1) transaction costs are incurred during a 

process to ascertain the magnitude of risks involved in PPP transactions and (2) if transaction 

costs can be lowered, the scope of projects, which can be completed through PPP, will increase. 

It further support that , the scope of PPP projects, from the traditional focus on accessing private 

capital for public infrastructure delivery, comprises skills transfer and enterprise development.  

9.3.6 Develop a small-scale PPP framework for road maintenance with specific emphasis on 

skills transfer and enterprise development 

The final objective was to develop a small-scale PPP framework for road maintenance with a 

particular focus on skills transfer and enterprise development. From literature and this study, it 

was found that the current PPP framework for road infrastructure is cumbersome and riddled 

with many unnecessary processes and approvals.  This study developed a small-scale rural road 

maintenance framework which puts skills transfer and development of SMMEs at the centre of 

the PPP framework for rural roads maintenance.  

9.4 Conclusion of the Study 

Based on the findings of the study obtained from empirical data and existing literature, this 

study concludes that South Africa has a higher level of infrastructure and skills deficits in rural 

communities; that road maintenance activities contribute to skills transfer and enterprise 

development; that the current PPP framework for road infrastructure is not adequate to foster 
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economic development in South African rural communities; and that PPP transaction costs, 

project risk and scope impact on skills transfer and enterprise development. Overall this study 

concludes that a small-scale PPP framework is feasible, provided the cost of the transactions 

is lower.   

9.5 Contribution of the Research to Knowledge 

This study has a three-fold contribution, namely; conceptual and theoretical. The sections 

below provide a discussion of these contributions. 

9.5.1 Conceptual contribution  

This study makes a significant research contribution to South Africa's PPP policy and is 

relevant to many developing countries struggling with rural poverty, unemployment, lack of 

skills and poor road infrastructure. The study focuses on the development of a small-scale PPP 

road maintenance framework. Furthermore, to the researcher’s knowledge, the PPP conceptual 

model has been tested collaboratively with a specific focus on transactional costs, to determine 

to what extent PPP transaction costs have an impact on skills transfer and enterprise 

development in rural communities.  

9.5.2 Theoretical contribution  

Overall, this study provides a significant theoretical contribution to the research literature in 

various fields, such as road maintenance, rural communities, road infrastructure, PPP, 

transaction costs, skills development, and enterprise development. The study investigates the 

role of the feasibility of a small-scale PPP framework suitable for rural road maintenance, with 

specific emphasis on skills transfer and enterprise development. In addition, this study 

contributes to the transaction cost theory by providing a framework that expounds the 

relationship between transaction cost, risk, and scope in PPP transactions, first developed by 

Coase (1937) and modified by Williamson (1979).  

 

Consequently, this research adds to scholarly literature as the findings evidenced that 

transaction costs are central to PPP project procurement.  
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9.5.3 Practical contribution 

This study contributes to the knowledge of advisors and practitioners on PPP policy. The study 

will contribute to their knowledge by emphasising rural road maintenance; PPP maintenance 

projects are not common as road maintenance is not popular compared to building new roads. 

Even though the PPP project procurement approach has an inherent ability to develop skills 

and enterprises, these are not the primary objectives for using this procurement approach.  

Transaction costs are seen as a barrier to the use of PPP project procurement approach on small-

scale road projects. Hence, a further contribution of the study is knowledge of the factors, 

which can help reduce transaction costs on small-scale PPP procured projects. Based on the 

above, the study results should benefit public policy experts, PPP researchers and professional 

practitioners within the field of PPP procurement. 

9.6 Limitations and Recommendations of the Study 

This study examines the role played by transaction cost in PPP project procurement towards 

developing a small-scale PPP framework for rural road maintenance with specific emphasis on 

transfer of skills and SMME development. This study contributes to the knowledge of advisors 

and practitioners on PPP policy. However, some limitations map out and recommend prospects 

for future research. First, this study was conducted on rural road maintenance; hence, this may 

influence the generalisability of the results to other sectors or service categories. Furthermore, 

this research explicitly focused on the South African PPP framework. Second, data was 

collected through interviews and a focus group. Focus groups generally may not cover all 

relevant aspects. Thus, the findings of this study may not be entirely representative of the PPP 

framework in South Africa. 

9.7 Recommendations for Future Research  

This research contributes to various disciplines, such as PPP, enterprise development, skill 

development, transaction advisory. The limitations of the research mentioned above guide 

directions for future research in several ways. The first recommendation relates to an extension 

to the conceptual model. In line with the limitation, this conceptual model may need to be 

replicated by other services or product categories for findings to be generalisable. Future 
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studies may also include other infrastructure maintenance, such as water and rural 

electrification projects. 

9.8 Critical Reflection on the Study 

This section aims to reflect upon the level of knowledge of the phenomenon at the 

commencement of the research endeavour and the advancement in such levels through to the 

end of the research project. 

 

The apparent lack of sustainable enterprise and meaningful skills transfer in South African 

rural communities. Poor rural road infrastructure should have been a catalyst toward provision 

enterprise and transferring skills. However, rural communities lack the opportunity to retain a 

skilled workforce. At the same time, lack of sufficient workload undermined the suitability of 

rural SMMEs. Due to PPP transactions' long-term nature, the study assumption was that PPP 

offers a silver-bullet towards addressing poor rural road infrastructure, skills transfer, and 

enterprise development. After an initial literature search, discussions with an expert on PPP. 

These experts showed an interest in the subject and approach of the research, which was 

promising. Through these discussions, it was found that the current South African PPP would 

not be suitable for small-scale rural road PPP with specific emphasis on enterprise development 

and skills transfer. The current framework requires several expert studies, which in turn 

increases transaction costs, which undermines the commercial sustainability of rural roads PPP. 

Nevertheless, even though the current framework encourages enterprise development and skills 

to transfer these remains as tertiary objectives.  

 

The study adopted a qualitative research approach. The research data was collected through 

personal interviews and focus group discussions to address the research problem. There were 

no contradictions found in the study as the data collected supported the conceptual framework. 

The study's results were used to develop a PPP framework for rural road maintenance with a 

specific emphasis on enterprise development and skills transfer. PPP experts were used in 

validating the new framework. 
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Lastly, there are things, which if done differently in this study would have achieved other 

results. The researcher would have selected and reviewed key relevant literature and then 

develop a theoretical and conceptual framework, adopting a quantitative research approach in 

data collection and analysis and developing the new framework. 

 

Lastly, there are things, which would have been differently on this study. The researcher would 

have selected and reviewed key relevant literature and then develop a theoretical and 

conceptual framework, collect data and then write-up.   

9.9 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 9 provides the overall conclusion of this study. It outlines an overview of the main 

research objective for the study. Findings in this chapter provide a justification of the following 

(1) well-maintained road infrastructure in delivering economic opportunities, public goods and 

services (2) road maintenance activities can contribute to skills transfer and enterprise 

development (3) for the feasibility of a PPP framework for implementing road maintenance 

projects in South African rural communities. Furthermore, the study also found that (1) there 

is an effect of PPP transaction costs, project risk and scope on skills transfer and enterprise 

development (2) there is wide disparity between urban and rural infrastructure.The results 

should be of benefit to public policy experts, PPP researchers and professional practitioners 

within PPP. Thereafter, the conclusion of the findings of the study from the research questions 

were provided. The conceptual and theoretical contributions of the study were presented. 

Finally, the limitations of research, critical reflection of the study and directions for future 

research were outlined. 
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APPENDICES  
 

APPENDIX A: INVITATION LETTER (Research Participants) 

 

 
 
07 February 2019 
 
To Whom It May Concern  
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
Invitation to participate on a PhD Study 
 
I would very much appreciate it if you could take time to contribute to an on-going doctoral 

research on Developing a Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Framework for Implementing 

Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural Communities in the School of Energy 

Geoscience Infrastructure and Society (EGIS) at Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh.  

 

The research aims to use contractors, workers and hosts organizations in implementing 

PPPs. A structured interview will be conducted. 

  

Please note participation is voluntarily and participants can opt-out at any time during the 

interview. Candidate rights to confidentiality will be protected.    

 

I would like to thank you very much for your valued and kind help and contribution, and 
look forward to hearing from you soon. Many thanks.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
Lindelani Baldwin Matshidze 
PhD Candidate  
School of Energy Geoscience Infrastructure and Society (EGIS),                   
Heriot Watt University,  
Email: lbm1@hw.ac.uk  
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW GUIDE 1 (For Clients) 

                                  
 
 
Project Title: Developing a Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Framework for Implementing 

Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural Communities 

 

Using a recent completed project within the last 5 years which you have completed in 

answering the following questions 

 

1/1. Describe the stakeholders involved on the project? 

1/2. Highlight whether BEE was used as a criterion in selecting the main and sub-

contractors? 

1/3. What allowance as a percentage of project costs was allocated to skills transfer and 

enterprise development? 

1/4. Do you think projects are veritable way of ensuring skills transfer and enterprise 

development within the construction sector? 

1/5. What types of skills were acquired on the project and its extent? 

1/6. How many sub-contractors/ SMMEs reported improved earnings, assets and an upgrade 

on CIDB due to the involvement on the project? 

 

 Thank you. 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW GUIDE (For contractors) 
 

                                  

 
 
Project Title: Developing a Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Framework for Implementing 

Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural Communities 

 

Using a recent completed project within the last 5 years which you have completed in 

answering the following questions 

 

2/1. Describe the skills development that was employed in a project? 

2/2. How much money as a percentage of the contract sum was allocated to SMMEs? 

2/3. What training programs were allocated and how many? 

2/4. Where sub-contractors/ SMMEs used on a project? In what capacity? How many? 

2/5. How many of these subcontractors were transferred to other new projects? 

2/6. How many subcontractors upgraded their grading on CIDB register? 

2/7. How many SMMEs/ subcontractors reported increased income, plant acquisition, skills 

and knowledge? 

 
Thank you. 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW GUIDE (PPP experts) 
 
 
 
 
 

                                  

 
 
Project Title: Developing a Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Framework for 

Implementing Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural Communities 

 
Using a recent completed project within the last 5 years which you have completed in 

answering the following questions  

 
3/1. What is the level your experience on PPPs projects? 

3/2. What is your understanding of South African PPPs policy? 

3/3. What is your understanding of PPPs transactions costs? 

3/4. Is there any relationship between transaction costs and risk in PPPs? 

3/5. What is your view on the feasibility of maintenance PPPs in road sector? 

3/6. What is your view on how PPPs can aid and support skills transfer and enterprise 

development? 

 

Thank you. 
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APPENDIX E: INVITATION LETTER (Focus Group) 
 
 

 
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
23 July 2018 
 
To Whom It May Concern  
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
Invitation to participate on Focus Group (FG)  
 
I would very much appreciate it if you could take time to contribute to an on-going doctoral 

research on Public Private Partnerships for Road Maintenance as a Vehicle for Skills 

Transfer and Enterprise Development in South African Rural Communities in the School of 

Energy Geoscience Infrastructure and Society (EGIS) at Heriot-Watt University in 

Edinburgh.  

 

The research aims to use senior professionals, academic and practitioners to validate a 

proposed PPPs framework. There is a no questionnaire to be sent out as a Focus Group (FG) 

will be used to validate the PPP framework.  

The details are as follows,  

Venue: University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg (New John Moffat building) 

Date:    Friday, 10 August 2018 

Time:    11am 

I would like to thank you very much for your valued and kind help and contribution, and 
look forward to hearing from you soon. Many thanks.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
Lindelani Baldwin Matshidze 
PhD Candidate  
School of Energy Geoscience Infrastructure and Society (EGIS),                   
Heriot Watt University,  
Email: lbm1@hw.ac.uk  
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APPENDIX F: VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Appendix D: Validation Exercise through questionnaire survey 

Developing a Public Private Partnerships (PPP) Framework for 

Implementing Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural 

Communities 

Background  

Key objective of this study was to develop a simplified PPP framework for 

Implementing Road Maintenance Projects in South African Rural Communities to 

fulfil objectives of a PhD research study at Heriot Watt University. 

Purpose of the validation questionnaire 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to validate that Public Private Partnerships 

(PPP) Framework for Implementing Road Maintenance Projects in South African 

Rural Communities is comprehensive, reliability; objective and practical (see 

separate attachment). 

Guidance  

Kindly please assist with completing this questionnaire, when completed; please 

forward it to Lindelani Matshidze on this lbm1@hw.ac.uk  

Respondent  

Rank in the 
organization……………………………………………………………………… 

Highest academic 
qualification………………………………………………………………… 

Years of 
experience……………………………………………………………………………
.. 
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Role (i.e Public/Private/ 
Academic/Other……………………………………...……………...  

 

Kind Regards 

Lindelani Matshidze 

Questionnaire 

Select from a questionnaire below, a rating from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) for each 
validation aspect. 

 

Validation Aspects Scoring Scale 
Poor                                                  Excellent 

1 2 3 4 5 
1. Degree of objectivity           
2. Degree of appropriateness           
3. Degree of replicability           
4. Degree of applicability            
5. Overall reliability           
6. Overall suitability for PPP in South Africa           
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APPENDIX G: QUESTIONNAIRE “FOLLOW-UP” 

As per previous validation of “Developing a Public Private Partnerships (PPP) 
Framework for Implementing Road Maintenance Projects in South African 
Rural Communities” framework sent previously, please comment on items 
below. 

 

Validation Aspects  Comments 

1. Main benefits of the framework 

  

2.  Barriers to the use of the Framework 

  

3. Recommended improvements for the 
Framework 
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APPENDIX H: ETHICS APPROVAL 
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